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ABSTRACT 
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THE HISTORY Of THE DETERMINATION 
Of THE VELOCITY Of LIGHT TO THE 
MID TWENTIETH CENTURY. 
RICHARD MALCOLM GOLIGHTLY 
The thesis looks at the various attempts at measuring the 
vel~city of light from ancient times to 1940. It 
concentrates on astronomical and optical methods apart from 
. mentioning electrical methods where this was considered 
necessary in the historical development. 
In the early part of the study the ancients considered 
that light travelled faster than sound and controversy arose 
as to whether it had a finite or infinite velocity. 
A brief look is taken at the theories of Alhazen and Roger 
Bacon before turning to the work of Galilee and his attempts 
to produce an experimental verification of the finite 
velocity of light. 
The experiments of Roemer and the first astronomical 
verification of the finite nature of the velocity using 
the satellites of Jupiter are considered in some detail. 
Here mention is made of the work of Descartes and the 
independent verification by Bradley in 1729. 
Next the rival wave and corpuscular theories of light are 
considered as in trying to explain the phenomena of refraction 
each theory gave rise to a different value for the velocity 
of light as it travelled through a more dens~ transmitting 
medium. Thus the velocity of light became a crucial factor 
in deciding which theory had more merit. 
Wheatstone's use of a revolving mirror to measure small time 
intervale is mentioned as well as the fizeau method on 
comparing the velocity of light in air and water. 
The main part of the thesis concentrates on the various 
terrestrial optical methods of the nineteenth century 
starting with the experiments of Foucault, Cornu and fizeau. 
The work of Young and forbes is given in detail since their 
series of experiments were made so that each observation was 
to be an acc~rate measurement of the velocity. 
The classic experiments of Michelson spanning 1879 - 1930 
are considered in detail as well as mentioning the work of 
Newcomb and Perrotin. 
The work of de Bray is mentioned along with a comparison 
of modern determinations. 
The concluding chapter draws attention to the emergence of 
the 'experimental method' in Renaissance times and the 
requirement of progress in scientific technology before 
accurate measurements can be taken. The transition from the 
single scientist working in isolation developing into the 
team effort as is common practice today is also mentioned. 
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CHAPTER 1. 
FROM ANTIQUITY TO THE TIME OF GALILEO 
In Antiquity, prevalent ideas on the nature of light were very 
different from those of today. It was true that in the pre-
Socratic period there were philosophers like Democritus(i) who, 
through his general atomic theory regarded light as small particles 
emitted from a source and moving with finite velocity. But this 
theory was never widely accepted. The problem of the velocity 
of light was frequently mentioned during discussion on the 
relative merits between the rival emission and atomic theories 
of light (see later). It was generally accepted that since 
lightning come~ before the thunder then light travels faster 
than sound. 
The Greek philosophers arrived at two main theories concerning 
the nature of light, both of which involved the use of particles. 
. (ii) Firstly Democritus and the Pythagoreans considered that vision 
is caused by the projection of particles of light from the 
(iii) 
object seen, into the pupil of the eye. Secondly Empedocles 
Eu~lid(iv) and the Platonists(v) held the doctrireof ocular 
beams where the sense of vision was considered t~ be similar to 
the sense of touch. The eye itself emits a stream of pa~ticles 
- rays of light; these rays go out and "apprehend" the object 
seen (1) see Lucretius(vi) (2)see Plato. 
( i) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
( iv) 
( v) 
( vi) 
Democritus of Abdera (approx 460- 370 B.C.). Philosopher. 
Pythagoras of Sames (56Q- 480 B.C.) Philosopher. 
Empedocles of Acragas (492 - 432 B.C.) 
Euclid (c 300 B.C.) Alexandrian Mathematician. 
Plato (427- 348/347 B.C.) Philosopher. 
Titus Lucretius Carus of Rome (96- 55 B.C.) Philosopher. 
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Aristotl~(i) in turn, rejected.the ·atomic theory, falling back 
on the view originating with the Pythagoreans that the essence 
of matter was to be found in four primary and fundamental 
qualities, existing in contrasted and opposite pairs - the hot 
and the cold, the wet and the dry. He also objected to the 
Euclidian model. If rays of light were emitted from the eyes, 
then how was it that when we open our eyes we see things 
immediately? One could say that light travels very fast; but 
we see even the distant stars instantaneously, and the stars 
are very far away in anyone's cosmology. Perhaps the light 
waves travelled with infinite speed, but this idea was abhorrent 
to Aristotle (3). 
By the time we reach Mediaeval times the velocity of light had 
been one of the most debated subjects concerning natural 
philosop~, especially since Ibn al-Haitham (Alhazen)(ii), Ibn 
. (iii) S1na and others of the Arab school had insisted that to 
enable the human eye to see, the existence of an external ~orne-
thing' of a physical nature was necessary~ Two opposing 
theories existed: one suggested that this •something' was 
endowed with a very high but finite velocity, while the other 
maintained that the velocity was infinite~ The failure of 
every attempt made to measure this velocity strengthened the 
faction that held the view that the velocity was infinite. It 
is true that in most cases the reason for believing that· the 
velocity of light was infinite was dictated by metaphysical 
considerations and often by observations which were both super-
ficial end wrongly interpreted. On the other hand there was 
great confusion of ideas. One group thought in terms of the 
velocity of visual rays, and the fact that as soon as they 
( i) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
Aristotle of Stagira (384- 322 B.C.) Athenian Philosopher 
Ibn Al-Haitham of Basra (965-1039) founder of Cairo 
University 
Ibn Sina of Bukhara (980-1037) 
opened their eyes they could see extremely distant objects such 
as the stars, seemed to justify their conclusion that rays had 
an infinite velocity. Another group thought in terms of the 
velocity of the species, and repeated the same reasoning as 
that used for the visual rays without realizing that this reason-
ing, when applied to the species, was not logical. 
From the philosophers of the time, Ibn al Haitham was significant 
in assuming a finite velocity of light. He tried to explain 
refraction by.a theory on which the velocity was split into one 
component parallel to the surface between the two media, and 
another perpendicular to it. When light was passing from a 
less dense to a more dense medium the parallel component, he 
maintained, was diminished so that the angle of refraction 
became smaller than the angle of incidence. Al-Haitham did 
not succeed in discovering the exact law of refraction although 
his theory did lead to a reduced velocity of light in a denser 
medium. 
Mention should also be made of Roger Bacon(i), a disciple of 
the English scholar Rob~rt Grossteste(ii) who attempted the 
creation of a completely new and comprehensive philosophical 
system by which Christianity could be defended against Islam. 
\ 
Bacon knew of Ibn al-Haitham's optical investigations and 
followed his Arab predecessor in assuming a finite velocity 
of light. 
In 1604 there appeared the book Ad Vitellionem Paralipomena 
. (iii) h in wh1ch Kepler , under sue a modest titie exposed many 
( i) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
Roger Bacon, (1219 - 1292) Franciscan Scholar at Ox.ford. 
Robert Grosstesw (1168-1253) Chancellor of Oxford 1215/1251 
Bishop of Lincoln 
Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) Imperial Mathematician at 
Prague and Court Astronomer. 
fundamental concepts, In the first chapter he gave 34 
Propositions summarizing the physical properties of light and 
its relation with colour (4)~ Kepler considered that light 
had infinte'velocity but it should be noted that this Propos-
ition suffered'considerably from the scarcity of experimental 
data, 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE INFLUENCE OF GALILEO ON THE THEORIES CONCERNING 
THE VELOCITY OF LIGHT. 
We must now turn our attention to the works of Galileo(i) on 
the determination of the speed of light. He had as late as 
' 1623 entertained the notion that light was transmitted instant-
aneously. ( 5) However it was in his book Dialogues Concerning 
Two New Sciences that he proposed an experiment to calculate 
its veloc~ty. 
In the Dialqgue, the roles of the interlocutors were clearly. 
defined ~i~h .Salviati, Galilee's spokesman, representing the 
mathematical intellect of the new science; Sagredo, the mind 
already freed from any ,prejudices of Aristotelian tradition 
and the illusions of common sense, a mind which was therefore 
capable of grasping the new truth of the Galilean arguments; 
Simplicia represented common sense, believing in the authority 
of Aristotle and of official science, struggling under the 
burden of tradition. 
S~ti and Sagredo started to discuss the recent publication 
of Father C~valieri(ii) on the subject of the burning glass 
(specchio ustorio). 
(6) SALV!ATI - "Hence I do not understand how the action of 
light, although very pure, can be devoid of motion .and that 
of the iwiftest type." 
SAGREDO - "But of what kind and how great must we consider 
this speed of light to be? Is it instantaneous or momentary 
( i) 
(ii) 
Galilee Galilei (1564 - 1642) Professor at Pisa, 
Padua etc. Philosopher to the Duke of Florence. 
Buonaventura Cavalieri (1598 - 1647) Jesuit Priest 
and Prior at Bologna. 
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or does it like other motions require time? 
decide this by experiment?" 
Can we not 
SIMPLICIO - "Everyday experience shows that the propagation of 
light is instantaneous; for when we see a piece of artillery 
fired, at a great distance, the flash reaches our eyes without 
lapse; of time; but the sound reaches the ear only after a 
noticeable interval~" 
SAGREDO - "Well, Simplicia, the only thing I am able to infer 
from this familiar bit o_f experience is that sound, in reaching 
our ear, travels more slowly than light; it does not inform 
me whether the coming of the light is instantanews or whether, 
although extremely rapid, it still occupies time. An 
observation of this kind tells us nothing· more than one in 
which it is claimed that 'As soon as the sun reaches the horizon, 
its light reaches our eyes 1 ; hut·,twho will assure me that these 
rays had not reached this limit earlier thah they reached our 
vision?" 
SALVI AT I. - "The small conclusiveness of these and other similar 
observation~ once led me to devise a m~tho~ by which one might 
accurately ascertain whether illumination~ i~e., the propagation 
of light, is really. instant~neous~ The fact tbat the speed 
of sound is as high as it is, assures us that the motion of 
light cannot fail t.o be extr.aordinarily swift.- The experiment 
which I devised was as follows: 
Let. each of two persons take a light contained in a lantern,· 
or othe~ receptacle~ such that by the inte~posi~ion of the 
hand, the one can shut off or admit the light to the vision of 
the other. Next let them stand opposite each other at a 
distance of a·few cubits and practice until they acquire 
such skill in uncovering and occulting their lights that the 
instant one sees the light of his companion he will .uncover 
his own'. After a few trials the response will be so prompt 
that without sensible error the uncove~ing of one light is 
immediately followed by· the uncovering of the other, so that 
as soon as one exposes his light he will instantly see that . 
of the other. Having ~cquired skill at this short distance 
let ths two:experimenters, equipped as before, take up positions 
separated by a 1 '!distance of two or three miles and let them 
. ' ' . ' 
perform the same experiment at night, noting carefully whether 
! 
the exposures and occulations occur in the same manner as at 
short distances; if they do, we may safely conclude that the 
propagation of light is instantaneous; b~t if time is required 
at a distance of three miles which, considering the going of 
one light and the coming o~ the o~her, really. amounts to six, 
then the delay ought to be easily observable~ If the experi-
ment is to be made at still greater distances, say ~ight or 
ten miles, telescopes may be employed, each observer adjusting 
one for himself at the place where he is to make the experiment 
at night; then a~though the lights are not large and are 
therefore invisible to the naked eye at so great a distance, 
they can readily be covered and uncovered since by aid of the 
telescope, once adj~sted and fixed, they will become easily 
visible." 
SAGREDO - "This experiment strikes me as a clever and reliable 
invention. But tell us what you conclude from the results.M 
SALVIATI - "In fact I have tried the experiment only at a 
short distance, iess than a mile, from which I have not been 
7 
able to ascertain with certainty whether the appearance of the 
opposite light was instantaaeous or not; but if not instanta-
neous it is extraordinarily rapid - I should call it momentary; 
and for the present I should compare it to motion which we see 
in the lightning flash between clouds eight or ten miles 
distant from us. We see the beginning of this light - I 
might say its head and source - located at a particular place 
among the clouds; but it immediately spreads to the surround-
ing ones, which seems to be an argument that at least some time 
is required for propagation; for if the illumination were 
instantaneous and not gradual, we should not be able to 
distinguish its origin - its centre, so to speak - from its 
outlying portion~" 
Descartes(i} qualified this experiment as "useless" and offered 
an alternative which he outlined in a private letter in 1634 
but never included dn his published writings. Descarte' 
correspondent had suggested an experiment similar to the one 
Galilee proposed: an observer would move a lantern in front 
of a mirror placed at a quarter of a mile and the interval 
between moving the lantern and perceiving its reflection in 
the mirror would afford a measure of the velocity of light. 
Descartes replied that there was another experiment "often 
performed by thousands of careful observers that showed that 
there was no lapse of time between the moment light (7) left 
the luminous object and the moment it entered the eye." This 
experiment was provided by the eclipse of the moon, 
I Descartes correspondent had conjectured that the speed of 
light was such ·that it could cover the quarter of a mile to 
and from the mirror in one pulse beat. Descartes generously 
/ (i) Rene du Perron Descartes (1596 - 1650) Philosopher 
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proposed to increase this value by 24 times to l/24th of a 
pulse beat for a quarter mile or l/6th for one mile. 
Assumin~ the current values of 50 earth radii for the distance 
of the moon and·600 miles for the length of the earth's radius, 
this would entail that light takes 5000 pulse beats or roughly 
one hour to travel from the earth to to the moon and back 
again. 
N~along a line ABC, let A, B 
A B c and C represent the positions of 
the sun, the earth, and the moon respectively; .and suppose 
that from the earth at B the moon is being eclipsed at C. 
The eclipse must appear at the moment when the light emitted 
by the sun at A, and reflected by the moon at C, would have 
arrived at B if it had not been interrupted by the earth. On 
the assumption that it takes one hour for the light to ma~e 
the return journey from B to C, the eclipse should be seen one 
hour after the light from the sun reaches the earth at B. In 
other words, the eclipse should not be observed from the earth 
until one hour after the sun has been seen at A~ But this is 
false since, when the moon is eclipsed at C, the sun is not 
seen at A an hour earli~r, but at the same moment as the eclipse~ 
"Hence", Descartes declared, using the ·same word he was to 
apply to Galilee's suggestion, ''your experiment is useless".· (B) 
The issue of the instantaneous or temporal prop~~on of light 
was peripheral to Galilee's physics but it played an important 
role in Cartesian mechanism where it illustrated the casual 
efficacy of contact action in a world permeated with subtle 
matter. Descartes saw the instantaneous propagation of light 
as experimental evidence for his theory and he was eveu prepared 
9 
to admit that if an interval of time were detected "my entire 
philosophy would be completely subverted." (9). 
10 
\ 
CHAPTER 3 
THE FIRST DETERMINATION Of THE VELOCITY 
Of LIGHT. 
IMMEDIATE BACKGROUND 
Ole Roemer (Romer){i) in September 1676 announced to the 
(Paris) Academy of Science that the eclipse of the innermost 
satellite of Jupiter would occur exactly ten minutes later 
than the time calculated on the basis of previous eclipse~. 
He explained that the delay was caused by the simple fact that 
astronomers considered light to be propagated instantaneously 
rather than gradually. Once his prediction had been confirmed 
/ 
by observation, Roemer told the Acade,mie that the speed of 
light was of such magnitude that it would require about 22 
minutes to traverse the diameter of-the annual orbit of the 
earth. 
Prior to Roemer's work the finiteness of the velocity of light 
was considered by Roger Bacon who although (was) in perfect 
agreement with Alhazen•s conclusions on this subject, felt 
that he must show, nevertheless, that they were arrived at on 
no proper basis. Bacon was interested in Astrology (in which 
he believed implicitly) and was interested in the means 
whereby the astral influences, as well as starlight, were 
transmitted through space. In his Opus Majus he said that (10) 
"all authorities make this statement (that light travels 
instantaneously} except Alhazen who attempts to prove this 
view false..... But these reasons of Alhazen do not have 
any weight." Essentially Bacon showed that the sort of 
(i) Ole Christensen Roemer (1644 - 1710} Professor at 
Copenhagen and Scientific Adviser to the King of Denm~rk. 
1 1 
reasoning used by Alhazen was identical with that of the 
scientists who attempted to prove the opposite view. Yet 
Bacon merely replaced Alhazen's argument by his own which 
was equally metaphysical to conclude that 
"Aristotle's statement that there is a difference between the 
transmission of light and that of other sensory impressions is 
not to be understood as consisting in the fact that light is 
transmitted instantaneously and the other impressions require 
time... this difference is not one of instantaneousness and 
time, but a less time and more time". (11) 
Now Francis Bacon(i) felt that the velocity of light was finite. 
His remarks on the subject were a classical example of the 
confusion exhibited by a first rate mind attempting to be 
reasonable with no scientific basis to act as a guide. (12) 
"Even in sight, whereof the action is most rapid, it appears 
that there are required certain moments of time for its 
accomplishments •••• (It is not surprising that we do not 
see the actual passage of light, for there are) things which 
by reason of the .• ·. velocity of their motion cannot be seen -
as when a ball is discharged from a musket. This fact, when 
others like it, has at times suggested to me a strange doubt, 
viz., whether the face of a clear and starlight sky be seen at 
the instant at which it really exists, and not a little later; 
and whether or not, as regards our sight of heavenly bodies, 
(there is) a real time and an apparent place which is taken 
account of by astronomers in the correction for parallaxes 
(whether or not) the images or rays of heavenly bodies take a 
(i) Francis Bacon (156l - 1626) Viscount St. Albans. 
Lord Chancellor of England. 
perceptible time in travelling to us. But this suspicion as 
to any considerable interval between the real time and the 
apparent afterwards vanished entirely ••• What had most weight 
of all with me was, that if any perceptible interval of time 
were interposed between the reality and the sight, it would 
follow that the images would oftentimes-be intercepted and 
confused by clouds rising in the meanwhile, and similar 
disturbances of the medium~" 
The theoretical background of science at this time was in a 
state of flux with "the whole scientific mode of thought in 
these times corrupted.as it was by theology and scholastic 
divinity" (13) _being very ~vident in the works of Kepler (4). 
Kepler wrote two treatises on optics; one concerned completely 
with refraction, (14) and the other, an earlier work, a type 
of co~mentary and supplement to Vitellius(i), a treatise on 
the whole science of light. In this earlier work (15) he 
begins (page 6) by working out that a sphere, considering its 
centre, radius and surface may be a representation of the 
Trinity. Later on he analysed the characteristics of light, 
stating that fr~m each luminous point an infinite number of 
rays travel out to infinity The propagation takes place 
instantaneously because light has neither mass nor weight 
\ (page 9). Therefore having no mass, the light can offer 
no resistance to the moving force and according to Aristotelian 
mechanics, giving the light an infinite velocity. 
Beeckman(ii) seems to have been certain, not only that the 
velocity of light was finite, but that this fact could be 
( .· .i) 
( ii) 
Vitellius (1230 - 1275) Polish Physicist/Philoso~her 
see Vitellionis, Nuremberg, 1535. Third Edition 
edited by f.Risner. 
Isaac Beeckman (1588 - 1637) Dutch Physicist~ Rector 
13 
at Dordrecht. Author of Mathematico Physicarum 
Meditationum Quaestionum Solutionum Centuria. Utrecht 1644 
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verified experimentally and the magnitude of that velocity 
determined. In his journal (March 19th 1629) it states: (16) 
"Distet homo ab alio per tot miliaria per quod ( leg'e quot) 
bombardi explosi lumen potest videri; &quo spatium hoc fit 
majus, stet uterque in monte excelso, ne quid in media abstet 
quo minus lux vel flamma ignis accensi videri possit. Verisimile 
autem est, magnum spatium requiri ad differntiam aliquam 
notandam tempore, ob incredibilem luminis in movendo celeritatem. 
Uterque homo habeat exactissimum horologium portatile, & 
uterque, tam is qui bombardo exploso astat quam qui tam lange 
ab eo remotus est, ut~rque, inquam, eo momenta quo lumen videt, 
,, 
in horologij celerrima rota notet punctum aliquod, vel atramento 
vel alio modo, quo exacte potest scire quot denticuli tacti 
fuerint dum sibi invicem in via occurrerint. Uterque enim 
cum h~rologio suo ad socium proficiscatur; at que ubi sibi 
occurrerint, unusquique numeret quot denticul in suo horologic 
transierint; idque saepius permutatus horologijs. Verisimile 
mihi videtur, non tantam esse lucis celeritatem, quin illi 
deprehasuri sint, plures dentes traniojsse in horologic ejus 
qui bombardo exploso adliterat~" which translates as: 
"Let one man stand at a distance from another over as many 
miles as to allow the light from a burning flare to be visible 
(to be within range of. vision)~ Where the distance is greater 
than this, then let each of them stand on a high hill to avoid 
any obstacle in between preventing the light or flame from· a 
lighted fire being seen. However it is probable that a long 
distance is required to measure a quantifiable difference in 
time, on account of the unimaginable speed of light in motion~ 
Each man should have a portable clock exaGtly synchronised 
with each other; each man, both the one who stands close to 
the burning flare and the one who is far removed from· it, each 
man, I repeat, at the precise moment that he sees the light 
·should mark on the clock's second hand (lit. 'the fastest 
wheel') a point either with dye or by some other method, by 
which he can determine precisely how many teeth (on the cog-
wheel, I imagine) haye been 'clicked' (i.e. elapsed time) by 
the time the two men meet each other on the road. for each 
man should set off towards his oppo~e number with his clock; 
when they meet, each one should then count how many teeth 
have ticked away on his own clock. This count should be done 
repeatedly - and the clocks exchanged. I think it probable 
that the speed is not so fast that they will not be able to 
observe that more 'teeth have ticked away on the clock kept by 
the one who was positioned where the flare was lit." 
Beeckman tried to convince Descartes that the velocity of 
light wasfinite but without much success. Descartes, defending 
his belief in instantaneous propagation, had worked out what 
seemed to him to be final and complete proof that his belief 
was the only one tenable. In a letter to Beeckman (August· 
22nd, 1634), he reviewed all of their previous correspondence 
and interchange of ideas on the subject.(l7) ) Descartes 
argument in favour of instantaaeous propagation was, in 
principle, scientifically sound as opposed to unconfirmed 
hunche~ (Galilee) and metaphysical arguments (Bacon, Alhasen). 
The mistake he made was in the estimation of how large the 
velocity of light might be if it were finite: his value being 
much too small. 
He~considered an eclipse of the moon, caused by the moon, 
earth .. and sun being in a straight line, with the earth 
.  
15 
iriterposed between the other two. Should it take an hour, 
say, for light to travel from the earth to the moon. Then 
the moon will not become dark until exactly one hour after 
I 
the instant of collinearity of the three bodies. Similarly 
' I 
one would not observe (on earth) the moon'~ darkening until 
I 
. i 
the passage of another hour, or until two hours after the moment 
. . I 
of collinearity. But in this time, the moon will have moved 
: I ~ 
in its Drbit and the three bodies will nb ~onger be collinear • 
. 
Hence, Descartes argued this is contrary to expe~ience, for 
one always observes the eclipsed moon at the point of the 
ecliptic opposite to the·sun (so that, for example, one never 
sees the sun and the eclipsed moon simultaneously). Hence 
light does not "travel in time" but ih an instant. 
Descartes asserted in his two works on optics, that light 
travels instantaneously. Yet, in neither of these did he 
. 
give the above observation as his basis for his assertion.(l8) 
He instead reasoned using in one instance, a blind man who 
feels the impact of his stick upon a stone the moment the 
stone is struck, and in the other, a pile of elastic balls, 
where a movement of one of the balls at the bottom of the pile 
is transmitted instantaneously to those at the top. Descartes 
was perfectly willing to admit that the concept of instantaneous 
transmission was difficult to grasp.(l9) Mersenne(i)questioned 
him on this point, being bothered by the seeming exclusion of 
priority of place :'i~e~,if light travels instantaneously, how 
can it be first in one place and then in another, for that 
would imply a lapse of time between the instants of being in 
(i) Marin Mersenne (1588 - 1648) Priest at the Place Royale 
1b 
the two places). I Descartes replied only "pour la difficulte 
que vous trouvez en ce qu 1 elle, se communique en un instant, 
I 
il y a de l'equiuoque au mot d'instant ••• "(20) 
Descartes was of the opinion that light depends on a pressure 
which is propagated instantaneously and he thought of it as 
being similar to the pressure in a liquid. In hia Discours 
pre~ier (21) he stated "that light in the body we call luminous 
is simply a given motion or a given.1action which is very 
quick and lively and which moves towards our eyes passing 
through the air and other transparent bodies, in the same way 
as the movement or the resistance of bodies met by this blind 
man passes to his hand through the stick." 
-~:~~~J In his Discours Seconde, Descartes studied reflection, 
diffusion and refraction of projectiles rather than of light. 
Once the laws were established for projectiles he extended 
them to light with only slight variations being necessary. 
~e proved the.law of refraction by following Alhazen's 
reasoning but added in mathematical form that the ratio between 
the sines . of the angles of incidence and of refraction is 
constant. furthermore when light passed from air to water 
IS 
the rayAbent towards the normal to the surface of separation 
which in turn led to the conclusion that the normal component 
of motion had increased. The conclusion of this was that the 
velocity of light should be greater in the denser medium. 
Now if light were supposed to have an infinite velocity, it 
is not at all clear what such a statement would mean.(22) 
Grimaldi(i) in his book de Lumine considered the theory of 
(i) Francesco Maria Grimaldi (1618 - 1663) Priest at the 
Jesuit College, Bologna~ 
17 
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of Descartes where he emphasised that Descartes theory 
required an increase of velocity in the denser medium when 
refraction occurs. "In reality I consid~r that this opinion 
in itself and in its sole exposition appears to me improbable".(23) 
finally looking at the works of Robert Hooke(i) who tried 
to grasp at the idea of a wave theory of light. In his 
Micrographia (24) he said that light was essentially a motion 
that was "exceeding quick", he added that light ''may be 
communicated or propagated ••• to the greatest i~aginable 
distance in the least imaginable time: though I see no 
. . . 
reason to affirm that it must be in an instant. for 1 know 
not any one experiment or observation that does prove it ••• 
(And as for most statements on the subject) I have this to 
answer. That I can as easily deny as they affirm. If 
indeed the_propagation were ve~y slow, tis possible something 
might be discovered by Eclypes of the Moon1 but though we 
should grant the progress of the light from the Earth to the 
Moon, and from the Moon back to the Earth again to be full 
two minutes in performing, I know not any possible means 
to discover it; nay, there may be some instances perhaps of 
Horizontal Eclypes that may seem very much to favour this 
supposition of the slower progression of Light than most 
imagine. And the like may be said of Eclypes of the Sun 
etc." 
(i) Robert Hooke (1635 - 1702) Secretary of the Royal 
Society a~d Professor of Geometry at Gresham College. 
CHAPTER 4. 
ROEMERS· ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS 
One of the first projects of the Academia Royale des Sciences 
was the preparation of maps less defective than those in use 
at the time. This project was quite feasible since the 
pendulum clock invented by Huygens(i) in 1657 was reliable 
enough to serve in the determination of ~ongitude~~ However 
an astronomical phenomenon was required capable of simultaneous 
observation from a point of known longitude and the place whose 
longitude was to be determined. Such a phenomenon was the 
eclipses of the first four satellites of Jupiter discovered by 
Galilee in January 1610.(25) Before they could be used for 
this purpose tables of their motion were needed. The earliest 
tables of this sort that enjoyed any confidence at all among 
astronomers were those published by Cassini(ii)in 1668, toge~er 
with his later set p~blished in 1693. (see Appendix (iii) ). 
The first observations of the eclipses of the satellites of 
•t d t p . th f J p· d(iii) d Jup1 er rna e a ar1s were ose o san 1car an were 
taken (26) before Cassini had arrived from Italy to be director 
of the Observatoire.(27) Picard had first to determine the 
precise longitude of Uraniborg on the island of Hveen so that 
proper use could be made of all previous observations. He 
started to make observations on September 6th 1671 with the 
help of Erasmus Bartholin(iv) and Ole Roemer. There the 
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( i) 
( ii) 
Christiaan Huygens (1629 - 1695) Academia des Sciences,Paris 
Giovanni Domenico Cassini (1625 - 1712) Professor of 
Astronomy at Bologna. 
(iii) 
( iv) 
Jean Picard (1620 - 1682) Prior of Rille, Professor 
at the College de france. 
Erasmus Bartholin (1625 - 1698) Physician, Copenhagen 
University. 
party observed a series of eclipses of the first satellite 
of Jupiter while Cassini made simultaneous observations in 
Paris.(28) 
Ole Roemer of the University· ,of Copenhagen s•udied under 
I 
Bartholin ~nd ~ventually joined the Academie as assistant to 
Picard and Cassini. He made many observations, both in Paris 
and in other parts of France. He displayed great mechanical 
and inventive geni.Js and constructed a Jovila,bium which is of 
note since it enabled him to account for some of the irregu~­
arities in the motions of the satellites. 
Du Hamel(i) mentioned a paper which Roemer read to the Academia 
I 
in 1677 in which he discussed Descartes proof of the Law of 
Sines (29) explaining that the admission that light would 
travel faster in a denser medium was questionable. He 
preferred the seemingly more logical view that was the direct 
opposite of Descartes on which basis he gave a synthetic proof 
of the Law of Sines, similar to the analytical proof given by 
( .. ) 
Fermat. 11 
Since the satellites of Jupiter were of extreme practical 
importance, it was necessary to know as much as possible of 
their irregularities. According to Maraldi(iii) the nephew 
and collaborator of Cassini -
"On appelle premier in,galit/ des plaqetes celle qui vient de 
leur excentricit{ au Solei!, & qui est r~ellement dans leur 
' / . / 
cours, par rapport a cet Astre, & secon~inegalite, celle qui 
20 
" vient de· ce qu' elles sent vues de la terre, & non du Soleilu ( 30). 
i) 
ii) 
(iii) 
Jean Baptiste du Hamel (1623 - 1706) Secretary to the 
Acad6mie des Sciences. 
Pierre de Fermat (1601 - 1665) Counsellor in the 
Parlement. 
Giacone Filippo Maraldi (1665 - 1729) Acad~mie des 
Sciences. 
/ I Cassini announced this- 'seconds inegalite' in August of 1675, 
remarking that this -
I 1 1\ 
"seconde iregalite par@it venir de ce que la lumiere emploie 
' quelque temps a venir du satellite jusqu 1 a nous, et qu'elle 
' ., I' 
met environ dix a onze minutes a parcourir en espace egal au 
demi-diam~tre de l'orbite terreste."(31) But "M.de Cassini 
ne demeura pas longtemps dans la pens~~ que la propagation 
I I • 
successive de la lumiere produisit cette seconds inegalite".(32) 
In fact when Roemer: Jread his classical paper on the subject, 
one of the strongest objectors was Cassini himself. 
Roemer predicted in September 1676 that the eclipse of the 
first satellite of Jupiter which was supposed to take place 
on the following November 9th at 5h 25m 45s would be 10 minutes 
late. On November 9th, this eclipse was observed at the 
Observatoire Royal at 5h 35m 45s, in perfect confirmation 1f 
/ 
his prognosis. On the following November 21st he read another 
paper to the Acad~mie in which he explained the delay in the 
eclipse of the preceeding November showed the necessity of his 
new equation, the equation of light (allowance for the time 
spent in light's passage) and that the time required for light 
to cross the diameter of the earth's annual orbit was about 
22 minutes.(33) Roemer stressed what was for him the central 
point, that observations of immersions of the first satellite 
gave a smaller period of revolution than similar observations 
of emersions.(34) (see appendix (i)). 
Cassini, although having once entertained the idea himself, 
objected vigorously. Not that there was any difference of 
opinion between them as to the fact of the delay. The sole 
disagreement lay in accounting for the delay. Cassini 
"perceived that the successive propagation of light explained 
the irregularities in the eclipses of the first satellite 
when the Earth was in different positions of her orbit; but 
finding that it did not account in an equally satisfactory 
manner for the irregularities of the other satellites, he 
rejected it altogether, and instead of it he used in the 
tables of the first satellite an empiric equation depending 
on the relative positions of the Earth and Jupiter."(35) 
Huyge~s read the account of Roemer~ ~,discovery and wrote to 
him on September 6th 1677 (l6) asking for more information 
and asking too, whether or not the figure '22 minutes were 
correct. In his.reply Roemer listed a set of four reasons 
for the fact that similar computations based on the other 
three satellites would give no results and also attempted to 
show why the delay could come from no other cause. In the 
end Huygens was completely convinced.(37)~ 
Although many of the academicians were convinced of the 
necessity of the equation of light, the Cassini family 
remained a stronghold of reaction. A paper was delivered 
by Maraldi who had devoted much time to the study of Jupiter's 
satellites. In this paper of 1707 (38) he admitted, in 
common with his uncle, that the equation of light gave a 
very satisfactory explanation and account of the errors of 
the first satellite; but, he maintained, it should vary 
from the perihelion to the aphelion of Jupiter's orbit~ 
Also the errors should be the same for all the satellites. 
Roemer said that he had collected more than 70 observations 
of the first satellite, these made by Picard and himself 
since 1668 and had divided them into the following nine 
periods: 
Period I Earth receding from Jupiter Mar.1671-May 1671 EMERSIONS 
" II It approaching It Oct.167l-feb.l672 IMMERSIONS 
" III It receding from " 
" IV II approaching 
II v II receding from 
" VI " receding from 
II vI I II approaching 
II 
II 
" 
It 
" 
Mar.l672-June 1672 
Nov.l672-Mar.l673 
Apr.l673-Aug.l673 
Jul.l675-0ct.l675 
EM 
EM 
EM 
IMM 
" VIII It receding from II 
May 1676-June 1676 
Aug.l676-Nov.l676 
J~nel677-Julyl677 
EM 
II IX It approaching 
" H~M 
The observations of the first satellite number 67. Meyer(i) 
has computed the mean period of revolution of the first 
satellite to get (39) 
Period I 
" II 
" III 
" IV 
n V 
" VI 
II VII 
" VIII 
II IX 
ld 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l8h 28m 
18 26 
18 28 
18 28 
18 28 
18 28 
18 28 
18 
18 
28 
28 
47s 
18 
35 
27 
46 
48 
20 
47 
30 
Emersions 
Immersions 
Emersions 
Immersions 
Emersions 
Emersions 
Immersions 
Emersions 
Immersions 
This confirmed Roemer's statement that the mean period was 
always greater when calculated on the basis of emersions than 
when calculated on immersions. 
Roemer chose these observations made during the years 1671, 
1672 and 1673 to obtain his figure of 22 minutes for light 
to cross the diameter of the earth's orbit because he had at 
his disposal a large number of observations for that period 
of time. further during this period Jupiter offered 
(i) Kirstine Meyer (1861 - 1941) Professor at the Roemer 
Institute Denmark. 
comparatively few variations in its movement and distance from 
the sun (1672 marked the aphelion passage of Jupiter). 
The mean period of revolution for the first satellite was 
computed as follows: 
ld 18h 1671 - 1672 
1672 -1673 ld I 18h 
30s 
28m 3ls 
When one looks at the immersions of January 12th 1672 
1671 October 24d 
297d 
1672 January 12d 
l2d 
Subtracting one gets 
1672 
1671 
12d 
297d 
79d 
18h 
17h 
8h 
9h 
9h 
17h 
15h 
15m Solar time 
-15m 45s Equation of 
59m 15s ~1ean Time 
59m 22s Solar Time 
+ 9m 23s Equation of 
8m 45s Mean Time 
8m 45s 
59m 15s 
9m 30s 
time 
Time 
for the same period of time, the mean period of revolution 
was ld 18h 28m 30s and as there were 45 revolutions of 
the satellite betw•en October 24th 1671 and January 12th 1672 
the eclipse should have taken place at 45(ld 18h 28m 30s) = 
79d l~h 22m 30s. Thus the immersion of January 12th 
occurred 1~, minutes earlier than it would have been expected •. 
.. 
But during this period (between the two eclipses used in the 
computation) the distanie from the Earth to Jupiter had 
diminished by 1.2lr (r is the radius of the earth's orbit) 
from which the time required for light to traverse the distance 
r as 13min 
1.21 = 10m 45s 
or about 11m as given by Roemer. 
Meyer however looking at the increment in the distance from 
Jupiter to Earth (August 23 and November 9th 1676) was 1.14r 
showing that he would have got a 10 minute delay 10 min -=--~4 ...... = 8. 1 min 1.1 
Roemer's innovation was not generally accepted in france; 
indeed such was not the case until the startling independent 
confirmation by Bradley(i) in January of 1729. But by that 
time, ·the idea that the velocity of light was finite· had gained 
much headway in England and elsewhere •. 
In England, Hooke alone was not convinced by Roemer. In 
the pre-Roemer period Hooke doubted the instantaneous trans-
mission of light. After Roemer • s demonstration .he doubted 
finite transmission. He said: 
"Supposing this (Roemer's demonstration) may. prove it (light) 
to be temporary and not.instantaneous, yet we find that it is 
so exceeding swift that 'tis beyond imagination; for so far 
he thinks indubitable, that it moves a space equal to the 
Diameter of the Earth, or near 8000 miles, in less than one 
single second of time, which is in as shor~ time as one can 
well pronounce 1,2,3,4; and if so why it may not be as well 
instantaneous I know no reason." (40) 
( .. ) 
Halley 11 was convinced of the~cessity of this new equation 
and in 1694 he published Cassini's tables of the first 
satellites of Jupiter (reduced to the Julian style and to the 
meridian of London); in the introduction, discussing the 
second inequality, he remarked that Cassini admitted that: 
"Monsieur Roemer did most ingeniously explain (this second) 
inequality) by the Hypothesis of the progressive Motion of 
( i) 
(ii) 
James Bradley (1693 - 1762) Savilian Professor of 
Astronomy at Oxford and Astronomer Royal. 
Edmond Halley (165.6 - 1742) Savilian Professor of 
Geometry at Oxford and Astronomer Roya~. 
Light; tQ which Cassini by his manner of calculus seems not 
to assent, though it be hard to imagine how the Earth's 
Position in respect to Jupiter should any way affect the 
motion of the Satellites. But what is most strange, he 
affirms that the same Inequality of two Degrees in the Motion, 
is likewise found in the other Satellites, requiring a much 
greater time, as above two Hours in the fourth Satellite: 
which if it appeared by Observation, would overthrow Monsieur 
Roemer's Hypothesis entirely. Yet I doubt not he~l to make 
it demonstratively plain that the Hypothesis of the Progressive 
motion of Light is found in all the other Satellites of 
Jupiter to be necessary, and that it is the same in all."(41) 
He listed some observations of his own and some of flamsteed's(i) 
and noted that Roemer's figure of 11 minutes was too large and 
that the figure computed by Cassini (as a time of delay, with 
no clue to the cause) was too small, being only 7m Ss. The 
correct figure, said Halley w~s closer to B.5m. 
Sir Isaac Newton(ii) has made two direct references to the 
velocity of light. In the first of these in Opticks (42) he 
mentions that most people consider light to be propagated 
instantaneously and so initially he defined rays, refractions 
etc. in accordance with that belief. 
"But by an argument taken from the Aequations of the times of 
the Eclipses of Jupiter's Satellites, it seems that Light is 
propagated in time, spending in its passage from the Sun to 
us about seven minutes of time; And therefore I have chosen 
to define Rays and Refractions in such general terms as may 
( i) John flamsteed (1646 - 1719) Astronomer Royal 
(ii) Isaac Newton (1642 - 1727) President of the Royal Society 
:J.? 
agree to Light in both cases." 
It seemed that Newton wished to avoid commitment to one point 
of view or the other as long as possible. But when he reached 
that part of the book where "the last proposition depended on 
the velocity of light", he introduced the proposition (~3) 
t~at "Light is propagated from luminous Bodies in time, and 
spends about seven or eight Minutes of an Hour in passing from 
the Sun to the Earth"~ He added that this "was observed first 
by ~oemer, and then by others, by means of the Eclipses of 
the Satellites of Jupiter"~ 
Bradley discovered the aberration of light and published his 
findings in 1729 (44) confirming Roemer's "mora luminis" 
independently. {see Appendix ii). He deduced from his value 
of the constant of aberration that thee' : time required for 
1ight·;to travel from the sun to the earth should be Bm 12s , (4s) 
a figur~ much closes to Newton's and Halle~'s than Roemer's z 
remarking that 
"It is well known that Mr. Roemer supposed that it {light) 
spent about 11 Minutes of Time in its Passage from the Sun to 
us: but it hath since been concluded by others from the like 
tclipses, that it is propagated as far in about 7 Minutes. 
The Velocity of Light therefore deduced from the foregoing 
Hypothesis {the aberration) i~ as it were a Mean betwixt 
what had at different times been determined from the Eclipses 
of J~piter's sat~llites." (46). 
Bradley's work 1ed to the final acceptance of the finite 
propagation of light. Even the Cassini family had to give 
in. Maraldi{i) published a paper in 1741 in which he showed 
that the equation of light explained much of the irregularity 
(i) Giovanni Domenico Maraldi (1709 - 17BB) 
in the motion of the third satellite. 
Delambre(i) wrote that from an examination ~f the eclipses 
of Jupiter's satellites the figure he had arrived at was 
8 13 2 (48) Wh 'tt k (ii) t' . 1 d' t m • s • 1 a er men 1ons an 1naugura 1sser -
ation ~f 1875 (49) by Glasenapp(iii)who, discussing the 
eclipses of ~he first satellite between 1848 and 1870, 
derived values between 8m 16s and 8m 2ls, the most probable 
being Bm 20.Bs. He also mentioned the work of Sampson(iv), 
who in 1909 derived the value 8m 18,64s from his own reductions 
of the Harvard observations and 8m 18.79s from the Harvard 
reductions, with probable errors of I0.02s. 
A more recent determination for the time of transit from the 
Earth to the Sun is that of Brouwer(v) who from a value of 
8.8030 "(10.0020)" for the solar parallax, derived the value 
8m 19s. 
It is pf little or no consequence that the figure arrived 
at by Roemer was too large being a little less than a third 
larger than more recent values. He offered a means of 
contradicting the general belief that the velocity of light 
was instantaneous that convinced the major portion of the 
scientists of his time. Even if his figure was a little large, 
it was, in any case, of the right order of magnitude. (50) 
( i) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
( iv) 
( v) 
Jean Baptiste Joseph Delambre 1749-1822) Secretary of 
the Academy of Sciences. 
Edmund Taylor Whittaker (1873 - 1956) Professor of 
Mathematics at Edinburgh. 
Sergei von Glasenapp (1848 - ) Professor of Physics 
at St.Petersburg 
Ralph Allen Sampson (1866 - 1939) Professor at Durham 
and Edinburgh. Astronomer Royal for Scotland~ 
Luitzen Egbertus Jan Brouwer (1881 - 1966) Professor 
of Mathematics at Amsterdam. 
BRADLEY AND THE ABERRATION Of LIGHT 
James Bradley published his discovery of the aberration of 
light in 1729. By aberration it was meant th~ apparent 
displace~ent of 9 heavenly body due to the combination of 
the orbital velocity of the earth with the_velocity of light. 
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His success was due to a combination of his excellent instrumental 
means, his own perfect experimental technique together with his 
thoroughness aQd persistence. 
Bradley·did not simply discover aberration for his determination 
of it was, considering his instrumental mearis, extremely 
accurate. He concluded that the maximum.aberration was 
included between 40" or 41 1', the value of the constant of 
aberration accepted today is 20"47 (that is 40"94 for the 
whole axis). .He deduced from this value the speed of light, 
and found_that the sunlight would reach us in Bm 13 sec 
(present estimate (Bm 19 sec). 
Bradley observed the star ~ in the head of Draconis with 
the object of discovering its parallax, and had found that 
during the winter of 1725 - 1726 the transit across the 
meridian was continually more southerly, whilst during the 
following summer its original position was restored by a 
motion northwards. 
Such an effect could not be explained as a result of 
parallax. In order to investigate the problem further he 
had a new telescope erected at Wanstead and there observed 
this apparent motion of a number of stars over a long period, 
finally arriving at the GOmplete solution •. 
the matter in the following manner : 
He considered 
A ... --
_ ... 
--
--
At If a ~article of light' moves 
__ .,. 
- I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
from A to B while the eye moves 
from C to B, the axis of an 
observing telescope must take 
up the position CA so that the 
light from A reaches the point B 
when the axis has gone from CA 
to the parallel position BA. 
The tangent of the· 'angle of aberration' is given by 
· tan d.. = ~ - ~ , where _W is the earth's velocity 
perpendicular to the line of sight and V is the velocity of 
light. 
He then proceeded on this basis to a consideration of the 
apparent movement of actual stars with the motion of the 
earth around the sun; and from the results of his observations 
deduced that the angle of aberration ~was 20.2" and that 
the ratio bf the velocity of light to the velocity of the 
earth's motion in its orbit was therefore 10,210 to 1. This 
gave a value for the velocity of light of 301,000 km/sec. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE WAVE AND CORPUSCULAR THEORIES 
During the Cl7th and ClBth there were two competing views 
concerning the nature of light. One considered that it was 
a wave motion, the other that beams of light consisted of 
streams of corpuscles. The wave theory was developed by 
Huygens, but was not generally accepted at first because it 
was overshadowed by the reputation of Newton, who favoured 
the corpuscular theory. 
Descartes, one of the main formulators of the corpuscular 
theory, applied himself to a study of the nature and the 
prope~ties of light. Although his r~searches in optics do 
not rank in importance with those in mathematics or philosophy 
because much that is contained in his works is to be found in 
earlier writers. Nevertheless, the importance of- L~ Dioptrigue* 
is great because of the emphasis placed upon ~he practical 
aspect of the science. 
The phenomena of reflection and refraction were~ll known in 
these times and both the~ave and corpuscular theories could 
easily explain how these phenomena took place. However, in 
an attemptin~ to explain the refraction of light as it passed 
from a less dense to a more dense transmitting medium (say) 
the corpuscular theory indicated that the light travelled 
faster in the denser medium whereas the wave theory required 
the light to travel slower in the denser medium. 
Descartes seems to have been the first writer to attempt to 
explain the bending of a ray of light as it passes from one 
I 
* Discours de la Methode. Plus La Dioptrique etc., Leyden, 
- 1637. 
medium to another. He presented the law of refraction as 
a deduction from theory using the aid of an analogy of a 
moving ball~when rays of light meet ponderable bodies "they 
are liable to· be deflected or stopped in the same way as 
the motion of a ball or a stone impinging en a body; fer it 
is easy to believe that the action or inclination to move, 
which I have said must be taken fer light, ought to fellow 
in this ·tbe same laws as mcticn."(Sl) 
Descartes assumed that the bending of the ray of light 
resulted from the unequal speeds of the light, and further, 
that the speed of propagation depended only en the nature 
" 
of the medium through which it passed. furthermore in order 
to make the analogy with the moving ball relevant, he was 
forced to make the light travel faster in the denser medium 
and to explain this he argued that the texture of the rare 
body was such as to hinder the passage of the light through 
it• 
.. 
In hi$ Discours Seconde, Descartes considered that a ray of 
light is refracted acs-ii·ss a plane interface from one medium 
into another• (52) 
Let a light corpuscle; whose velocity in the first medium 
is ~i' be incident on the interface, making ~n a~gle i witb 
the normal to the interface, and let it be refracted at an 
angle r into the second medium, in which its velocity is Vr• 
v 
Therefore ....£ =. }J-- (say) because the ratio dep_ended 
v. 
l. 
only on the nature.of the media (see above). Assuming 
also that the component of velocity parallel to the interface 
is unaffected by the refraction 
then v. l. sin i = v r sin r 
Should i > r ~hen the velocity would be greater in the 
second or denser medium which turned out to be in contradiction 
with exp~rimental fact. · 
Descartes' conclusions were attacked ·by many of his contemporaries 
. (i) . (ii') 
notably Hobbes , fermat a~d ·Roberval • Hobbes wrote 
to Mersenne from Paris (53)(7th february 1641) drawing, 
attention to blemishes in La Dioptriqu~. Descartes did not 
take Hobbes' criticism serio~sly and indeed did not welcome 
:.li.~s . .:.: observations .• 
fermat argued that light should travel wit~ diminished 
speed in the dense.r medium_. This, he thought, followed from 
a principle which. the ancients (es~ecially Herp) had accepted 
as a corollary to the equality of the angles of incidence and 
reflection, a principle which later was to Gbe known as the 
Principle of Least Action. It was known in antiquity that 
so long as the light travelled in the same medium it would 
.always take the shortest path. fermat generalised the 
principle, arguing that it would still hold if the lig~t 
passed from one medium to another, so that light travelling 
from a po~nt in one medium to a point in the other would so 
adjust its path th~t it would traverse the distance in the 
shqrtest possible time. Applying his rules of maxima and 
minima, which he had now perfected, to such a case he showed 
that the resistance encountered in the ·two media would b~ 
inversely proportional to the series of the angles of incidence 
and refraction~ He arrived at the solution in 1661 and wrote: 
( i) Thomas Hobbes (1588 - 1679) Author ~of'Tractatus epticus' 
(ii) Gilles Personna de Roberval (1602 - 1675) 'TraitJ de 
m~chaniqu,e' 
"The result of my work, has been the most ·extraordinary, the 
most unforeseen, and the happiest, that ever was; for, after 
having performed all the equations, multiplications, antitheses 
and other operations of my method, and having finally finished 
the problem, I have found that my principle gives exactly and 
precisely the same proportion for the refractions which 
Monsieur Descartes has established."(54). 
Descartes wrongly believed that the speeds would be inversely 
proportional to,1the sines of these same angles and he further 
stated that light must travel more readily through water than 
through air, and still more readily through glass, results 
which were experimentally disproved by Fouc~lt in 1850. 
The usefulness of Fermat's work was summarised by Whittaker 
as follows: 
"Although Fermat's result was correct, and, of high permanent 
interest, the principles from which it was derived were meta-
physical rather than physical in character, and consequently 
were of little use for the purpose of framing a mechanical 
explanation of light. The influence of Descartes' theory 
was therefore scarcely at all diminished, as a result of 
Fermat's work."(55) 
/ ' Huygens in his Traite de la Lumiere could not accept that 
corpuscular light'could penetrate matter without,at the same 
time,undergoing some sort of disarray and diffusion. He 
considerad that light was the movement of the matter existing 
between the object seen and the eye itself. After careful 
consideration he felt able to conclude that: 
"there is no doubt· that light also comes to us f~om a luminous 
body by some motion impressed on the matter in-between, since 
as we have already seen, this cannot be by the ~ransport of 
a body which passes from the luminous object to us".(56) 
Huygens prefe~red motion to matter. He considered that the 
esistence of the .finite speed of light denied by Descartes but 
which had been determined by Roemer in 1675 was an argument ~n 
favour of his views. ie also had adopted the finite velocity 
of light as a hypothesis several ye~rs before.,Roemer announced 
his results. Huygens in fact had devised his theory to 
account for those phenomena which Descartes' theory had tried 
to explain : namely; rectilinear propagation, the fact that 
rays of +ight may cross one another without hindering or 
impeding one another, reflection and ordinary refraction in 
accordance with the sine law. His aim was to give a clearer 
and more plaus~ble. explanation than the unsatisfactory 
inconsistent comparisons proposed in Descartes' Dioptrigue 
and his starting point was exactly those physical problems 
which the Cartesian theory had left unsolved. 
Hooke in his Micrographia (57) said 
"the constitution and motion of the parts must be such, 
that the appulse of the luminous body may be communicated 
or propagated through it to the greatest imaginable distance 
in the least imag~nable time; though I see no reason to affirm, 
that it must be ~n instant~" 
Hooke here questioned Descartes1 hypothesis of the instantaneous 
propagation of light. He did not actually assert that the 
velocity of ligh~ must be finite. But that he favoured such 
a view (at the time of writing the Micrographia) may be gathered 
from the following discussion of Descartes' arguments from the 
eclipses of the moon: 
"I know not any one Experiment or observation that does 
prove it (viz. instantaneous propagation). And, whereas 
it may be objected, that we see the Sun risen at the very 
instant when it is above the sensible Horizon, and that we 
see a star hidden by the body of the Moon at the same instant, 
when the Star, the Moon and our Eye are all in the same line; 
and the like observations, or rather suppositions may be 
urged., I have this to answer That I can as easily deny 
as they affirm; for I would fain know by what means any 
one can be assured any more of the Affirmative, than I of the 
Negative. If indeed the propagation were very slow, 'tis 
possible some thing might be discovered by Eclypses of the 
Moon; but though we $hould grant the progress of the light 
from~e Earth to the Moon, and from the Moon back to the 
Earth again to be full two Minutes in performing, I know 
not any possible means to discover it; nay,there may be 
some instances perhaps of Horizontal Eclypses that may seem 
very much to favour this supposition of the slower progression 
of Light than most imagine. And the like may be said of 
the Eclypses of the Sun, etc." (58) 
He did not himself produce any positive arguments, experimental 
or theoretical, to support successive propagation. But the 
picture which he gave in the fifth remark clearly depicted 
the propagation of light as a process taking place at finite 
speed •. 
"in a Homogeneous medium this motion is propagated every way 
with equal velocity, whence necessarily every pulse or 
vibration of the luminous body will generate a Sphere, which 
will continually increase, and grow bigger, just after the 
same manner (though indefinitely swifter) as the waves or 
rings on the surface of the water do swell into bigger and 
bigger circles about a point of it, whereby sinking of a 
Stone the motion was begun, whence it necessarily follows, 
that all the parts of these spheres emdulated through an 
Homogeneous medium with the Rays at right angles~"(59) 
The above ideas represented a definite advance towards a 
wave theory. However, one cannot assume that he necessarily 
understood the vibrations in the light bearing medium to be 
transverse, that is, at right angles to the direction of 
propagation. Nor does he say that the pulses or waves 
follow one another at: regular intervals. 
Hooke in Micrographia p.57 considered what happens to a pulse 
or wave-front when it passed from one medium into another. 
Looking at the construction, the velocity of light must be 
greater in denser media, since it was based on the Cartesian 
relation giving the sines in inverse ratio to the velocities~ 
Now in ~uygen~s1 construction for refraction the wave front 
must be perpendicular to the direction of propagation after 
refraction~ 
This construction thus yields a law according to which one 
must adopt the opinion opposite to that of Descartes regarding 
the velocity of light in different media. 
Whittaker again comments: 
"The above represented a decided advantage on the treatment 
of (60) the same problem by Descartes which rested on mere 
analogy. Hooke tried to determine what happened to the 
wave-front when it met the interface between two media; 
and for this end he introduced the correct principle that the 
side of the wave-front which first meets the interface would 
go forward in the second medium with the velocity proper to 
that medium, while the other side of the wave-front, which 
' 
was still in the first medium was still moving with the old 
velocity; so that the wave-front would be deflected in the 
transitiGn from one medium to the other." 
I 
Huygens~ter suggested in the Traite (61) that "the progression 
of these waves ought to be a little slower in the interior of 
the bodies, by reason of the small·detours which the same 
particles cause." 
Huygens first adopted the finite velocity of light about 
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' three years before Roemer's discovery not because any terrestrial 
experiment had forced him to do so, but simply because this 
hypothesis was required for a clear understanding of the 
-p.ry_en9men~and particularly, of, refraction. It .was implied 
I 
in the Traite that Huygens had changed his mind also about 
Descartes' eclipses arguments before Roemer announced his 
results. One of the reasons given by Huygens confirmed the 
preceding account· of the development of his thought. 
"I have then "made no difficulty, in meditating on these things 
(Descartes' eclipses arguments), in supposing that the emanation 
of light is accomplished with time, for it has always seemed 
to me ~~at even Mr. Des Cartes, whose aimhas been to treat all 
the subjects of Physics intelligibly, and who assuredly has 
succeeded in this better than anyone before him, has said 
nothing that is not full of difficulties, or even inconceivable, 
in dealing with Light and its properties. 
I 
But that which I employed only as a hypothesis, has recently 
received great seemingness (vraisemblance) as an established 
truth by the ingenious proof of Mr. Romer ••• " 
Huygens Treatise p.7 
It would seem that Huygens accepted Roemer's demonstration 
not so much because he saw in it an impressive revelation of 
facts but, rather, because it was in agre ement with what he 
had adopted as a physical hypothesis which he had required 
for a clear explanation of the properties af light. Using 
the principle of secondary waves, Huygens was able to devise 
a construction for ordinary refraction (62). 
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AC being a plane wave front, obliquely striking a epareting 
surface AB. Let Vi be the velocity of the light in the 
medium above and t the time taken for C to arrive at B. 
Let Vr be the velocity in the lower medium. 
Huygens was able to demonstra te that since the Angle of 
incidence EAD is equal to the angle CAB and the angle of 
refraction fAN is equal to the angle 
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"This law implies that when the angle of refraction is 
smaller then the corresponding angle of incidence, the velocity 
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must have been diminished by refraction. And since light in 
passing from a rare into a dense medium is deflected towards 
the normal, it must be concluded that the velocity of light 
is greater in rarer media. I Huygens law is the same as that 
deduced by fermat (from the least time principle) and maintained 
(i) n. (ii) by Pardies and ongo. But whereas Ango and. (perhaps) 
Pardies simply assumed the wave-front to be perpendicular 
to the direction of propagation after refraction, this is 
presented by Huygens as a consequence of regarding the wave-
front as a resultant wave composed from the secondary waves 
generated successively at the surface of the refracting medium."(63: 
Newton considered the Cartesian proof in his Optical Lectures 
of 1669 - 1671: 
"The Ancients determined Refractions by the Means of the 
Angles, which the Incident and refracted Rays made with the 
Perpendicular of the refracting Plane, as if those Angles had 
a given Ratio ••• the Ancients supposed, that the Angle of 
Incidence • • • , the Angle of Refraction •••• and the refracted 
Angle •• ~ are always in a certain given Ratio, or they rather 
believed it ~as a sufficiently accurate Hypothesis, ~hen the 
Rays did not much divaricate from the Perpendicular ~ .. But 
this estimating of the Refractions was found not to be 
sufficiently acc~rate, to be made a fundamental of Dioptricks. 
And Cartes was the first, that thought of another Rule, 
(i) Ignace Gaston Pardies (1636 - 1673) Author and 
Lecturer at Le Grand College, Paris. 
(ii) father Pierre Ango (1650 - 1700) Author of Optigue 1682 
·whereby it might be more exactly determined, by making the 
Sines of the said Angles to be in a giving Ratio ••• The 
Truth whereof the Author had demonstrated not inelegantly, 
provided he had left no room to doubt of the Physical Causes, 
which he assumed." (64) 
By the mid ClBth there were two rather distinct lines of 
development in natural philosophy~ Newton's wish to refrain 
from hypotheses and his deliberate avoidance of unequivocal 
statements about the ·causes of forces and the nature of 
matter, allowed two different overall views of his works, 
dependent upon the curre~t interests of the interpreter. 
SUMMARY BY SCHOFIELD 
"Now it is only by implication, and that not a clear one, 
that Newton's theory of matter can be determined. ·There is 
no doubt that he was a corpuscularian, nor that he had modified 
that belief, rejecting the n~tion that all natural phenomena 
were explicable simply in terms of the various sizes, shapes 
and motions of these fundamental particles ~f nature. But 
Newton scholars are still divided as ta.whether, in the end, 
he believed that the corpuscles also acted upon one another, 
at a distance, by means of unexplained immaterial farces of 
attraction and repulsion, or tha~ an intermediary aether 
subtle, elastic, and electric, provided the mechanism far 
their action. for our purposes, the amswer to this problem 
is essentially irrelevant for we need rather to know that 
eighteenth-century nBtural philosophers believed that Newton 
believed. Unfortunately, it appears that this conflict 
of opinion divided eighteenth - as well as twentieth-century 
Newtonians. In the long run the most influential view was 
probably that of the aetherial school, in which more-or-less 
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traditional materialists successfully reconciled their views 
with Newton's aether into a series of imponderable fluids 
each of which carried the properties essential to explain the 
various phenomena they had been created to solve. Nevertheless, 
there remained a clear line of British investig~tors, starting 
early in the ce~tury, who adopted the notion of forces and 
ignored that of the aether."(65) 
Newton in his 'Opticks' had developed the arguments for the 
ratio of the sine of incidence to the sine of refraction of a 
ray of light. He stated "That bodies refract light by acting 
upon its Rays in lines perpendicular to their surfaces." 
John Michell(i) wrote more explicitly: "for let us suppose 
with Sir Isaac Newton that the refraction of light is 
occasioned by a certain force impelling it towards the 
refracting medium, an hypothesis which perfectly accounts 
for all the appearances." (66) 
Newton argued that the velocity of light could be related to 
the ratio of the sine of incidence and refraction as follows: 
"If any Motion or moving thing whatsoever be incident with 
any Velocity on any broad and thin space terminated on both 
sides by two parallel Planes, and in its Passage through that 
space be urged perpendicularly towards the farther Plane by 
any force which at given distances from the Plane is of given 
Qualities; the perpendicular velocity of that Motion or 
Thing, at its emerging out of that space, shall be always 
equal to the square Root of the sum of the squ~re of the 
perpendicular velocity which that Motion or Thing would have 
at its Emergence, if at its Incidence its perpendicular 
velocity was infini~ely little~" 
(i) John Michell (1724 - 1793) Rector of Thornhill. 
Newton proceeded with mathematical demonstration to show that 
the sin§~, of incidence was to the sine of xefraction, "in a 
given ratio." He then added his usual .cautionary statement: 
••• "And this Demonstration being general, without determining 
what Light is, or by what kind of force it is refracted, or 
assuming anything further than that the refracting Body acts 
upon the Rays in lines perpendicular to its Surface; I take 
it to be a very convincing Argument of the full truth of 
this Proposition. 
So then, if the ratio of the Sines of Incidence and Refraction 
of any sort of Rays be found in any· one case, 'tis given in 
all cases; and thus may be readily found by the Method in 
the following Proposition.n(67) see also (64). 
( . ) 
John Robison 1 as late as 1788 argued strongly for the 
Newtonian scheme and was somewhat scathing concerning the 
rival wave theory: 
"The other hyp~~hesis is that of Mr. Huyghen~ and Dr.Hooke.(68) 
These gentlemen suppose that, as hearing. ~s produced by means 
of the tremulous motion of elastic air, which affects the 
ear, so vision is produced by the tremulous motion of elastic 
light, which affects the eye. This hypothesis was announced 
and applied to the explanation of phaenomena in very general 
terms, ahd did not, for a long while, engage the attention: 
of the learned. The celebrated mathematician Mr. Euler(ii) 
has ·lately brought it into credit, having made some alterations 
in it. He supposes, that vision i :is produced by the tremulous 
motion of an elaatic fluid which he calls aether, and which 
( i) John Robison (1739 - 1805) Professor at Edinburgh 
(ii) Leonhard Euler (1707- 1783) Professor of Mathematics 
·at St. Petersburg. 
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he supposes to pervade all bodies. He attempts to show 
that the propagation of this tremulous motion is analogous 
to the appearances in the reflection and refraction of light. 
I confess that I cannot admit his reasonings on this subject 
to be agreeable to the principles of mechanics; and I am 
decidedly of opinion, that the propagation of the tremulous 
motion of an elasti~·fluid is totally inconsistent with those 
4+ 
facts in vision where no refraction or reflection is observed. 
But I shall reserve my object~ons till another oppatunity, 
when I propose to submit to this Society a mechanical explanation 
of ~his h~pothesis, and I shall admit for the present that 
Mr~ Euler's explanation':of refraction and reflection is just. 
It is an essential proposition in this ~hypothetical theory, 
that the velocities of the incident and refracted light are 
proportional to the sines of incidence and refraction, and 
therefore that light is retarded when it is refracted towards 
the perpendicular. It seems a necessary consequence that, in 
this case, the particles of aether are actuated by forces 
tending from the refracting body. I shall, therefore, consider 
what effects must result from the combination of this retardation 
with the motion of the refracting body. If time will allow, 
I shall consider what will be the effects prod~ced on the 
motion of light.by the motion of the visible object. These 
• J 
are so different in the two hypothes~s, that it is very 
probable that some natural appearance may be found which 
will give us an opportunity of determining whether either of 
t~ese hypotheses is to be received as true." 
Robison was correct in his suggestion that the two hypotheses 
could be subjected to experimental comparison if it could be 
determined whether light were acce~erated or retarded upon 
entering a medium of higher index of refraction. But this 
experimental determination did not occur until after 1849, 
with the work of fizeau and Foucault. Until then, the choice 
between the two hypotheses remained largely a matter of 
personal preference. 
the Newtonian system. 
It was clear that Robison opted for 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE WORK Of FIZEAU 
The problem of measuring the time intervaL occupi~d by light 
in travelling a relatively short distance on the earth's 
surface was first overcome by H.L.fizeau(i)(l849) and in 
doing so he introduced a principle of fundamental importance 
in the field of measurem~nt. Instead of trying to measure 
the short interval occupied by one return ';__.journey of light, 
he arranged for a regular repetition of the journey and 
observed some parameter, in this case the intensity of the 
light returned, which reached an optimum value when the time 
of repetition agreed with the time tif travel. The time 
measurement was thus replaced by the measurement of the rate 
of repetition or frequency, which is a far easier technical 
problem. -.----- ~--
With re'ference to the diagram : W was a toothe'd wheel whose 
rim was at the principal focus, f, ~f an objective lens, o.· 
Light from a source, 5, was reflected at the surface of the 
glass plate, G, and brought to focus at f, from which it 
emerged as a parallel beam • This beam, after traversing a 
. distance of several kilometres, fell on a reflector and 
hence onto a focus on the surface of a concave mirror, R. 
The optical centre of the lens, L, was at the centre of 
(i) Armand Hippolyte Louis fizeau (1819 - 1896) 
Director of the Bureau des Longitudes. 
curvature of R, and so the incident beam of parallel light 
was returned~rallel and fell on 0, which formed a real image 
of the source at F. 
Now rays of light eminating from a luminous source~diverge 
in all directions from their position of origin; thus the 
further a given surface is from the source of light, the less 
it receives. Therefore in this ex~eriment where distances 
of several kilometres were involved, the mirror would only 
receive an insignificant quantity of light, moreover only 
a very small portion of that light would come back to strike 
the eye so that very little would be seen. 
loss of light the lens system as above was a~ranged. In 
fact, the two converging lenses were objectives of two tel~-
scopes placed at the extremities of the distance over which 
the light travell~d, and directed towards each other so that 
the image formed by the objective of one was seen at the 
focus of the other. (69) 
"This arrangement succeeds very well, even when the telescopes 
are separated by considerable distances. With telescopes 
of 6 centimetres (2yfi inches) aperture, the distance can b~ 
B kilometres (nearly 5 miles) without the light becoming too 
feeble. We thus see a luminous point like a star, and 
formed by the light, which, setting out from this point, has 
traversed a distance of 16 kilometres,(nearly 10 miles) then 
returned and passed exactly through the same point to reach 
the eye. 
I 
"It is exactly at this point that the teeth of the revolving 
disk must pass to produce the effects spoken of. The 
experiment succeeds very well, and we observe that, according 
to the greater or less velocity of rotation, the luminous 
point shines brilliantly or is totally eclipsed.« 
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In the circumstances in which the experiment was made, the 
first eclipse was produced in about twelve turns and six-
tenths of a turn in one second. With double the velocity 
the star shines again, with a triple velocity a second eclipse 
takes place; for a quadruple ve~o~ity the point shines again, 
and so on. 
"The first telescope was pl~ced on the terrace of a house 
at Suresnes, near Paris; the second on the heights of 
Montmatre, at an approximate distance of 8,633 metres 
(26,516 feet or 5~3645 miles). 
The disk, carrying 720 teeth, was attached to wheel-work 
moved by weights, and constructed by M.Frome~t; a register 
gave the number of revolutions. The light was obtained 
from a lamp so disposed as to give a very bright beam." 
The time occupied by the light to travel 2 x 8633 metres 
thus l a revofution 1 120 seconds, was 2x720 of or 2 X 12.6 X 
so that the velocity of light in air was 2 X 8633 X 12.6 X 
2 X 720 metres/sec 10 second. or 3.13 x 10 em per 
~oubling the speed of rotation would result in a maximum 
intensity and it is clear that the precision of setting 
increases with the speed and the number of teeth that are 
by-passed. Fizeau however never reported the details cif 
his experiments apart from a single result which was stated 
to be the average of 26 measurements. This value was 
given as 70.948 leagues of.25 to the degree, corresponding 
to the above value in modern units. 
( i) . . The project developed by Arago 1n 1836 had shown the · 
possibility of measuring the velocity of light and that 
(:i) Dominique franco~s Jean Arago (1786 - 1853) 
Secretary of the Academia des Sciences 
it would have to move over a short distance on the earth's 
surface to determine this velocity. The experiment of 
Fizeau based on an entirely different method was the first 
determination of the velocity of light on earth and whose 
agreement with that which astronomers had arrived at from 
sidereal observations was satisfactory for a first attempt 
of this kind. 
It was for this experiment at Suresnes that the Institute 
of France awarded to Fizeau, at its annual meeting in 1856, 
the triennial prize of 30,000 francs found~d by the Emperor 
for the work or the discovery which, in the opinion of the 
five academies of the Institute, has done most honour and 
service to the ~ountry. 
THE VELOCITY OF LIGHT AND WAVE THEORY 
According to the emission theory the velocity of light in 
passing from a rarer medium into a denser should be increased. 
For example, the refractive index in passing from air to 
water is 4/3; thus according to the emission theory, the 
velocity of light in air to the velocity in water should be 
3/4. Against this stands the wave theory. According to 
this theory, the velocity of light in passing from a rarer 
to a denser medium should be diminished; in the case of air 
and water the ratio of velocities would be reversed and 
become 4/3. 
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Arago suggested submitting the question to an experimental (70) 
test and proposed the idea of using a rotating mirror to 
carry o~t the idea using a suggestion of Wheatstone(i). He 
himself was unable (71) to carry out the experiment due to 
failing eyesight. 
(i) Charles Wheatstone (1803-1875) Professor at 
Kings' College, London~ 
Arago conceived a ray of light to fall upon the plane surface 
of a reflecting mirror set perpendicular to the direction of 
the light, whence the. latter would be sent back along the 
path by which it entered. If the reflecting surface be 
oblique to the direction of the light, the latter will be 
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reflected in some other direction; should a second reflecting 
mirror be set perpendicular to.this lFtter direction, the 
light will be reflected from this in the direction of the 
perpendicular, will again strike the ather mi~ror, and be 
finally sent back by the latter through the aperture by 
which it entered. In this case the ray has, suffered tVfo 
reflections from the intermediate mirror; and if it is true 
that light requires time· in passing from one point to another, 
these two reflections cannot occur contemporaneously. A 
certain ~portion of ~ime, however small, will be required 
for the journey to and from one mirror tc~the other. Now 
when the aperture and. the two mirrors are perfectly still; 
' the pat~ of the light in coming will coincide with its path 
in returning; but while on its route between the two mirrors, 
should the position of the first .mirror be c~anged)e.g. 
become more inclined to the direction of the ray, then the 
latter will not be reflected along the line· of its approach, 
but will be reflected somewhere to the side of the apertu~e. 
This change in the position of the mirror during the ~lmost 
infinitesimal portion of time occupied by the light on its 
passage between the mirrors is accomplished by giving the 
mirror a high angular velocity. Thus this gives a means 
of comparing the velocity of light in ~ir with it~ velocity 
in water. The less time occupi~d by the light in performing 
its double journey between the two mirrors, the less the 
divergence ought to be and vice versa. Hence, if the 
Newtonian theory (.0(2re try,3, the introduction of a column 
of water six feet long ought to bring the reflected image 
of the aperture nearer to the aperture itself; and if the 
wave theory ~-re true, the introduction of such a column 
should make the divergence greater• 
Such experiments although simple enough in principle, 
l 
demanded considerable delicacy of manipulationi In order 
to observe the extremely small divergence Foucault(i} made 
use of a small square (72) aperture furnished with a number 
of vertical bars of fine platinum wire; eieven of these 
fitted in the space of one millimetre, and between each 
two there was a small space through which the light entered.-
The image given by this was a small field furrowed with 
alternate black and white stripes. The light after entering 
through this aperture fell upon a lens by which it was 
converged, but before it came to a focus on the opposite 
side it fell upon the rotating mirror; and it was then cast 
upon _a concave mirror placed about 6 feet away, which 
reflected it back again.· Foucault was able to compare 
the divergence of the black and white stripes in the image 
' 
from the platinum wires and their intervening spaces.· "I 
ha~e already proved," said Foucault, "by two successive 
operations that the deviation of the image after the journey 
of the light through air is less than after its journey 
through water.; I have also made another confirmatory 
experiment, which consists in observing an image formed 
partly by light which has passed through air,·and partly by 
(i) Jean Bernard L~on Foucault (1819 - 1868) 
Paris Observatory. 
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light which has passed through water For small velocities, 
the stripes of this mixed image were apparently continuations 
of each other. But by the acceleration of the motion the 
image is transported, and the stripes are broken at the 
point of j~nctiori of the air image with the water image. 
The stripes of the latter take the advance in the sense of 
the general deviation. Further, on taking into account the 
length of water and of air traversed, the deviations are 
found to be proportional to the indices of refraction. These 
results indicate a velocity of the light which is less in 
water than in air, and, according to the ~iews of M.Arago, 
fully establish the th~ory of undulation." 
Fizeau ·~nd Breg-~t(i) published work on the same subject 
:.:~ 
almost simultaneously. "We have realized with great 
exactitude the (73) experim~nt described in our note presented 
to the Academy during its session of the 6th of May last; 
an:,:, experiment which we felt called upon to make, although 
M.Foucault in the same session had read an extended paper 
.. 
upon this subject, in which he announces that he has already 
obtained decisive results. We have thought that, for the 
solution, :of a capital question like the present, the proofs 
could not be too much multipled, and that experiments made 
under different circumstances could not but contribute to 
render our knowl1;3dge of an important fact mor·e certain. 
We have applied ourselves to the solution of the question 
as proposed by M.A~ago in 1848; that is to say, How can the 
two opposite theories regarding the nature of light be 
submitted to a definite test? We have adopted such measures 
(i) Louis Francois Clement Breguet (1804 - 1883) 
Designer to the Bureau des Longitudes 
as are calculated to exhibit in a striking_manner the-
differences of the phenomena as deduced from the one or 
the other theory. 
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As remarked in our preceding communications the observation (74) 
was made simultaneously on two bundles of light; the one 
having traversed air, the other a column of water. 
for each of these bundles the path was as follows: A 
telescope was so disposed that its object glass was very 
near the ~rotating mirror; a little rectangular prism was 
placed in the focus of the telescope, in such a position that 
the solar rays falling_upon it form a convenient la~e~al opening 
near the eye-glass, were totally reflected towards the object 
glass. Beyond ~he rotating ~irror, and at a distance which 
fo~ the ray that passed through water amounted to two metres, 
there was a fixed reflector designed to send back the lig~t 
to ~he rotating mirror by a normal reflection. 
The focal distance of the telescope was such that the image 
o·f the little prism placed at its focus formed itself 
distinctly upon the fixed reflector just mentioned. After 
hav{ng been reflected from it, the light returned to the 
rotating mirror, was sent on through the telescope, and on 
passing the focus formed an image which exactly covered the 
prism. 
By the rotation of the mirror we give birth to a number of 
images which succeed each other very rapidly, and the 
superposition of which produces the sensation of a permanent 
image._ 
When the rotation became sufficiently rapid the permanent 
image was pushed forward in the direction of rotation, this 
direction being the result of the angular motion of the 
mirror during the time occupied by ~he light in passing 
twice over the space which separated it from the f1xed 
mirror. 
A second similar fixed mirror was placed beside the former : 
it ·permitted us to make the experiment with air and water 
simultaneously. 
If the length~ traversed had been equal for both media, 
the times occupied in passing~ .. them would be in the ratio of 
4:3 or of 3 : 4, according to the one or th~ other theory, 
and the deviations produced by the rotation of the mirror 
would have been in the same ratio• 
Instead of equal length~ we have adopted equivalent lengths; 
that ie to say, lengths traversed by the light· in equal 
times. These lengths are very different, acc~rding as they 
are calculated from the one or the other theory. The length 
for water be~ng 1, the equivalent length for air would be 
3/4 by the theory of emission, and 4/3 by the theory qf 
undulation. 
If the experiment be made by adopting the length 3/4 for 
air, that of water being 1, according to the theory of 
emission the times o~cupied by the two bundles of light in 
passing over these spaces will be equal, and consequently 
the deviations will be equal. By the other theory, on the 
contrary, the times occupied by the light in passing through 
both media will be very ·different; these times will be for 
water and for air in the ratio of 16 to 9, and the deviations 
will be in the same ratio. 
To coincide wi·th t.he one or the other theory, it will 
therefore be sufficient to prove, either that the deviations 
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are equal, or that one is nearly double the other. 
If the equivalent lengths calculated from the theory of 
undulation be taken, the results will be similar but 
inverse~ 
According to the theory of emission, the deviations will 
be in the ratio of 16:9, according to the other theor~ they 
will be equal; 
We have made these two experiments, and the results obtained 
are very exact. The phenomena observed are altogether in 
accordance with the theory of undulation, and in manifest 
opposition to the theory ofmemission. 
In the first arran~ement the deviation is greater for water 
than for air; it is nearly double. The difference is 
sensible with a velocity of 400 or 500 revolutions per 
second; with a velocity of 1500 revolutions it becomes 
quite evident. 
In the second arran~ement the deviation is the same for 
air and water; and whatever be the velocity of the mirror, 
there is no s~risible difference between the two deviations. 
These experiments have been made in the meridian room of 
the observatory; the column. of water was 2 metres long, 
and was contained in a crystal tube closed at the ends 
with glass. This length is more convenient than that 
which we first employed, namely 3 metres. The light is 
less weakened, and, after its double passage, retains an 
intensity which may be estimated at double of that which 
was obtained with the tube of 3 metres. 
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The deviations were observed at a distance ,of 1~50 millimetres 
h • • " from t e rotat1ng m1rror~ 
CHAPTER 7 
CHARLES WHEATSTONE: The use of a rapidly 
revolving mirror to measure small time intervals. 
' Wheatstone was ·investigating the direction and velocity of 
the electric spark. His original apparatus (see diagram) 
was not a great success since he was unable to observe any 
deflection of the spark. However, a brief description 
will be given for completeness sak~. 
fig.l shows the apparatus, which was to the spindle of a 
whirling machine (at a) so that a rap~d ~otary motion could 
be given to it. Both the upper and lower parts were brass 
being insulated from each other by a glass rod de with be 
being a wood disc. The ball h was connected with a by 
tinfoil and it was possible to vary the distance separating 
the two balls. The ball f was placed so that an electric 
spark could pass between f and the generator as well as a 
spark passing between g and h. Wheatstone considered that 
should the angular motion of the balls be in some proportfon 
to the velocity of electricity then there would be a 
deviation between the upper and lower ends of the line. 
With the instrument revolving from left to right, and the 
motion/of the spark be downwards, the deflection of the 
line should be as in fig.2; and if the·motion was upwards 
it should be deflected as in fig.J. 
When the apparatus was made to revolve rapidly no deviation 
of extremeties of either of the two sparks from the same 
vertical line was observed. The app~ratus coul~ revolve 
at 50 times pei second and a difference of l/2ti part of 
the circumference described by the balls could ea~ily have 
been observed and hence Wheatsone concluded that the spark 
passed jointly through the air and the metallic conductor 
. { 
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in less than.l/1000 of a second. 
Wheatstone then continued as follows: (75) 
"Having· failed to obse-rve any deflection of the spark_ by 
the means just mentioned, I found it necessary, if I would 
continue the inEJui.ry, to contrive some more effectual means 
of prosecuting it. It occurred to me that the motion of 
the reflected image of the electric spark in a plane mirror 
would answer all the purposes of th~ motion of the apparatus 
i-tself connected with the spark. Several advantages, it 
was evident, would result from this substitution; the 
apparent motio.n of the reflected image in a small moving 
mirror would be equal to an extensive motion of th~ object 
itself; the same mirror might be ·presented to any object 
to be· examined, thus foxming, with its moving machine, an 
independent and universally applicable instrument; and m~ny 
experiments might be tried, which, without this experiment, 
would be difficult ~r impossi~le to perform, from the sine 
or immobility of the apparatus. 
The most convenient form of the revolving mirror is 
represented in fig.4; it rotates on a vertical axis, and 
in its.motion successively assumes every vertical plane. 
If a luminous point, the flame of a candle for instance, be 
t 
placed at·any distance b~fore this revolving mirror, the 
successive places of its reflect~d. image will describe a 
circle. the radius of which is equal to the perpendicular 
distance between the luminous point and the axis of rotation. 
The angular velocity of th~ image is twice that of the 
mirror;. the entire circle is consequently described while 
the mirror makes a semi~revolution; and if the back of the 
mirror be also a reflecting surface, the image will describe 
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two entire circ~es during one revolution of the mirror. 
If the motion exceed a cmrtain rapidity, the successive 
images leave their impressions on the retina, and the eye, 
properly placed, takes in the view of a perfectly ·\continuous 
line of light, being an arc of the circle described, which 
arc is larger in extent in proportion to the proximity of 
the eye to.the mirror. 
If now, while the mirror is in motion, the luminous point 
be moved in a direction parallel to the axis of rotation, 
the ·composition of the two motions of the image,the one 
depending on the motion of the object, the other on the 
motion of the mirror, will give rise to a diagonal resultant; 
and if the number of rotations made by the mirror in a 
given time are known, the direction and velocity of the 
moving point may be calculated. 
By screwing the axis of the mirror to a machine with 
multiplying wh~els, I was e~abled to cause it to revolve 
fifty times in!a second. The reflected image of a luminous 
point, there'fpre, passed over .half a degree in the 72, OOOdth 
part of a second, the angular velocity of the image being, 
as before noticed, double that of the mirror. An arc of 
half a degree is easily estimated bY, the eye, and is equal 
to about an inch seen at the distance of ten feet. 
Supposing this to be the limit of distinct observation, 
... 
though perhaps a much smaller arc might be distinguished 
even by the_·~~assisted eye, we might expect, when a line of 
.. •. ;':' 
electric ligh~-is placed parallel to the axis of the revolving 
mirror, to a~certain two things: first, the duration of the 
light at. 1each point where it appears; and secondly, the time 
which elapses between the appearance of the light in two 
6\ 
successive points of its path; provided that the time, in 
either. case, be not less than the 72,000dth part of a second. 
The fi~st wduld be indicated by the horizontal elonga~ion of 
the refiected image, and the second by the distance between 
two lines drawn from the images perpendicular to the 
horizontal plane. If the duration and velocity were both 
rendered sensible by the mirror, the reflected image would 
·.·--.: 
a~pear as a~eflected band of light • 
. ··. 
I successiv~ly presented to the mirror, sparks four inches 
in length drawn from the prime conductor of a powerful 
electrical machine; the explosions of a charged jar; a 
glass rube four feet in length, exhibiting a spiral of electric 
sparks· passing ~t'we~- dots of tinfoil; an exhausted glass 
tube six feet in length, through which the sparks passed, 
and ~reduced an unbroken line of attenuated electric light; 
various pictu'res, such as b·irds, stars, &c., formed of 
electric sparks. But in all.these cases, when the reflected 
images occurred within the fiel·d of view, they appeared 
perfectly unaltered, and precisely as ihey would ha~e done' 
had they been refl~cted from the mirror while at rest. 
When sparks were made to follow each other quickly, seviral 
reflected images were simultaneously seen in different 
positions, owing to the images having been renewed before 
the visual imp~ession caused by the first had disappeared. 
The exhausted· :tube being held near a prime conductor, when 
looked at directly, will sometimes appear to gleam with a 
continuous light; but examined in the mirror, this apparent 
continuity is seen to be owing to a rapid succession of 
transient flashes." 
Wheatstone moved the position of the revolving mirror for 
other experiments. When the reflecting surface was 
inclined to the axis of rotation (f~g 5) then the angular 
velocity of the image was equal to that of the mirror~ and 
both moved in the same direction. Whereas in the former 
case the image moved with double the velocity of thtJ·!mirror, 
.and in the oppos~te direction. 
He went on to remark on the early experiments to determine 
the velocity of the transmission or electricity through 
conducting bodies where attempts were ~ade to measure the 
time interv~l supposed to occur between two discharges made 
at opposite ends of a wire which were brought close to each 
other so that they might be seen at the same time. In 
1141 at Shooter's Hill, Dr. Watson(i) constructed a circuit 
4 miles in ext~nt; but'the discharge appeared to be 
perfectly simultaneous, as in all similar experiments. 
Wheatstone. did' not consider this surprising since he knew 
that the eye was unable to distinguish time intervals less 
than 1/10 second and that with a circuit of four miles in 
extent, the velocity of a few miles per second would be the 
most observable by such means. He decided to repeat such 
experiments but using a revolving mirror to eliminate errors 
caused by eye judgements. 
"The expe~iment was tried at the Gallery in Adelaide Street.(76) 
The insulated wire, the total length of which was half a 
mile, was disposed as in fig.6. The parallel portions of 
the wire were each 120 feet in length, and six inches apart, 
and were tied to the balustrade with silk loops six inches 
(i) Sir William. Watson (1715 - 1787) 
Censor of the Foundling Hospital. 
long •. The swagging of the wire was prevented by silk 
cords extending across the gallery; and to keep the leng ·ths 
at their proper distances apart they were tied to the cords 
wherever they crossed them. The ends of the wire marked 
2,3,4,5, were continued to the similarly marked wires of 
the spark-board, fig.7, which was so fixed against the 
wall beneath the gallery, that the balls between which the 
sparks were to pass were in the same horizontal line. The 
striking-distance between each spark was the tenth of an 
inch, and the spark-board itself was three inches and a 
half in diameter. The conducting wire I employed was of 
copper, and its thickness the fifteenth of an inch. 
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Fig.B represents the measuring instrument with its appendages; 
and fig.lO shows in a more distinct manner some of its 
essenti,al parts. A B C D is a solid board of well baked 
mahogany one foot in length, _and eight inches in breadth. 
E is a circular mirror of polished steel one inch in diameter, 
so fixed to the horiz~~tal axle F G, that the axis of 
rotation is in the plane of the mirror. The pivots of 
the axle work in the uprights of the brass frame H I. 
Motion is communicated from the wheel K to ·the axle by 
means of a thread passing over grooves made on the circum-
ferences of both; and a band passing over the wheel L, 
on the same axis with K, may be attached to the wheel ofany 
machine capable of giving to it a rapid motion. In the 
experiments I have made with this instrument the train of 
wheels was so arranged that the axle carrying the mirror 
would have made 1800 revolutions while the wheel to which 
the motion was first communicated was turned round once, 
had there been no retardation to have been taken into 
consideration arising from the slipping of the bands~ 
04 
M is a:small Leyden jar, the inner coating of which is to 
be constantly supplied, through the chain N, with electricity, 
either positive or negative, from a machine; the .bent wire 
proceeding from the inner coating of the jar is in immediate 
contact with the fixed discharger 0 P, and the spontaneous 
discharge of the jar is to bB regulated by varying the 
distance between the two balls. The wire 1 in connection 
with the outer coating of the jar, an_d the wire 6 attached 
to the knob of the brass frame, are continued to the 
similarly numbered wires of the spark-board. When the jar 
is fully charged, and the arm Q, revolving with the axle, 
is brought opposite the knob of the discharge, the discharge 
of electricity, or disturbance of electric equilibrium, 
passes through the entire circuit, and the three sparks 
appear perfectly simultaneous _to the eye, When the face 
of the mirror is level with and turned towards the spark-
board, and is so adjusted as to form an angle of 45° with 
the horizontal plane, the eye looking directly downwards 
sees the reflected images of the three sparks. The 'plane 
glass qr lens R is for the purpose of preventing the eye 
·approaching too near the mirror, and for accommodating the 
vision of long- or short-sighted observers. The arm Q 
is so placed that the circuit may be completed when the 
mirror is in the position just described; the other arm 
serves merely as a counterpoise. To obviate the inaccuracy 
which would result from discharges taking place when the 
arm is in different positions with respect to the knob of 
the discharger, a plate of mica, S, is interposed, having 
a very small horizontal slit exactly opposite the axis of 
the discharger; this fixes within narrow limits the 
occurrence of the discharge, and with whatever rapidity 
the mirror moves, the sparks are generally within the field 
of view. 
It was a point of essential importance to determine the 
angular velocity of the axle carrying the mirror• No 
confidence could be placed in the result obtained by cal-
culating the train of wheels, as in such rapid motion many 
retarding causes might oper;:te and render the calculation 
uncertain: it was necessary, therefore, to devise a means 
independent of these sources of error; and which should 
immediately indicate the ultimate velocity.· Nothing 
appeared more likely to effect this purpose than to attach 
a small syren to the instrument, the plate of which should 
be carried round by the axle·of the mirror. T is a small 
hollow box an inch in diameter, into which wind was conveyed 
through a tube placed to the aperture u. On the face of 
this box a number of equidistant apertures were arranged in 
a ~ircle, and a disc moving before it having the same number 
of apertures, periodically in~ercepted the issuing current, 
and produced a. sound corresponding to the frequency of the 
·impulses. It is obvious that the numb~r of revolutions 
would be ascertained by dividing the number of vibrations 
in a second, corresponding to the sound, by the number of 
apertures. I at first employed ten apertures: when the 
moti~n was slow, the sound could be easily determined; but 
on augmenting the velocity it became inappreciable. I 
then reduced the number of apertures to five, but. with no 
b~tter success, and ultimately to two; but the sound was 
then so feeble, compared with the accompanying noises, that 
it could not be distinctly heard~ 
The difficulty was at last overcome by employing the arm Q 
itself to produce the sound. A small slip of paper was 
held to it; and as at every revolution a blow was given 
to the paper, its rapid recurrence gave rise to a sound the 
pit~h, of which varied with the velocity of the motion. 
. . 
When the machinery was put in motion with the maximum 
velocity I employed in my experiments, the sound G~ was 
o~ined, indicating BOO revolutions of the mirror in a.second. 
'I. am riot aware that anything can ha~e interfered with the 
accuracy of this result; the same sound was heard when 
different pieces of paper or card were used: and on 
moderating the velocity, the sound descended through.all 
the·degrees of the scale below it, until distinct percussions 
were perceived." 
The mirror revolved BOO times per second and in this 
time the image of a stationary pqint would describe 1600 
circles: the elongation of a spark through half a degree 
(equal to one inch seen at 10 feet),would indicate that it 
existed for l,l52,000th part of a second. The deviation 
of half a degree between the two sparks l~h.@_ :INi.re'• being 
half a mile long) indicated a velocity of 576,000 miles 
per second. This estimated velocdty was o~ the supposition 
that the electricity passed from one end of the wire to the 
other: if, however, the two fluids in one theory, or the 
distu~bance• of equilibrium in the other, travel .simultaneously 
·from the two ends of the wire, the two external sparks will 
keep their relative positions, then the middle one will be 
alone deflected, and·the velocity measured would be only 
half that in the former case, i.e. 288,000 miles per second. 
CHAPTER B 
ARAGO'S PROJECTED EXPERIMENT ON THE VELOCITY Of LIGHT 
An experime~t was projected.by Arago and communicated to 
'JC -~ J-:;! ~ ~ J """"· .Ei::"-: ' • the :~·c.Q¢.c~tn-re-Oi:i.:f'~~f\C(i;£;> on December 
. ·- -:· -;--'-' _..,. ; .. ·::~· ... : .. .: ·, ·~--:: _:~; ~;. .. · . r::: ·':....·-
3rd, 1838. In 
.this project, it was not proposed to measure the velocity 
of light, but simpl~ to compare the ~elocities with which 
light moved in air, or in a liquid such as water o·r ca.rbon 
· bisulphide; it was proposed to find by experiment which of 
the two velocities was the greater which in turn would 
decide which of t~e two!systems of propagation more 
accurately explained optical phenomena. 
"I pr_opose · to show in this commun,ication how it is possible ( 7,1!) 
to decid~, une~uivocally, ~hether light be composed of 
little particles ~manating from radi~ting bodies, as Newton 
supposes,· and as the greater part of modern geometers admi.t; 
or whether it is simply the result of the undulations of a 
very rare and elastic medium which physicists have agreed 
to· call ether. !he system of experimen~s which I am about 
to describe will· no longer permit, it seems to rne_, to 
hesitate· between\ these two rival theories. It will 
decide mat.hematically, (I use designedly this expression); 
it will decide mathematically on of the grandest and most 
debated questions of natural~ philosophy. 
Besides, my communication is the fulf1lling of a sort of 
engagement to the Academy I a~cep~ed at one of its last 
secret sittings. 
I discussed the admirable method, by the aid of which 
Mr. Wheatstone attempted the so~u~ion of the problem of 
the velocity of electricity over metallic conductors~· I 
had hardly terminated the enumeration of the important 
results obtained by that ingenious physicist, when several 
of our members, whose names are authority in such matters, 
stated that my report was far too approbative. 'In 
supposing it well determined, the inferior limit assigned 
by Mr. Wheatsbne to the velocity of electricity will not 
have,' said one, 'any marked influence on the progress of 
the sciences; besides limits of the same order, and even 
more extensive, can be deduced indirectly from various 
~lectric or magnetic phenomena. As to the method of the 
revolving mirrors, it does not seem to be susceptible of 
application, but to the simple questions already studie~ 
by the inventor.' I triecl to refute this last opinion. 
I believed myself that the new instrument, suitably modified, 
would lead to results that Mr. Wheatstone was not aware of. 
I already foresaw that, even in supposing it enclosed in 
the nattow limits of a small room, it could serve to measure 
the comparative velocities of light moving through air and 
through a liquid. I was not slow in learning, and without 
having hardly the right to be astonished or to complain 
that my assertion had been received with incredulity. 
Nevertheless, I intend to vindicate it to-day in all its 
parts. 
Principle of the method: Let ~ ray of light fall upon a 
plane polished mirror; it will be reflected, as everyone 
knows, in forming with the surface of the mirror an angle 
of reflection exactly equal to the angle of incidence. 
Let us now suppose that the mirror turns through an arc 
a around the point of its surface from which the reflection 
takes place. If this motion, for example, increases by 
the quantity a, the original angle of incidence, it will 
diminish as much the original angle of reflection. The 
latter will, therefore, after the displacement of the mir~mr, 
be smaller th~n the first by the quahtity 2a: thus it 
must be increased to 2a to render it equal to the new angle 
of incidence; hence that angle increased 2a will give the 
direction of the reflected ray in the second position or 
the mirror; and thus the incident ray remaining the same, 
an angular motion a of the mirFor occasions a double angular 
motion in the reflected ray~ 
This mode of reasoning applies as well to the case where the 
motion of the m~rror, acting in a co-ntrary direction, 
would diminish the first angle of incidence. The principle 
is, therefore, general; and it is also that of all 
'reflecting nautical instruments. 
The reflection from the plane mirrors can serve to project 
the luminous rays in all parts 6f space, without, ho~ever, 
altering the relative positions; twD rays par2llel before 
reflection will be parallel after their reflection; those 
at first inclined to each other 1 minute, 10 minutes~. or 
20 minutes &c., will form precisely the same angle after 
the reflection has deviated them. 
Instead of a single ray, let us consider two horizontal 
rays setting out from two neighbouring points situate in 
the same vertical. Admit that they strike on two points 
of the median line (also vertical) of a plane vertical_ 
mirror. Suppose that this mirror revolves on itself 
uniformly· and in a continuous manner around a vertical 
axis whose prolongation coincides with the median line 
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just mentioned, the direction in which the two horizontal 
lines will be reflected will depend evidently upon the 
moment they may rea·ch the mirror, since we have sU'J:lposed 
that it turns. If the two rays have set out simultaneously 
from the two continuous radiating points, they will also 
reach simultaneously the mirror. Their reflection will 
take place at the same· instant; consequently in the same 
pos~tion of the turning surface: consequently as if that 
surface was stationary with respect to them. Therefore 
their primitive parallelism will not be changed. 
In order that the rays which· primitively were parallel may 
diverge after their reflection, it is necessary that one of 
·them should arrive at the mirror later than the other. 
It is necessary that in its course from the radiating point 
' to. the .reflecting and turning surface, the velocity of the 
ray should be accelerated, or whBt will be precisely the 
same thing, it is necessary (the velocity of the first tay 
remaining constant) that that of the second should experience 
a dimunution. Jt is necessary, finally, that the two rays 
should be reflected one after the other; and, consequently, 
from two distinct positions of the mirror, forming with 
each ·other a sensible angle. 
According to the theory of emissibn, light moves in water 
notably faster than in air~ According to the wave theory, 
it is·. precisely the opposite which takes place: the light 
moves faster in air than in water. Suppose that one of 
the: ray's (the upper ray, for example) has to traverse a 
tube filled with water before it strikes the. mirror. If 
the theory of emission be true, the upper ray will be 
accelerated in its progress; it will reach the mirror 
first; it will be reflected before the lower ray; it 
will make with_it a certain angle, and the direction of 
the deviation will be such that the lower ray will appear 
in advance of the other, th~t it will appear to have been 
deviated more by the turning mirror. 
Circumstances remaining the same, let us admit for a 
moment the truth of the wave system. The t~be of water 
will retard the piogress of the upper ray; the ;ay will 
arrive at the reflecting mirror after the lower ray; it 
will be reflected not the first, as in the former case, 
but the second in order, and from a position of the polished 
reflecting face in advance of the position that it had when 
it reflected the ·upper ray a mo~ent before; these two 
rays will make with each other the same angle as in the 
other hypothesis, except (and we should well remark it) 
the deviation will take place .Pt'·e Ci sely in an opposite 
direction; the upper ray will now be in advance, always 
ind~cating thus the direction in which the mirror 
revolves. 
To recapitulate: two radiati~g points, placed near each 
other on the same vertical line, flash instantaneously 
before a revolving mirror. The rays from the upper point 
cannot reach the mirror until after traversing a tube filled 
with water; the rays from the second point arrive at the 
mirrqr without meeting in their course any other medium 
than the air;._ To be more definite, we will suppose_ that 
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the mirror, seen from the position the observer occupies, 
turns from the right to the left. Well, if the theory of 
emission be true; if light be material, the upper point will 
appear to the left of the lower point. It will appear to 
its right, on the contrary, if light results from the 
vibrations of an ethere,al medium. 
Instead of two isolated radiating points, suppose that 
we instantaneously present to the mirror a vertical luminous 
line. The image of the upper part·of this line will be 
formed by rays which have traversed the water; the image 
of the lower part will result from the ra~s which have 
throughout their who~e course traversed the air. In the 
revolving mirror the image of the single line will appear 
broken; it will be composed of two vertical luminous lines, 
of two lines, which will not be prolongations of each other. 
The upper rectilinear image, is it behind the one below? 
Does it appear to its left? 
Light is a body. 
Does the contrary take place? The upper image~ does it 
show itself to the right? 
Light is an undulation. 
All that precedes is theoretically, or rather speculatively 
exact., Now, (and here is the delicate point), it remains 
to prove that, notwithstanding the prodigious.velocity of 
light, that notwithstanding a velocity of 190,000 miles a 
second, that notwithstanding the small length that we will 
be obliged to give to the tube filled with liquid, that 
notwithstanding the limited velocities of rotation that t~e 
7~ 
mirrors will have, the comparative deviations of the two 
images, towards the right or towards the left, of· which I 
have demonstrated the existence, will be perceptible in 
our instruments." 
Arago then went into the most minute details of all the 
parts of the experiment and then terminated as follows: 
"Suppose in the experiment that I p_ropose to execute 
we make use of electric sparks, or of lights successively 
screened and unscreened by the use of rotating disks, as 
their emissions should only last during a few thousandths 
of a second, it may happen that an observer, looking in 
the mirror from a given direction, and with a telescope 
of limited field, will only by chance perceive the light. 
To this I immediately reply that in renew~ng very often 
the apparitions of light - every second, for example -
that if, instead of a single mirror, we rotate a vertical 
prism of eight or of ten facets, that with the concurrence 
of several observers, placed in different directions, and 
each with his telescope, we cannot fail to have numerous 
and clear apparitions of the reflected rays. But these 
are details on which I"shall not dwell today. I will 
reserve for another communication the exposition of the 
system of experiments in which we will render sensible, 
and in which we will measure, ta a certain degree, the 
absolute velocity of light without having recourse to 
\1 
celestial phenomena. 
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CHAPTER 9 
FOUCAULT'S EXPERIMENTS 
Arago, some eleven years after first proposing his method 
for the determination of the velocity of light, requested 
the attention of members of the _Ac<ks~~m·ie ~ ~:·en~~ 
- -- _ ... -;;.',... ..... 
(April 29th, 1850) to his suggestions. 
"That communication established that, according to readily 
admitted hypotheses as to the ~ngular deviations susceptible 
of being observed in an ordinary telescope, it would not be 
'impossible to determine the comparative velocity of light 
in bisulphide of carbon and ~n air, without having recourse 
to an extreme length of tube, or to a mirror, making more 
than 1,000 turns in a second. But the mirror which M~ · 
~vheatstone used made only 800 turns in the same interval 
of time •. 
It was evident that in this method of observation, and for 
a given angular deviation, the length of tube containing 
the liquid ought to be so much the shorter, as the movement 
of rotatibn of the mirro~ is more rapid. This is the 
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reason.! propose to add to this deviating motion of rotation, 
which cannot surpass certain limits~ a combination of 
several revolving .mirrors. 
The two rays (one having traversed the liquid, the ather the 
air) itrike the first mirror, and form a certain angl~; 
this angle is doubled when the rays fall upon a second 
mirror turning in the same direction with the same velocity; 
the angle·is tripled if these rays are reflected from a 
third revolving mirror, and sa an. We can thus, by the 
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multiplication of the revolving mirrors, arrive at the 
same result given by a single mirror t~rning with a double, 
triple~ &c., velocity of that which it is possible to 
obtain with the certainty of not destroying the teeth of 
the wheel, or of overheating the axis. 
I 
My friend, M.Breguet, jr., undertook to accomplish this end 
by means of a mechanism, in which the communication of 
motion was given by wheel-work. He executed a special 
arrangement of cog-wheels, the invention of which is due 
to White •. At one of the former industrial exhibitions 
could. be seen the system of these movements. 
In observing the image reflected by the mirror attached to 
the third piece of wheel-work. the effects observed should 
be identical with those which should be given by a revolving 
mirror making 3,000 turns per second. From this moment 
the success of the projected experiment was placed beyond 
doubt. It was only to be regretted that, by the three 
successive reflections from three. :different mirrors, the 
light necessarily experienced a considerable loss in intensity. 
It was, therefore, desirable to arrive at the result by a 
single reflection; and it is to this that the experiments 
which I am going to relate. seem to lead. 
In his investigations into the causes which prevented us 
I 
revolving a mirror more than 1,000 turns per second, M.Breguet 
proposed to relieve the last axis of the weight of the mirror 
with which it was charged, to turn the axis alone; and 
he succeeded, not without surprise, in giving to this axis 
8,000 per second. The obstacle which prevented us giving 
the same axis, when it carried the mirror, a velocity greater 
than 1,000 turns per second appeared evident. It was, 
one would think, the resistance of the air• I myself 
thought of the existence of that cause, and all our thoughts 
were directed to the means of revolving the mirror in a 
vacuum.- We immediately constructed a metallic receiver 
destined to hold the revolving apparatus~ This receiver-
had several apertures, of which one was to give entrance 
to the rays of light after having traversed the two columns 
of ~ir and of liquid. Before the others were to be the 
objectives of the telescopes, with which to observe the 
rays reflected by the rotating mirror, the necessary 
communications were established by means of stuffing-boxes 
between the apparatus and the driving weight. A special 
~ 
tube put the interior of the receiver in communication 
with an air-pump. 
All was arranged and placed upon a stone column in the 
meridian room of the observatory. It only remained to 
make the observation. • • • The mirror, contradicting all 
our anticipations, turned hardly any faster in the vacuum 
than in the air~ This circumstance again showed the truth 
of ~he proverb, 'Lemieux est I'ennemi du bien:' (Better 
is the enemy ~f good enough}~ It w~s necessary to think 
of returning to the first apparatus composed of three 
pieces of wheel-work and of three separate mirrors, the 
appa~atus which I had given up only to obtain a greater 
intensity in the reflected ray~ 
I was convinced of the necessity of going back to the first 
method of experiment at the time when my enfeebled sight 
would not allow me to undertake it. My pretensions, therefore, 
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ought 'to be limited to having posed the pro~iem, and ~f 
having given th'e certain means of solving ·it. These means 
may, quring its accomplishment, experience modifications, 
which will render them applicable, with more .or less 
facil~iy, without changing their essential character. 
As to myself, I have delayed a long timi the realization 
of that which I had announced that has been owing in large 
I 
part to the obligations which M.Breguet, my collaborator, 
had contracted with ~he government for the supply of electric 
telegraphs, and to the desire that I had to operate, as I 
have already said, with a mirror making 8,000 turns per 
second. 
Probably, also, I may remain content with th~ thought that 
no one will execute, without my authorization, an experiment 
founded .on princi~les and methods of execution which I have 
exposed to the world in their most minute details. 
. ( i) M~Besse1, after my publicatio~ in the Compte Rendu, 
announced to me that ~·he -li.ad thought of a modification of my 
apparatus composed of three successive pieces of wheel-work, 
·each carrying a~mirror. He receives the image reflected 
by the first rotating mirror not upon a second revolving 
mirror, but upon a fixed mirror, which sends the ray back 
to the first mirror •. After this second reflection, the 
rays fall again upon a fixed mirror, from which they are 
reflected a third time to the turning mirror, &c. It is 
after the last reflection from ·the single revolving mirror 
(i) Friedrich Wilhelm, Bessel (1784 - 1846) 
Director of the Konigsberg Observatory. 
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that M.Bessel proposes to measure the angular-departure 
of the ray. This method, more simple than the one I 
proposed, in so far as it required only one piece of wheel-
work, had the very grave inconvenience of diminishing much 
more light, since he had more reflections from the mirrors 
than in the other method. 
M.Silbermann,(i ) without kn~wledge of the prior communication 
of M.Bessel, m~de me a proposition similar-to that of the 
illustrious observer of Koenisberg. 
Things were in this state when M.Fizeau determined by his 
so ingenious experiment the velocity of light in the 
atr;n.osphere. That experiment was not indicated in my 
memoir •. The author, therefore, had the right to make it 
without exposing himself to. the slightest repr_!)ach for 
want of due consideration of the rights of others. 
As to· the experiment dn the comparative velocity pf light 
in a liquid and in air, the author wrote ~o me: 'I have not 
yet made any attempt in that direction, and I will not 
occupy myself with it but on your formal invitation~' 
This loyal reserve could only add to the esteem with which 
the character and the works of M.Fizeau had inspired me, 
and I willingly auth6rized M.Breguet to lend him one or 
several of my rotating mirrors. 
M.Foucault, whose inventive genius is well known to the 
Academy, came also to inform me of the desire he had to 
(i) Jean Thiebaut Silbermann (1806 - 1865) 
Technician at the Conservatory of Crafts. 
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submi~:to the test of experiment a modification which he 
had devised in my apparatus. 
I can.only, in the present condition of my sight, accompany 
with my good wishes the experimenters who desire to follow 
my ideas, and to add a new proof in favor of the wave 
system to that which I have deduced from a phenomenon of 
interference too well known to physicists to need recalling 
here." 
The above communication was no sooner printed when the 
Academy received a communication·:(May 6th) from J.B.foucault. 
Here he announced that.he had realized with complete success 
the projected (72) experiment of Arago;(70) he further 
announced the modifications he had made to the original 
arranJement which had allowed him to arrive at the important 
result of the truth of the wave theory of that of··emission. 
Two important modifications had been made by foucaul~. 
The. first of these was to make the execution of the experiment 
much easier. In the original proposals the light was to 
be transmitted-from a luminous line shining only fo; an 
excessively short time; and that one beam of that light, 
havin~ travelled in air, and the other beam in a liquid., 
. . 
were then required to fall on a rapidly rotating mirror 
and that finally, having been reflected from this mirror 
would arrive on an observing telescope. Now the direction 
of the reflected ray depended essentially upon the position 
occupied by the mirror at the instant the reflection took 
place, and as the motion of the mirror and the reflection 
of the light from its surface were independent of each other, 
it is only by chance that the mirror would be found in a 
specified position; the observer could not know in what 
direction he should place the telescope in order to receive 
the reflected light. To reduce this difficulty Arago 
supposed that the observer, being stationed anywhere in 
the space the reflected rays could reach, arid having 
directed the,telescope towards the rotating mirror, would 
·repeat time,and again the emission of the light onto the 
rotating mirror, so that at least some of the reflected 
rays wo~ld fall an the objective,of the tele~copei· ·Arago 
realized the extremely low chance of a reflected ray being 
in the correct place to be received by the telescope 
and as,such spoke of.substituting for the single mirror a 
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vertical prism of eight or ten facets, and employing at (70). 
the same time several observers placed in different positians, 
each being provided with a telescope. However, Foucault 
modified the instrument so that the reflected rays left the 
rotating mirror in a predetermined direction so that the 
observer could position himself to receive all the reflected 
raysi This was accomplished by allowing the light to fall 
on the rotating mirror in a continuous manner so that it 
was reflected in all directions around its axis; in one 
of these directions the reflected lighi met a fixed mirror 
on which it fell perpendicularly and whith caused it to 
returh over its path and sending it again to the rotating 
mirror; there it underwent a new reflection which set it 
to the place it set out from. Therefore the observer 
could place himself near to the object to receive the reflected 
rays which were turned to one side by means of a transparent 
glass plate inclined at 45°. 
"A direct ray of light, penetrating a square opening, 
m~ets, very near the aperture, a reticule af eleuen 
vertical wires of platinum to the millimetre, (.03937 of 
an inch); thence it passes towards an excellent achromatic 
lens of long focus, placed at a distance from the reticule 
less than double the principal focal distance. The image 
of the reticule of greater or less dimensions would be 
formed on the other side, but, after having traversed the 
lens, the pencil, before its convergence at the f~cus, 
falls upon the surface of the revolving mirror~ and, 
animated with an angular.motion double that of the mirror, 
it forms in space an image of the vertical wires, which is 
displaced with great rapidity. During a small portion of 
its revolution this image meets the surface of a concave 
mirror, whose centre of curvature coincides• with the 
centre of figure and the axis of·rotation of the revolving 
mirror, and, during all thetime it passes over its surface, 
the light which has concurred to form it retraces its path 
and falls upon the reticule itself, producing there its 
image, equal to it in size. In order to observe this 
image without shutting out the original beam, we place 
obliquely to the beam of light, near the reticule, between 
it and the object glass, a glass plate~ and we observe with 
a powerful ocular the image thrown to one side. The mirror, 
8\ 
in revolving, causes this image to reappear at each revolution, 
and, if the velocity of the motion of 1rotation is uniform, 
it remains immovable in space. For velocities which do 
not surpass thirty turns per second, its successive 
appartitions are more or less distinct, but over thirty 
turns give a persistence to the impressions on the eye, · 
and the image appears absolutely fixed. 
It is easy to demonstrate that the mirror, in revolving with 
greater or less rapidity, will displace this image in the 
direction of the motion of rotation. In fact. the light 
which passes between the wires of the reticule does not 
return to the wires until it has received from the revolving 
mirror two reflections, separated by·the time it takes to 
run over double the path from the revolving mirror to the 
concave mirror. But, if the mirror revolves very fast, 
this time taken by the light to go and come back, even over 
the small length of 4 metres, (13.12 feet), cannot be regarded 
as inappreciable, and the mirror has had the ·time to change 
sensibly its position, which is shown by the change of 
position in the image formed b~ the returning beamw 
Rigorously speaking, this effect takes place as soon as 
.the mirror turns, even slowly; but it cannot be observed 
until the mirror has acquired a certain veloci t.y, and only 
when we employ certain precautions in the experiment. All 
my efforts have tended to render this deviation as apparent 
as possible. 
The:principal obstacle to surmount is that, in so complicated 
a path, the light cannot converge to the focus in a neat, 
clear image. The deadening which the pencil experiences, 
in ·being reflected twice from a turning mirror of small 
surface, necessarily destroys the nicety of the image,and 
pro~uces in its contour an unavoidable mistiness. It is 
for this reason that we have chosen for source of light the 
equi-distant linear spaces between the wires of a very fine 
net. Although the image obtained is never clear, yet.it 
is presented under the form of a system of white and black 
stripes, similar to colourless diffraction badds, each 
having a well defined maximum and a minimum of light• 
Like the wires of the net, these luminous or obscure spaces 
are distant from each other one-eleventh of a millimetre, 
(a millimetre equals .• _D3937 of an inch), and if, to 
observe them, we place in the occular a micrometer divided 
into tenths of a millimetre, the two systems of lines will 
operate, by their relative displacements, as. a vernier, and 
will permit us to measure in the ima~e, with certainty, a 
displacement of the one hundredth-of a millimetre. 
After the known velocity of light, with an objective of 
2 ~etres (6~56 feet), we find that we need not give to the 
mirror an extreme velocity (six or eight hundred r-evolutions 
per second) in order to obtain displacements of two and 
three-tenths of a millimetre. 
Such is the construction of the optical apparatus which 
has permitted me to show the successive propagation of 
luminous rays. My first attempts succeeded in the air 
with a mirror which made only twenty-five to thirty turns 
per second, the length.of the double path being four metres. 
In order to make the experiment with water, we have only 
to place between the revolving mirror and the concave 
mirror a column of this liquid, held between two parallel 
plates of gl~ss in a conical metallic tube, varnished inside 
with copal, so \hat the water would remain clear; to take 
the necessary precautions that the terminal plates were not 
strained in their frames, and to obviate the inconvenience 
of the change of .focus by the interposition of a liquid 
layer of 3 metres (9.84 feet) thickness, having parallel 
surfaces. In the end we succeeded in easily obtaining, 
with the feeble ~nd green ray which has traversed th~·water, 
an image as distinct as that which is formed without the 
interposition of the liquid. Therefore it is required 
but ;to turn the:.mirro~·and to .measure with precision its 
velocity of rotation if we desire to deduce the absolute 
velocities in air and in water, or·to operate simultaneously 
on these two media if we wish to know only the character 
and difference of these velocities.'' (78} 
The second modification introduced by Foucault was 
concerned with means by which the mirror could have extremely 
rapid rotation which could last for a sufficient period of 
He introduced pressurised steam from a boiler to 
dri~e a small turbine which was fitted to the axis carrying 
the mirror. Foucault announced the results he had already 
obtained as follows: 
"In confining myself to the determinations of the velocity (76) 
(of the mirroi) by the sound, (produced by the action of 
the steam on the little turbine), as I have already proved 
by two successive observations that the deviation of the 
image after t~e passage of light through the air is less 
than after its passage through the water, I have also made 
another confirmatory exoeriment, which consists in ob~erving 
the image formed in part by the light which has traversed 
the air, and in part by the light which has traversed the 
water.· During low velocities the stripes of the compound 
image were sensibly the continuations of each other, and, 
by the acceleration of the moment of rotation, the image is 
carried to one side,- and the stripes are broken at the 
boundary·line, at the junction of the air image with the 
water imagep the stripes of the latter being in advance ,, 
in the direction of the common deviation. Moreover, in 
taking into account the lengths of air and water traversed, 
the deviations were seen to be"proportional to the indices 
of refraction. These results demonstrate a velocity of 
light less in water than in air, and fully confirm, according 
to the views of Arago~ the indications of the theory of 
undulations •. 11 
The apparatus which allowed Foucault to determine that light 
moves faster in air than in water was not designed solely 
for that comparative experiment; its principal aim was 
to measure the absolute value of the velocity of light. 
The apparatus was such that the reflected rays gave rise to 
the formation of a permanent image which was displaced 
.. 
transversely by a distance which increased the more rapidly 
the rotating mirror revolved. This distan~e indicated the 
amount the mirror turned during two successive reflections 
of the light from its surface in going and in returning -
that is while the light had moved over twice the distance 
of the rotating mirror from the fixed mirror; therefore 
if the exact velocity of rotation of the mirror was known 
one could deduce the time interval between the two successive 
reflections i.e. the time taken for the light to make the 
double journey from the revolving to the fixed mirror and 
hence _the value for the velocity of light. 
A saw-toothed disc was made to have a uniform rotation 
by means of a wheel mechanism. This disc made exactly 
one revolution per second. The disc had 400 teeth; so 
that the.time taken for one tooth to take the place of its 
neighbour was exactly 1/400 second. The disc was so 
placed that its edge cut the plane of the field of view of 
a microscope which was used, to observe the return image 
from the mirror. Should the field be constantly illuminated 
then the teeth of the disc would appear to pass before the 
observer with the velocity of their motion. However, the 
light only enters the micrOscope field at the instant a 
reflection ~~curs from the rotating mirror; the microscope 
field and the edge of the disc are only illuminated by 
succes:·ive flashes of light, where the flashes are governed 
by the rotation of the mirror. Since the mirror made 
exactly 400 turns per second, then the time interv3l between 
two successive illuminations of the microscope field was 
exactly equal to the time taken by each tooth to take the 
place of its neighbour. Thus at the moment of successive 
illuminations a tooth of the disc was always seen at the 
same position in the field of view, and hence the disc 
appeared stationary. Should the disc revolve at less than 
4b0 turns per second; then whilst it makes one revolution 
each tooth of the disc has to travel a little further to 
take the place of the preceding tooth. So at the moment 
of successive illuminations the teeth which replace qne 
another do not appear at exactly the same point in the field 
' 
of view •- They appear a little in adv~nce in the direction 
of motion of the di~c, so that the disc a~pears to have a 
slow movement of rotation in the direction of its real 
motion. On the other hand should the mirror rotate at 
more than 400 turns per second, the teeth of the disc at 
the moment of illumination a~pear more and more behind a 
fixed position, and the disc appears to turn in a direction 
the reverse of its real motion. Thus once the speed of 
rotation of the disc has been adjusted so that its edge 
~ppears stationary in the field of view of the microscope 
then one is certain that the mirrdr is making one revolution 
whilst the edge of the disc progresses one· division, and 
consequently whilst the mirror makes exactly 400 revolutions 
per second~ Foucault further used compressed air instead 
of steam for driving the small turbine attached to the axis 
of the mirror. The air being provided by a constant 
I 
p~essure blower· designed by Cavaille-Coll~ He also 
increased the length of the path of light between the 
two reflections from the revolving mirror from 4 metres 
to 20 metres (13 feet 1.48" to 65 feet 7r4") by means of 
successive reflections .from intermediate fixed mirrors. 
Foucault by September i862 found the velocity of light in 
air to be 298,000 kilometres (185,177 miles) per second 
which was below the result arrived at by Struve (308,000 
kilometres or 191,391 miles) per second from the value of 
aberration (20~45 seconds). 
Foucault was indebted to Froment for devising the clock-
work mechanism which guve the disc a uniform speed of rotation 
of exactly one revolution per second. 
In the final form of the apparatus a beam of solar light was 
reflected horizontally from a heliostat through the aperture 5. 
The sight used was a microscope scale consisting of fine 
graduations 1/10 m.m. from each other. This scale was 
positioned at Sand its image was viewed at a in the field 
of the observing microscope. The observer thus saw the 
displacement of the image of this scale. The revolving 
mirror was a piece of glass silvered and polished on one 
face being supported on a strong ring frame having a diameter 
of 14 m.m. The radius of curvature of the fixed mirror 
M was 4 metres and by the use of 5 fixed mirrors the 
distance D (R to M) was increased to 20 metres. The lens L, 
having a focal length of 1.·9 metres was placed between the 
revolving· mirror· ,and the first fixed mirror (see lower 
sketch) and not between the revolving mirror and the aperture. 
The observed displacement of the scale was 0.7 m.m. giving 
rise to the final result for the velocity ·shown above. 
It was shown that the velocity of light in air ( V ) \"as 
= 
a 1r n 
X {b + D) 
where a = distance of the lens from the slit 
b = distance ofthe lens from the revolving mirror 
I 
x = a a the distance of the image displacement 
n l= number of revolutions per second of the mirror 
D = the distance R to M 
Even in the final form of the apparatus the distance D 
was still small being 20 metres with the use of 5 fixed 
mirrors. Thus it was not ppssible to have a large angular 
deviation of the image and there was a serious loss of intensity 
due to the several reflections. Further the angular 
deviation of the return image, for a given speed of the 
revolving mirror, increases with the distance D, and for a 
given angular deviation the displacement of the image is 
proportional to the distance between the source and the 
revolving mirror (radius). Hence for a large displacemebt 
of the image the distance between the mirrors, the radius, 
and the speed should each be as large as possible. However 
the second condition is in conflict with the first, for the 
slit and the fixed mirror must be situated in the conjugate 
foci of the lens L. 
When the lens is placed between the revol~ing mirror and 
the·~lit (upper sketch), the quantity of light returned by 
M to R varies inversely as the distance D. This quantity 
is further reduced by atmospheric vibrstion, diffusion and 
absorption~ On the other hand, when the lens is placed 
between the revolving mirror and the fixed mirror (lower 
sketch) it can be seen that if R and M are in conjugate 
foei of L, then the light reflected from R will fall upon 
M as long as the axis of the reflected beam falls upon 
the lens, however great the distance D may be.- This is 
an impossible arra~gement for it is the slit S and not 
·the mirror R that must be in the conjugate focus of M; 
nevertheless it may be approximated to by bringing the 
slit close to the revolving mirror~ 
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ARTICLE PUBLISHED BY M. FOUCAULT, IN 
DES DEBATS," ON THE REALIZATION OF THE 
ARAGO. 
(Number of Tuesday, April 30th, 1850) 
THE "JOURNAL 
EXPERIMENT OF 
TO THE EDITOR - Sir: I will not wait f~r the expiration of 
the fortnight to give you an account of what most occupied 
the Academy of Sciences during their meeting of yest~rday. 
All knew that M.Arago was to continue the account of his 
beautiful researches of polarization and of photometry. The 
atteneance was large, and the Academy recorded at its session 
a foreign associate and two corresponding members - Mr~ 
David Brewster, Lord Brougham, and M de la Rive, of Geneva. 
But what was not expected was, that M.Arago recalled 
attention to one of the most beautiful projected experiments 
that the genius of a savant :has ever produced, and he declared 
that, after having conceived it, he had left to the young 
generation the care and the honor of performing it. This 
experiment has more than once. 10ccupied the attention of the 
Academy; it proposes to decide, by means of a revolving 
mirror, whether light moves faster in air than in water, 
and to seek, in the probable result of this experiment, the 
confirmation of the theory at present adopted to explain 
all optical phenomena. You may judge, sir, of the emotion 
with which I heard this generous declaration; I, who for 
several days had in my hands the experimental solution of 
this great problem!- Nevertheless I thought it proper to 
postpoae to the next meeting the reading of the paper ·_. 
in which I have recorded my results. In the mean time permit 
me, sir, to announci'e, in a few words, the results which I 
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have observed. 
Light employs more time to run over the same path in water 
than in air, and the time which it takes to traverse these 
two different media is shown by the deviation of the ray 
which is reflected at a given moment from a mirror revolving 
with a great velocity. All things remaining equal, the 
deviations were found to be proportional to the indices of 
refraction of air and of water. It is not possible·to 
entertain the least doubt as to the reality of these results; 
they have been obtained by two different methods. The 
two deviations were first observed successively and found 
unequal for the same velocity of the mirror~ They were 
then observed simultaneously, which rendered the observation 
still more certain. 
Permit me to limit myself to the rather technical expression 
of these new results. When the columns of the Journal are 
unoccupied I shall.·enter into such developments as will 
render these propositions more intelligible to your readers. 
Receive, sir, &c., &c., 
LEON FOUCAULT. 
JOURNAL DES DEBATS 
(Number of Saturday, May 4th, 1850) 
We published last Tuesday a letter of M.Foucault announcing 
the success of an optical experiment originally devised by 
M.Arago, and which, in giving the relative velocities of 
light in air and in water, accomplished the overthrow of 
the emission theory in favor of the theory of undulation. 
The sun having appeared during the few days past, they ha~e 
been able to repeat several times the experiment in presence 
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of a certain number of French and foreign savants, and 
already the methods which have insured success are generally · 
known to the public. In waiting for the communication which 
will be given at the meeting.of the ~cademy next Monday, we 
will concisely indicote the fundamental parts of the 
experiment. 
A beam of:~sunlight reflected from a heliostat in a fixed 
direction penetrates horizontally a dark room; it first 
passes through a small opening of 2 millimetres (~07~7 of 
an inch) square, then a reticule extended behind this opening, 
and formed of eleven platinum to the millimetre~ Passing 
through this reticule, the beam of light meets an objective 
of a focus of two metris placed at a distance from the 
reticule less than the double of its principal focal length, 
and it tends to form beyond a magnified image of the reticule. 
But before the formation of this image the converging pen~il 
is reflected from a small mirror which, capable of rapidly 
revolving around a vertical axis, we will call the revolving 
mirror. After its reflection, the converging beam will 
form an image before the mirror at a distance of 4 metres, 
and ·when the mirror turns, this image moves in space, 
describing circles double of the number of the turns of 
the mirror supposed to reflect from its two faces. In 
sweeping through space this image meets a concave mirror 
whose centre of curvature corresponds with the centre of 
figure of the revolving mirror and with the centre of the 
axis of rota~ion; it thence results that during all the 
time that the image of the reticule falls on the concave 
mirror the light is thrown back to its point of departure 
by the revolvin~ mirror and returns to form at the reticule 
its image of natural size. This image coincides exactly 
with the reticule, when the revolving mirror being at rest 
is placed at the proper angle of incidence; but as soon 
as , ',it moves, the image is d.eviated and deflected 'in the 
direction of the marion. In order conveniently to observe 
this deviation ~'lie pla.ce obliquely to the path of the entering 
b~am a glass plate which throws this image to one side. 
This image appears like colorless diffraction bands, striped 
with vertical lines, distant from each other the eleventh 
of a millimetre; they are examined with a powerful ocular, 
having at its focus a micrometer divided into tenths of a 
millimetre.. The stripes of the image bear the relation to 
the divisions of the micrometer as a sca~e to its vernier; , 
so that deviations to the one-hundredth of a millimetre can 
be read off. Calculation shows that a deviation ~hould be 
observed for thirty turns of the mirror in a second; and 
in fact that it is seen for that velocity; for greater 
velocities the deviation is measurable. If we wish to 
measure the velocity of light in water we place between the 
revolving mirror and the concave mirror a tube three metres 
long, filled with perfectly clear water, and its ends closed 
by pl~tes of glass of parallel surfaces~ All things 
remaining the same, the deviation observed when we interpose 
the tube of water is always greater than when this tube is 
not placed between the revolving and the concave mirror. 
But it is better,to operate simultaneously in the air and 
in the water, to employ two comcave mirrors of the same 
radius of curvature and both facing the revolving mirror; 
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one destiried to receive and send the rays through the water, 
and the other through the air only. The mirror in revolving 
causes the two images, corresponding to the two reflections, 
alternately to appear, but the rapid succession of their 
apparitions makes them appear superposed; to distinguish 
them from each other we cover a good part of the height of 
the concave mirror which reflects the image through the air, 
which reduces the light of the brighter image; the remainder 
of the field is occupied by the image which has traversed 
the water. The vertical stripes of these two images should 
correspond, and indeed do correspond, for low velocities of 
the revolving mirror. But as the velocity of rotation 
increases, the two rays are deflected unequally, the stripes 
break at the line of junction, and the deviation is greater 
for the dull and green image which has traversed the water 
than for the luminous and white image which has progressed 
only through the air. This last experiment, although 
difficult to repeat with apparatus improvised in a hurry, 
has the advantage to appeal directly to the eyes; it has 
been repeated before seve-ral distinguished savants, who, 
in reference to it, no longer retain the least doubt~ 
To give to the mirrors rapid and consta~t velocities M. 
Foucault uses a small steam-turbine, which was constructed 
with the greatest care by M.Froment. We cannot at present 
enter into the details of its construction. It will be 
noticed hereafter, as well as the applications of this new 
method of experimenting, when the paper in which it is 
described has been presented to the Academy of Sciences. 
CHAPTER 10 
EXPERIMENTS OF A. CORNU 1874/75 
His first series of experiments were conducted in 1872 
I 
between (79) the Ecole Polytechnique in Paris and Mount 
Valerien covering a distance of 10,310 metres (6t miles). 
The apparatus used was that basically tried by Fizeau but 
with some additional improvements. Cornu considered the 
main difficulty to be the measurement of the angular motion 
or velocity of the wheel to which the velocity of light was 
to be compared. The simplest solution was to give a 
uniform motion to the wheel as performed by Fizeau. Cornu, 
however, considered such a uniform motion not obtainable in 
practice and so he developed an electric recording apparatus 
to register the continuous increase of motion of the wheel. 
Using this recorder it was not necessary to have the wheel 
turning at an exact uniform velocity and hence the observer 
was able to know the exact moment when the wheel was 
revolving at the required velocity by means of an electrical. 
signal from the recorderr 
A second improvement was the substitution of a pair of 
observations of the return rays, when reduced to a pre-
determined low intensity, for the single observation of a 
total extinctionr 
The expe~imen~ gave rise to a velocity of light of 298,000 
kilometres per second with a probable error of 1%. 
In 1874 acting under the orders of the Council of the Paris 
Observatory~ Cornu made a further series of determinations 
of the velocity of light betwee" the Paris Observatory and 
. I 
the tower of Montlhery (22,910 metres, 14t miles). The 
two main parts of the apparatus were placed at an increased 
distance apart and improved sites for the optical and 
mechanical parts chosen. The first part was provided 
with a telescope (0.38 m aperture i~d 9m focal length) 
and this together with the toothed wheel, recorder and 
clocks etc. were placed in a specially constructed hut at 
the Observatory. The reflection telescope in a cast 
f 
iron tube was placed on the top of the tower of Montlhery. 
A total of 508 pairs of observations were ·made in 1874 
giv~ng rise to an average value of 300,400 km/sec~ 
The main problem with the method used was that it was not 
possible to measure accurately the brightness of the 
image~ ·The eclipses did not occur suddenly at well-
marked speeds but were gradual so that it was difficult 
to say precisely when they occurred. 
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CHAPTER 11 
THE DETERMINATION BY YOUNG AND FORBES {1880-81} 
A series of experiments to determine the absolute velocity 
of white light was performed by Young(i) and Forbes(ii) 
between 1880 and 188l!(eo)They intended that each observation 
should give an accurate measurement rather than rely upon 
the mean of a number of experiments. They considered that 
the chief importance of a determination of the velocity of 
light was that it gave the means of determining the solar 
parallax by combining the result with the constant of 
,·a.bev:v-::~~ici\\ determined by astronomers. Further they felt 
that the experiments were of interest due to Clerk Maxwell's 
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theories on the propagation of light being an electro-magnetic 
phenomenon, and its velocity should be the same as that of 
the propagation of an electro-magnetic displacement. They 
also believed that the different colours of white light did 
not trave~ with the same velocity, but that the more refrang-
ible rays travelled more rapidly through a vacuum, and that 
this difference ~was quite marked and so could be determined 
by independent tests. 
In general the theory of the method resembled the experiments 
of Fizeau whereby the velocity of light (Vf was determined 
by V = 4mND 
where m = the number of teet~ on the wheel 
N = number of revolutions a second at the time 
of the first eclipse 
D = distance between the toothed wheel and the 
distant reflector 
( i) James Radford Young (1811 - 1883) Industrial Chemist 
and Philanthropist. 
(ii) George Forbes (1849 - 1936) Engineer and Professor 
of Physics at Glasgow. 
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Young and forbes modified the apparatus by replacing the one 
distant reflector by two, nearly in the same line, but one of 
them being at a greater distance than the other and a little 
to one side of :it. With the most distant reflector being 
indicated as A and the other reflector B then the light 
reflected from A should be eclipsed witb a slower revolution 
of the toothed wheel than that from B; because the number 
v 
of revolutions required is N, you have N = 4;0 • 
However DA (the distance to A) > DB (the distance to B); 
thus N A (speed of revolution) < N8 (the speed of revolution) (producing the first) · (producing the first ) 
(eclipse at A. ) (eclipse at B. ) 
After the light from A has been eclipsed it starts to increase 
in brightness, whilst that from B is still diminishing, and 
the method of the experiments was to determine the speed of 
revolution when the two lights appeared to be of equal bright-
ness. When the second and third eclipses were considered 
the difference in speed required for an eclipse increased 
and they thought that at a certain speed the speed of light 
from A reached a maximum at the time when that from B was at 
a minimum and vice versa. 
The superiority of this method over that of Fizeau seemed 
to be that instead of having to determine the instant at 
which a light disappears they had only to determine the 
instant at which two lights seemed to be of equal brightness • 
v • • • • • = r g + p 
wheee V = velocity of light 
m =· number of teeth in the wheel 
n = number of revolutions per second made by the 
wheel 
/ 
100 
D = distance of the wheel to the distant reflector 
r = time taken by the light to perform the double 
journey 
p = phase 
g 
Apparatus 
= 
r • 1 
r 
The general optical ar:angement was that devised by fizeau 
with modifications by Cornu. 
The observing telescope was ~oirited towards the distant 
· reflectors. The revolving toothed wheel being placed at 
its focus with a diagonally inclined piece of unsilvered 
glass. 
The reflector aonsisted of a telescope pointing towards the 
observing telescope, but instead of an eyepiece, it had at 
its principal focus a silver reflector~ 
As the wheel rotates so that at least ten teeth pass per 
second the observer would see (as the speed increased) the 
spot of light disappear, .then re-appear, attain its full 
btightness, diminish, disappear, reappear etc. passing through 
similar phases with perfect regularity. 
A further.dmportant modification was used in that a method 
was devised for determining at any instant the velocity of 
rotation of the toothed wheel. This method was based on that 
suggested by Cornu whereby an electrical connection was made 
between the toothed wheel mechanism and a chronograph so that 
a mark was made every 100 revolutions of the toothed wheel • 
. At the same time a clock marked seconds and through a vibrating 
spring mechanism, tenths of a second were marked. The 
observer could make a fourth mark the instant he wished the 
velocity to be determined. 
The apparatus could be considered to consist of seven main 
parts viz.:. l} the telescope, 2) the reflectors, 
3} the toothed wheel, 4) the clock, 5) the chronometer, 
6) the dynamo-electric device and 7) the lamp. 
The telescope had a 5 inch achromatic object-glass and a 
focal length of 7 feet. A Bohnenberger's(i) eye-piece was 
employed, consisting of an erecting eyepiece with a piece 
of plain glass in front of the field lens and inclined to 
th . f th t l t 1 f 45°. e 'ax1s o e ·e escape a an ang e o 
Certain optical difficulties occurred mainly in the 
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illumination ~f the field of view and four major improvements 
were introduced. 
IMP~OVEMsNTS 
1 ) A circle of black velvet was attached to the centre 
of the object-glass on the inside to reduce reflection from 
the centre of the object-glass. 
2 } On using powerful lights a blaze was reflecteq from 
the toothed wheel. To reduce the effect 
a) The toothed wheel was smoked 
b) A highly polished wheel was bevelled "and 
by tilting the revolving mechanism, the reflected light ~as 
absorbed in the blackened adaptor. 
3) A silvered reflector was substituted for the diagonal 
glass reflector which allowed one-half of the light to pass 
through. This arrangement doubled the intensity of the light 
aDd due to the darkness of the field its superiority over the 
glass reflect~r was enormous. 
-( i) Johann Gottlieb f~iedrich Von Bohnenberger 
(1765 - 1831) Professor at Tmbingen. 
10d... 
4 ) To minimise slight illumination from the toothed wheel 
a strip of metal with holes was placed in the secondary 
focus of the eye-piece. When the apparatus was fully aligned 
without its use, the strip was inserted, using so small a 
hole as to show only theddistant reflectors and two teeth 
of the wheel. 
THE TOOTHED WHEEL This was constructed by E. Dent(~) & Co. 
It was necessary for the wheel to revolve at great speed and 
must be capable of going at least for some minutes as to avoid 
the necessity of continually winding it up. It was driven 
by a wei~ht mechanism attached to five separate pinion 
arrangments giving a multiplication factor of lO,OOO,fold. 
An electrical contact device was attached so that for every 
100 revolL ~ions of the toothed wheel a pulse of electricity 
was transmitted to the chronographs. The best shape for 
the teeth was saw teetb and the best results were obtained 
with a wheel having 400 teeth. 
THE REFLECTORS The two reflecting collimators had identical 
construction by Troughton6i) amd SimmsOii). The achromatic 
object lens was 3 inches in diameter and had a 3 foot focal 
length. At the other end was a circular silver mirror ground 
into a spherical form so placed that its centre of curvature 
lay on the object lens. The collimator was so designed that 
it could be adjusted for a) focus b) centering c) direction. 
( i) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
William Dent (1793 - 1860) Instrument maker. 
Edward Troughton (1753 - 1635) Instrument maker. 
frederick Walter Simms (1803 - 1665) Instrument maker. 
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THE CLOCK Made by E.· Dent & Co. specially for this series 
of experiments. It was driven by a weight attached to an 
endless chain passing over a drum. The clock could function 
without attention for up to two hours. 
The abor of the scape wheel had a wheel of 120 teeth for 
making electrical contact one~ a second by means of which a 
mark was made on the chronograph. 
THE CHRONOGRAPH In the experiments prior to 1880 a portable 
chronograph by Hypp of Neufchatel was used. Although a 
large number of observations were made with this apparatus 
and was admirably adapted for observatory work it was not 
suitable for accuracy of more than !3D th second. Thus a 
new device was constructed by Elliott Brothers which depended 
on uniformity of motion on the inertia of the apparatus. 
It was their object to get rid of all clockwork and by making 
use of a fly-wheel, which had no work to do, to get rid of a 
host of.irregularities which affected all other chronographs. 
By the use of a microscope and vernier and with the apparatus 
revolving at the rate of about one revolution a second 
accurate measurements could be taken with onedivision of the 
1 
vernier corresponding to lO,OOO th second. 
DYNAMO A Siemen's(i) 3 horse-power unit was used rotating 
at 1,400 turns per minute. 
biGHT A Siemen's electric lamp was used in conjunction with 
a condensing lens which threw an image of the incandescent 
carbon, after reflection by the diagonal reflector, onto the 
toothed wheal. 
The light source and objective piece were set up in Kelly 
(i) Sir William Siemens (1823 -. 1883) Chairman of 
A. Siemens Engineers. 
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December 21, 1880, No. 5. -I i 
Wheel. 
At man n•dl,..l 
Clock. 
-J 
j, 
Reading. Differences. Reading. Alternate Alternate seco:; I 
I differences. differences. I 
' 
-! I 7,953 
1,197 
I 
I 17,419 16,742 I 1,964 2,179 24,695 294 I 3,161 .. (16,448) . 
.. 1,972 5,133 41,14.'3 320 I 
7,104 50,225 16,128 I 
57,271 I 
I 
Signal.at 3,482 Signal at 33,692 
I 
I II 
v'=·001968 s=32,958 I I 4f= 308 I 
-
I 
I v= ·8224 I I Correction for friction, &c. =-
I 
n=~=417-58 
,, 
·0006 I 
v . I I !1= •8218 : 
i 
December 21, 1880, No. 6. I 
! 
I I Wheel. I ; .Clock. I I 
Reading. Differences. 
I 
Reading. . -·Alternate Alternate seconc! ! At mean reading. j differences. differences. I I 
i 5,952 I 8,448 i I 2,110 9,503 I 14,799 19,866 I 25,818 19,699 339 10,558 ! 34,498 (19,527) 282 
.. 2,083 12,641 i 45,345 19,417 14,723 ; I 53,915 / I 
Signal at 12,241 
! 
Signal at 32,524 I I I 
i 
s=35,616 I 
v'=·002086 I 
I 4J= 285. 
-
·97640 I v= I 
'V I Correction for friction, &c. = + ·00224 I n'=-,=469·14 v I ·97864 ! v= ! 
From N". 5 ~nd G { 2m (n+n')Dn=188,484 r ' -1 Correction for second term = -79. 1-+ = 0·99flo:>83 g p 
~ Product ::: V = 188,405 i 
SAMPl-E 
I 
following is n. sullllllary of these results :--
.12th and 13th equalities. 
1880 December 21, Nos. 1 and 2 Y=l87,707 miles per second. 
" " 
5 
" 
6 188,405 " 
" 
, 8 
" 
!) 187,676 " 
" " 
9 
" 
10 186,457 
" 
" " 
10 
" 
11 185,788 
" 1881 January 20, Nos. 3 ,, 4 186,495 
" 
" " 
5 , 6 187,003 
" 
· Mean for 12th and 13th equalities : V=l87,076 
" 
13th and 14th equalities. 
1880 December 21: Nos. 2 and 3 
1881 January 20, Nos. 6 , 7 
V=186,190 miles per second. 
186,830 " 
" " 7,8 
January 21, · Nos. 2 , 3 
" 
, 3 " 4 ~- ---~ 
187,266 
188,110 
188,079 
Mean for 13th and 14th equalities: 
General mean of both sets . 
V=l87,295 
v _:_187,167 
" 
" 
" 
-'' 
" 
thisbythe mean refractive indexofair(=1'00029} we obtain the value 
. velocity in vacuo, viz.: 187,221 miles per'second. 
_ tuust be corrected for the ·rate of our clock. · 
~cond of our clock is equal to 0·999723 of a mean solar second. 
the value found for V by this. quantity, we obtain the final value for the 
.- cfthe- white light from- an -e~ectric lamp in vacuo, viz.:- -
V=l87,273 miles per second (log=5·2724757} 
=301,382 kiloms. per second (log=5·4791167) 
Using STRUVE's constant of aberration 20"·445. 
The resulting parallax of the sun is =8"·77. 
Distance of the stm = 93,223,000 miles . 
. tl.Jue obtained by CoRNu,-~• using the method of FIZEAU, was 300,400 kiloms. 
- He nearly always used the DrruMMOND (or lime) light. A few experi-
~ fi.l • 
-· .. ~ tnu.ue w1th a petroleum lamp. 
• "Annales de l'Observntoire de Paris'' (Memoir<>s, t{)me xiii.), 18/G. 
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House, Wemyss Bay with the reflecting collimators on the 
hills behind the.village of Innellan. The distances to 
the two reflectors were calculated as 18,210.6 feet and 
16,825.3 feet. These results then were subject to 6 sets 
of corrections after which 
CA = 18,212.2 feet - 3.44928 miles 
CB = 16,835.0 feet = 3.18845 miles 
g = M = 1.08181 ~ = ll DB 12 M DB = + 0.00152 
I, (; r + 1 
r 
= .u 
12 = 1.08333 ~ = 
14 
13 
M 
DB = - 0.00484 
ll 
= 13 = 1.07697 
A.A. Michelson ( 8l) using a modification of the method of 
Foucault obtained a value of 299,940 km per second. He used 
the light o9 the sun when near the horizon. Grouping the 
three sets in order we have: 
Usual source of light Method 
Result for 
velocity 
km/sec. 
MICHELSON The sun near horizon 
CORNU Lime light 
YOUNG &. Electric light 
FORBES 
Distinctive colour observed in the 
In the observations usin~ sunlight 
Deflection by 299,940 
a mirror 
Toothed wheel 300,400 
and eclipses 
Toothed wheel 301,382 
and equali·ties 
return light 
at Pitlochry in 1878 and 
those using electric light at Kelly in 1880-1881, Young ~nd 
forbes were disturbed by the presence of colour in the stars, 
one of them appearing reddish and the other bluish. This 
colouration made it difficult to judge accurately the equality 
of the two lights and hence to gauge the exact speed which 
produced the equality in the lights. They considered that 
the colours. arose from a want of accurate adjustment of the 
distant reflectors. The quality of light which was reflected 
back into the \observing telescope depended on the accuracy 
of focus of thereflecting collimator, hence if the objective 
lens was not accurately achramatised then ·one reflector lens 
could be focused for blue rays and the other for red rays. 
Thus one star could be intrinsically redder than the other. 
On the 11th february, 1881 observations were made for the 
speed of revolution to give the 12th, 13th and 14th equalities 
corresponding to speeds of 410, 450 and 490 revolutions per 
second. These speeds were obtained by using three, four 
or five weights to drive the mechanism. 
RESULTS: February 11th, 1881 A and B very bright and steady 
1. 3 wei .hts B increasing with increase·of speed. a·IEdd.iE:h A bluish 
2. 4 " A " II t1 II " A II B 
3. 5 II B II II II II II B II A 
4. 4 " A 
II II It 
" 
It A " B 
5. 3 II B " II II II II B II A 
More observations made at different speeds see (80) were 
and a statement was recorded in the Jobservation book: 
"Always the light which is increasing with respect to the 
other, with increase of velocity (of the· toothed wheel) 
appears red; and the other one blue." 
II 
II 
II 
II 
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11These observations clearly proved to us that the colour 
which we had often observed was not always due to the adjust-
ment of the distant reflectors. for bere sometimes the one 
and sometimes the other was the red one. At each successive 
equality (e.g~ the 11th and 12th, the 12th and 13th, etc.) 
the colours of A and B are reversed. 
Since february 11th there certninly have been many days 
when the colour-differences were not perceptible. It 
may perhaps have been because the stars were not teajy 
or were flickering or indistinct. On these occasions the 
atmospheric refraction disturbs the course of the rays, so 
that theteeth of the wheel being extremely minute, a ray 
of light which9 if there were no irregular atmospheric 
refraction, would not reach the reflector, does so under 
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these circumstances. In such a case the stars do not alter 
their intensities, with change of spe ed of the toothed wheel, 
so regularly as they do when the atmosphere is not unequally 
heated and disturbed. 
The general result however was established by the observations 
on february 11th, 1881, but it is not a common observation." 
Explanation of the Colours 
They considered that the different colours travelled with 
different velocities, the more refrangible rays, or those 
with shortest wavelength, travelling quicke•t• 
If the red light travelled slower then the blue smaller 
velocity is required to produce an eclipse with red light 
than with blue. Thus the curve representing intensity in 
terms of speed of rotation for red light should have ita 
maxima and minima lagging more end more behind those for 
blue light. 
Since the sp~eds of totation which produced the 12th, 13th 
and 14th equalities were being consider~d then during the 
small speed variation involved the lines representing the 
red and blue light can sensibly be drawn as parallel. At 
lC the light of A is diminishing with increase of speed, 
and the abscissa corresponding to blue light is greater than· 
that corresponding ~o red light. Hence, when the intensity 
is diminishing with increase of speed the star should have 
a ·blue tinge. But ~t ~ the light of A is increasing with 
increase of speed, and the abscissa corresponding to red light 
is greate~ than that corresponding to blue. light. Hence, 
when the intensity is increasing with inc~ease of. speed the 
star should have a red tinge• Observations confirmed the~e 
stat~ments and could be explained on the assumption tha~ blue 
light travelled quicker than red light. 
The speed of rotation necessary to give equality of lights 
must.be greater for blue light than for red light and further 
that.the difference in the speed of rotation for red and for 
blue light bears the same relation to the absolute speed of 
rotation for either of those colours as the difference in 
velocity betwe~n rays of red and blue light bears to the 
ab~olute velocity of that eolour. 
Young and Forbes determined the speed which produced an 
equality l) in the ordinary way with the white light of the 
electric lamp, and 2) with the eye screened by a piece of 
ruby red glass• The differences between the velocities of 
red and white light were small and the speeds of rotation 
finally deduced from the chronograph records were as follows: 
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Observation No. 13 (red) speed of rotation "" 456.84 
Difference 
~ 
II No. 13 (white) 
II No. 14 (red) 
It No. 14 (white) 
It It II 
II If II 
II If If 
...... 
460.93 
494:as 
T"' 
496.42 
4.14 
"(* 
1.57 
Difference of velocity (red and white)= 0.90 per cent from No.lJ 
Absolute velocity (white) 0.32 per cent from No.l4 
The differences were small; but on the whole they suggested 
a great~r speed for white light than for red light. However 
these small differences could be due to irregula~ities in the 
working of the chronograph and so it was decided to choose 
two colours of light of considerable difference in wavelength 
whereby the chronograph could be discarded as the absolute 
measurer of the speed since a greater differeDce in speed 
should be noticed. 
After a great deal of searching to obtain a blue medium 
which would sufficiently keep out the red rays, it was found 
that a copper nitrate solution gave the least quanaty of 
red. 
The first differential observations for red and blue light 
were made on february 11th. A thick piece of rubber tubing 
was attached to the top of the pulley which supported the 
weights driving the toothed wheel. At its upper end it 
.. 
was attached to a string over a fixed pulley and in turn was 
held by the obs~rver. The system was such that as the weights 
descended,- the rubber was stretched and so diminished the 
~ffective drivi~g weight. This produced an extremely 
gradual diminution of velocity ac~ompanied by a gradual 
increase in the brightness of the two stars~· The blue 
solution was placed between the lamp and the diagonal 
reflector. Once equality of light ·was obtained counting 
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in seconds began and the blue solution was replaced by the 
ruby glass. .When equality once again was restored the 
difference iri the time interval was noted. It was then 
necessary to measure by means of the chronograph the diminution 
in velocity produced by the action of the rubber during a given 
number of seconds. This time interval was taken as 18 seconds 
and the average loss of speed was 0.49 revs/sees. The average 
time interval between the equality of red and blue lights was 
23.5 seconds. This gave a difference of 11.5 revs.per second 
(23.5 x 0.49) or about 2.82% of the speed producing equality 
of white light (410 revs per second). 
TABLE OF % DIFFERENCE IN THE VELOCITY OF RED AND OF BLUE LIGHT 
Feb.21 feb.23 feb.24 feb.25 Feb.27 Mar. 1 Mar. 8 Apr.26 Apr.27 
+ 3.36 
-
+ 0.29 + 1.28 +1.35 + 3.20 
I 
1.14 0.43 l.a~2 : 1.56 1.80 
2.40 0.70 1. 71 0.90 1.00 
2.88 + ve 1.55 0.90 1.60 + ve + ve 
5.40 effect 3.14 2.10 effect effect 
2.46 I 1.10 1.20 
2.40 1.40 1.40 
2•52 0.68 1.30 
3.20 
4.60 
2.00 
1.90 
1.8o 
1.40 
+ 2.82 + 
-
+ 0~47 + 1.51 +1.17 +2.03 + + 
\ \ 
11a.. 
They were unable to account for the apparently negative 
effect on the 24th february except that the observation only 
lasted a very short time and that the appearance of ~he 
negative effect was : __ extremely faint. On the oth~r hand 
the positive effect was most marked and indubitable. They 
went on to affirm that the wavelengths changed from about 
= 50 tenth-metres to about ~= 60 tenth-metres then .the 
velocity changed about 1.8%, or in any case somewhat over 
1 percent. 
This difference was so great that, in the absence of other 
support, the effects observed were not generally accepted 
as due to a difference in the velocities of the various rays, 
but it was surmised that the colouring was rather due to some 
extraneous cause not yet fully determined. 
Cornu(i) drew attention to the diffraction effects arising (82) 
1) from the waves of light travelling to the distant telescope 
and just grazing the nearer one and 2) from the use of a 
mirror with a central hole instead of a glass plate, in order 
to increase the brightness of the image. from this it 
followed that the telescopes received diffracted pen~ils 
from the edge of the central hole and sent back waves diffracted 
by the edges of their objectives. To these diffraction 
effects he attributed the high value of the ~elocity obtained 
by Young and forbes and the difference in the observed 
velocities of the blue and red rays. 
Such a great difference as 1.8 Rer cent in the velocities 
(i) Marie A~fred Cornu (1841 - 1902) Professor of Physics 
at the Ecole Polytechnique~ 
\ 
of the red and blue rays should have been detected in the 
other methods of estimating the velocity of light. Thus 
in Foucault's method, the image of the slit, should have 
been drawn out into an elongated spectrum but no such 
colouring or elongation has been observed. 
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CHAPTER 12 
THE EARLY EXPERIMENTS OF A.A. MICHELSON 
Michelson(i) took an early interest in optics bec~use he was 
told to teach the subject at the Naval Academy. . Whilst 
demonstrating Foucault's experiment, Michelson noticed that 
the return beam was displaced a mere 0.8 m.m., a distance 
he considered too small to be measured accurately. During 
November 1877 he developed a (83} moditication for the 
experiment and subsequently redesigned' the apparatus by 
replacing the concave mirror with a plane mirror, altering 
the lens position and increasing the light path. 
Unknown to Michelson, Simon Newcomb(ii) the director of the 
Nautic~l Almanac Office in Washington, was also interested 
in measuring the velocity of light. He had laid plans for 
such experiments a long time before Michelson's attempt and 
had been kept up to date on Michelson's progress. 
" 
Department of Physics and Chemistry 
U.S. Naval Academy 
March 25,1878 
Prof. Newcomb. (84) 
Dear ~ir, 
Thinking you wbu~d be interested to know how Michelson's 
plan for measuring the velocity of light is coming on, I 
can tell you it promises entire success. The original 
plan has been considerably changed so that any distance can 
( i) Albert Abraham Michelson (1852 - 1931) Professor 
at the Case Institute· 
(ii) Simon Newcomb (1835 - 1909) Superintendent of the 
Nautical Almanac Office 
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be used. The arrangement admits of such precise adjustment 
that I think that when we have arranged to count the revolutions 
of the mirror, the results will be good. The large phote-
haliostat silvered on ita front face is used as the fixed 
mirror• The rotating mirror, also silvered on one face~ 
is a little more then one inch in diameter. At a preliminary 
trial on Saturday with a distance of about 250 ft. and about 
125 revolutions we obteined a deviation of l/25 inch. The 
fixed mirror is now placed at a mile distance and the mirror 
will be given a veloc~ty of 200 turns." 
Michelson, on learning of Newcomb's interest, wrote to him 
" 
U.S. Navel Academy 
Annapolis, Md. 
April 26th, 1876. 
Professor Newcomb: (85) 
Dear Sir, 
Having read in the ''Tribune" an extract of your paper on 
a method for finding the velocity of light, and hearing 
through Capt. Sampson and Capt. Howell that you were 
interested in my own experiments, I trust I am not taking 
too great a liberty in laying before you a brief account 
of what I have done. (Here Michelson describes his 
experiment, adding that the distance between.mirrors might 
be considerably increased.) 
I 
Unfortunately, as I was about to make an accurate 
observation the mirror flew out of its bearings and broke. 
It would give me great pleasure, dear sir, if you could 
honor me with an interview, in which you could advise me 
how to arrange some of the details so as to insure good 
results. 
Believe me, sir, 
Your obedient servant, 
Albert Michelson, 
Ensig~ U.S.N. 
Newcomb immediately replied _ _ _ "To have obtained so 
large a deviation from apparatus so extremely simple, 
116 
" 
seems to me a triumph, upon which you ought to be most 
heartily congratulated. So far as I know, it is the first 
actual experiment of this kind ever made on this side of 
the Atlantic." (86) 
Newcomb·. hurried down to see the apparatus whereupon he 
ga~e some advice as to the use of a concave mirror and to 
place the rotating mirror in a vacuum. 
He wrote (see 86), "Still, I am not at all sure but that 
your plan is better than mine. Certainly it is simpler 
and cheaper." 
Newcomb sent a letter to Rear Admiral Anman, Chief of the 
Bureau of Navigation (June 5th, 1878) suggesting that the 
work of Michelson be well worthy of the encouragement of 
the Department and of Congress., 
However the Senate Appropriations Committee did not look 
upon Michelson's work with favour and failed to earmark 
any funds in the Naval Appropriation Bill for the purpose 
of measuring the velocity of light~, 
Newcomb also approached the National Academy of Sciences 
but did mention the independent work of Michelson. 
However, since Newcomb had submitted his own proposals 
before (87) Michelson, the Appropriations Committee decided 
that Newcomb's plan be the one to receive a grant and as 
such he received $ 5000 whilst Michelson had to look else-
where for funds. He in fact received $ 2000 from his grand-
father Albert Heminway. 
THE EXPERIMENTS OF A.A. MICHELSON 
The determination of the velocity of light was considered 
to be of national importance in the U~S.A. and as such in 
1879 Congress made an appropriation for the work and gave 
Newcomb the responsibility for doing it. At this time 
Michelson was preparing to make an independent determination 
and it was arranged that he should assist in Newcomb's 
work. 
Now the main source of error in Foucault's method rested 
on the small displacement of the light image. In November, 
1877, a modification suggested itself which could improve 
matters. The first experiment tried with the revolving 
mirror produced a deflection considerably greater than that 
obtained by Foucault. The first crude system was set up 
in May 1878 using a distance of 500 feet and a deflection (88) 
was obtained of about twenty times that obtained by Foucault. 
T~n results were obtained giving a mean value of 186,500 
! 300 miles/sec or 300140 km/sec. 
The apparatus was further modified and by the end of May 
1879 everything was ready fbr a long series of observations. 
SITE PLAN 
A building was erected 45 feet by 14 feet and raised so 
that the line along which the light travelled was 11 feet 
(89) 
above the ground~ A heliostat (h) reflected the sun's rays 
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through the slit (s) to the revolving mirror (R) then 
through a hole in the shutter• through the lens and to the 
distant mirror. 
The revolving mirror was supported in a cast~iron frame 
and could be inclined forward· or backward whilst making 
the observations. The mirror itself was a disc of plane 
glass about lt inch in diameter and 0.2 inch thick. It 
was silvered on one side only, the reflection taking place 
from the outer or front surface. further a type of turbine 
wheel (T) was held on the axle by friction. When all the 
necessary adjustments were made the apparatus could revolve 
with a highly regular motion with great speed. 
To measure the deflection, the eye-piece of the micrometer 
was moved until the cross-hair bisected the slit, and the 
reading of the scale and divided head gave the position. 
This measurement was net repeated unless the position or 
width of the ~lit was changed~ Then the eye-piece was 
·• ' 
moved until the·. cross-hair bisected the deflected image 
of the slit; the reading of the scale and head were taken. 
again and the dHference in readings gave the deflection. 
Measurement of the speed of Rotation 
A tuning fork, bearing on one prong a steel mirror was used 
to measure the speed of rotatic~. This was kept in 
vibration· by electricity from five 'gravity' cells. The 
. . 
fork was arranged so that the light from the revolving 
mirror was reflected onto a piece of plane glass, in front 
of the eye-piece of the micrometer, inclined at an angle 
0 . 
of 45 , and then into the ey~~ When the fork and the 
revolving mirror were both at rest, an image of the revolving 
•\ 
mi~ror was seen. When the fork vibrated, the image was 
drawn out into a band of light. 
On rotation, this band was broken up into a number of 
moving images of the mirror. When the mirror made as 
many turns as the fork made vibrations, the images were 
reduced to one stationary image. This also happened when 
the number of turns was a submultiple. When i~ was a 
multiple or simple ratio, you observed more images. 
Hence by pulling the cord attached to the valve it was 
possible to make the mirror execute a certain numb~r of 
turns by ensuring that the images of the revolving mirror 
came to rest. 
The electric fork made about 128 vibrations per second 
1~1 
and at each set of observations it was compared with a 
standard Ut 3 fork, the temperature being noted at thai time. 
The comparison was made using beats counted over a period 
of 60 seconds. As long as the electric fork remained 
untouched and at the same temperature it did not change its 
rate more than one or two hundredths vibrations per 
second. 
The lens was 8 inches in diameter having a focal length 
of 150 feet and was not achromatic. Since the diameter 
was so small in comparison with its focal length the need 
for achromatism was inappreciable. for the same reason 
the effect of parallax was too small to be noticed. 
The fixed mirror was about 7 inches in diameter and was 
capable of adjustment in a vertical and horizontal plane. 
Being wedge-shaped it was silvered on the front surface. 
The fixed mirror was adjusted by means of a theodolite. 
The mirror being moved until an observer, looking through 
the hole in the shutter through the telescope saw the image 
of the telescope reflected centrally in the mirror. This 
adjustment had to be repeated before ~very series of 
e~periments. 
By means of the pressure regulating apparatus (see diagram) 
a prgssure was built up of about half a ~ound per square 
inch. It was pasible to keep the mirror at a ~onstant 
speed for three or four seconds at a time which wa~ sufficient 
for an observation to be taken. 
It was found that the only time of day when the atmosphere 
was sufficiently steady to obtain a distinct image was the 
hour after sunrise and the hour before sunset. 
The boiler was lit about half an hour before the observations 
in order to raise the 40/50 pounds of steam pressu~e. The 
mirror was adjusted and the heliostat placed in position 
and adjusted. 
Next the revolving mirror was inclined to the right or 
left, so that the direct reflection of iight from the slit, 
which otherwise would have flashed into the eye-piece at 
every revolution, fell either above or below the eye-
piece. 
The revolving mirror was then adjusted by being moved about, 
and inclined forward and backw~rd, until the light was seen 
reflected back from the distant mirror. 
The distance between the front face of the revolving mirror 
and the cross-hair of the eye-piece was then measured by 
stretching from the one to the other a steel tape. A drop 
of the catenary of one inch was made so as to counterbalance 
the error of the stretch of the tape with that due to the 
curvature. The position of the slit was then determined 
and the electric. fork started. The temperature was 
noted and the beats between it ~nd the standard fork 
counted for ~0 seconds. 
The eye-piece of the.microme~er was then set and the 
revolving mirror started, the mirror being inclined 
forward or ~ackward till the image came into sight. 
. . 
Next the cord connected with the valve· was pulled to the 
left or right until the images of the revolving mirror, 
represented by the two bright round spots to the left of 
the cross-hair came to rest. Then the screw was turned 
till the cross-hair bisected the deflected image of the 
slit. This was repeated until ten observations were taken. 
Usually five sets of such (ten) observations were taken 
each morning and evening. 
Determination of the constants. 
i) Comparison of the steel tape with the 
standard yard 
( ii) Determination of the value of the 
micrometer 
(iii) Measurement of the distance 
between the mirrors 
( iv) Measurement of the rate of Ut 3 fork 
The formulae employed were: 
see set 
of results 
(i) tan it1 = ~ and 
r 
(ii) v = 2592000" x D x n (21" 
= angle ·of deflection 
= corrected displacement (linear) 
r = radius of measurement 
D = twice the distance between the mirrors 
n = number of revolutions per second 
= inclination of plane of rotation 
d deflection as read from micrometer 
B = number of beats per second between electric Vt2 
fork and standard Vt 3 
Cor = correction for temperature of standard vt3 
V = velocity of light 
T value of one turn of screw 
Substituting for d, its value or d x T x sec ~(log sec ~= 
0.00008), 
and for D its value 3972~46, and reducing to kilometres 
dT 
we have (iii) tan ~ = cl-r ; log el = 0.51607 
and (iv) V = C j. log C = 0.49670 . 
D and r were expressed in feet and d in m.m. 
0 256.070 vibration~ per second at 56 f 
D = 3972.46 feet 
Tan ~ = 0.02 
Vt 3 made 
The ela:tric fork made t ( 25~"~070 +B + cor) vibrations 
per second. 
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Readings taken by Lieut: Nazro. 
Readings taken by Lieut. Nazro. 
Readings taken by Mr. Clason. 
Readings taken by Mr. Clason. 
Readings taken by· Mr. Clason. 
Readings taken by ~rr. Clason. 
Readings taken by ~Ir. Clason. 
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0.99627 
0.99627 
o.99627 
0.9¢27 
0.99627 
0.99627 
299720 I A. M. 
299840 A.M. 
299850 I A. M. 
299Sso j A. M. 
29978o I A. l\1. 
2998go P.M. 
o. 9962 7 299840 I p. l\1. 
o. 99627 29978o A. M. 
o. 9¢27 29981o I A. M. 
o. 99627 299760 A. M. 
o. 99627 299810 A M. 
o. 99627 299790 A. 1\f. 
o. 99627 299810 . A. M. 
o. 99645 29\1820 P. l\1. · 
o. 09645 299850 P. l\1. 
o. 99645 299870 P. 1\f. 
o. 99645 299870 P. M. 
o. 99627 299810 P. M. 
o. 09627 299740 P. l\1. 
o. 99627 29g81o ·P. l\1. 
o. 99627 299940 P. M. 
o. 99600 299950 P. ~(. 
o. 99586 299800 P. M. 
o. 9958o. 2gg81o P. M • 
o. 99574 299870 P. M. 
Miqor inverted. 
Mirror inverted. 
Mirror inverted. 
Mirror inverted. 
Mirror inverted. 
Mirror inverted. 
Mirror inverted. 
Mirror inverted. 
Mirror erect. 
~:lirror erect. 
Mirror erect. 
Mirror l!rect. 
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The following table gives the results of different groupings 
of sets of observations. Necessarily some of the groups 
include others : 
Electric light (1 set) 
Set micrometer counting oscillations (2) 
Readings taken by Lieutenant Nazro (3) 
Readings taken by Mr.Clason (5) 
Mirror inverted (8} 
Speed of rotation, 192 (7} 
Speed of rotation, 128 (l) 
Speed of rotation, 96 (1} 
Speed of rotation, 64 (l) 
Radius, 28.5 feet (54) 
Radius, 33.3 feet (46) 
0 . 
Highest temperature, 90 fahr. (5) 
Mean of lowest temperatures, 60° fahr. (7) 
Image, good (46) 
Image, fair (39} 
Image, poor (15) 
frame, inclined (5) 
Greatest value 
Least value 
Mean value 
Average difference from mean 
Value found for 7r 
Probctie error 
ERRORS 
299850 
299840 
299830 
299860 
299840 
299990 
299800 
299810 
299870 
299870 
299830 
299910 
299800 
299860 
299860 
299810 
299960 
300070 
299650 
299852 
+ 
-
60 
3.26 
5 
The ~alue of V depended on three quantities D, n and ~ 
The distance between the two mirrors could be in error 
either by a fal~e determination of the length of the steel 
150 
tape used, or by a mistake i~ the measurement of ths 
distance by the tape. The total error due to D was 
considered to be at most 0.00004. 
The speed of rotation depended on any error in the rate 
of the standard, any error in the count of the sound beats 
between the fork~ and an erro~ in the estimate of the 
moment when the image of the revolving mirror was at rest. 
The t'otal error was thought to be less than 0.00002. 
The deflection was measured by its tangent where tan ~ 
Here the total error was considered to be 0.00015. 
= 51 • 
r 
The final error was considered to be ! 0.00017 corresponding 
to an error of ! 51 kilometres. 
SUPPLEMENTARY MEASURES OF TJJE VELOC!TY OF LH;IJT. 
The headings of the columns in the following table of results sig11if)' as foll.,ws: 
t =temperature, Fahreuheit. 
Date. 
Oct. I2 
I2 
I2 
I4 
16 
-· 
•.S 
19 
19 
20 
21 
%4 
25 
25 
zh 
Jl 
31 
:t'lov. 4 
8 
8 
II 
II 
14 
B =number of beats of st with ef per second. 
c = correction of st for temperature. 
ef= rate of "electric'' fork. 
n =number of turns of revolving mirror per seco11d. 
m = mic.romet~r reading of deflected image. 
z = micrometer reading of slit. 
d=m-·z. 
L1 =difference between greatest and lea~t. values of d. 
e =mean error of one determination of d. 
T =value of one turn of micrometer screw in nnn. 
,.=radius. 
cp =deflection in seconds. 
cp0 =angular deflections corresponding to d = 1 38mru. 
lfJ1 = CfJo - cp. 
V =velocity of light in kilometers per second, in air. 
S =sow:ce.of light (s =sun, e =electric light). 
no= number of observations. 
v = distinctness of image (poor · I, fair= 2, good= 3). 
w =weight of the set of observations. 
l = logarithm. 
t B c ef n 'In z d L1 c 
---
----------
75·0 I. 250 -.032 I29. 127 258.254 138. I82 . 262 137-920 . 15 . OJ8 
75·0 I. 333 -.032 I29.010 257·87I I38.ooo . 258 137·742 
75·0 I. 333 -.OJ2 I29.010 258·754 · I38. 500 . 267 I38.233 
7I.O I. I98 .000 I29. I07 258. 214 I38.009 . 076 137-933 . 27 .o6o 
73-2 I. 038 -.017 I29.021 258.042 I37-927 .027 137· 900 0 21 . 045 
6I. ·5 0-954 +-075 I29.029 258.058 137· 977 .o6o I37-9I7 . I9 .O.j9 
56.0 0. 988 +.us I29. IOU 258.212 I38. IOO .063 I38.037 . 17 .O.jO 
54-7 I.OOO +.I29 I29. 129 258.258 IJ8. I30 .063 138.067 . 17 . 070 
58.o 0.938 +.I03 I29.o.p 258.6Sz I37.83I . 057 137· 77-1- . 25 . 056 
64-3 0.983 +·053 I29.03U 258.072 I37· 9-11 .o5-t 137.887 .20 . 033 
56.8 0-952 +.II2 I29.06-t 258. 128 I38.o68 . 058 I38.oio . 25 .090 
59·0 0.952 +095 I29.047 258.094 137·957 .oGo I37-897 .09 .032 
59-0 0-952 +-095 I29.047 258.094 137·965 .oGo I37-905 . 26 .on 
59·0 0.944 +-095 129.039 258.078 I37·93I . o58 137· 873 • 35 . 102 
7J.O 0.923 -.016 I28. 907 257· 814 137.819 . 065 I37-754 • I2 .035 
73-0 0.923 -.016 128. ')07 257· Sq '37· 852 .o6_5 I37-787 . 22 . o66 
53·0 0.947 +-I42 129.089 1~3.634 I03.632 .o6o 103.572 . 20 . 055 
su.o 0-936 -1-· liS I29.054 193-581 103.532 . o62 103·470 • 12 .036 
56.o 0.936 +.us 129.05-1 193-581 IOJ-534 . OU2 103.472 .II . 027 
70·5 0.923 +-004 12S.927 193·390 I OJ. 421 .069 .IOJ. 352 .09 .027 
70.5 0.923 +·004 JZS. 'J2i 128.<)27 68.976 .0Ci9 68.<)07 . IO .036 
40-5 0-955 +241 12~. 196 129. 196 69. 115 .o-t5 U<J.070 .. 07 .024 
14 j40o 5 I 0· 955 -;-. 2.jl ~_-~. 196 j 1:!'). 196 69. I3U I • 0-15 6!).091 I .036 .II I I 
--
T CfJI la 
---
I 
' 
. 99629 0 · 51.l-U72 : 
! 
. 99629 0 . 5l.l43i2 : 
. 99629 0 . 5l.l43i2 : 
. 99629 0 . 51.l43i2 : 
. 99629 0 i . 5144372 ' 
I 
· 99629 0 . 51-14372 ! 
. 99629 0 51-l-1.-' i 0 ."11- ' 
. 99629 0 ' . 51-l4372 ! 
· 99629 0 . 51.l4372 : 
· 99629 0 ·51-l·Ui2: 
I 
· 99629 0 . 51443i2 ; 
. 99629 0 ·514-1.)72: 
. 99629 0 . Sl.l-1372 I 
. 99629 0 -51-14372: 
· 99629 
I 0 
. 51-1-1372; 
. 99629 0 . 51-l-1372: 
I 
. 99603 I I 1 .(1 ·. 51-13215 I 
. 99003 11'.(1 . 51-13215 I 
. 99U03 I I 1 /1 · 5r.U215 
. 99UO.) I I 1,(, . 51.l:l215 ! 
· 995S5 ZJ 1.z . 5l.j235-l 
. 995ss 231.z . 51.j2J5-l 
·.9~sss ...,..,, .., -.) .. . 5l.j235-l 
R.EF(90) 
atae~:Jil 
.• , . 
.. ~ 1~1 
~ 
J 
us • vr rsrnenasa;• ,,. 'tic ... 
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-·--··-·- ..,-~--~------~···-----:---..:..·--· "';--:--;---: 
I laic, ,. lr hl 1.-iu cp lp lcp IV v Snovw 
---· ---1----·1---- ----- 1---1----1----1----1- -- -··· 
lid. 12 
12 
12 
IS 
'') 
JJ·JSO 
JJ·JSO 
33·350 
J.i·3SO 
.H3SI 
33·JSG 
33·354 
-4120.jj0 
. 44140~5 
. 412SS; I 
. 411!1i9S 
. 41161)04 
.. pljli.i 
. 41197 1;5 
. S:.i<>'JSS 
. 52JO<J5S 
. sz.;e><;>SS 
· 5230958 
. )2JIOS<) 
.s:.:;a;o~o 
. 52314i9 
. 131)0664 
. qo6117 
• IJ966SI 
::r;SS. 7 · -HS.fOIS · 4769361) 299883 I 40 3 7 
. IJ0-40i9 :;S;. 1 . 444l'-4oS . 4i68SJ6 299816 1 3 S 
.IJ19532 2795-0 ·4463818 ·4767971 299778 I 3 5 
. IJIOI~ I z;!i<). 0 . 44S-44SS • 4768231 299796 I s6 2 3 
. IJC))Il-43 . 1JoS927 I 27SS. 2 . 4453239 • 4i66SS3 ::19¢82 ~ 25 2 5 
i 
. 131)61 78 . ljoSSII j :;SS. I . 4453oS3 . 4766ooS 299711 t 65 3 4 
. 1399956 . I_;I:!S)O j :!ji)O. 7 . 445il3% . 4i6S552 2!)9611 I 19 3 6 
,,, .H· .:;sc. .. pzos,;i . sz_;q;9 . •4oo899 .1_;1.:;793 1 :!i9'· 3 ·44SSo65 .• ;65390 299599 , 10 3 2 
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Measurement of the velocity of light in air and water. 
Because of differences in th~ results obtained by Michelson 
and Newcomb for the value of the velocity of light in air it 
was agreed that Michelson should repeat his experiments. No 
instructions or suggestions were made to ~im from the Navy 
Department except such as related to the investigation of 
possible sources of error in the application of his method. 
The same micrometer was used as before but was now supported (90) 
on a brick pier~ _. The distance from the surface of the 
mirror to the slit was obtained and the sine of the deflection 
was measured instead of the tangent. The same revolving 
mirror was used but was furnished with new sockets. The 
fixed mirror was now made slightly concave and had a diameter 
of 15 inches. The rate of the standard fork was again 
measured by the use of beats. 
The weighted mean of the observations was 299771 kilometres 
per second ~ith an error of ! 12 kilometres. 
The various sources of error were discussed in the previous 
experiment and thus assuming that these errors affected the 
result in the same manner, the total error was less than 
60 kilometres. 
i.e. Value from table 299771 
Reduction to vacuum + 82 
Fina~ result 299853 ! 60 kilometres/sec. 
Young and Forbes in their paper "Velocity of White and (80) 
Coloured Light" remarked, "In Michelson*s observations the 
image of the slit was described as indistinct and covering 
·a sensible space. From ·our results it would appear that 
the widt~ of his spectrum between mean red and blue would 
be about 2 millimetres. But it would be a very impure 
spectrum, and it is only by employing absorptive media, or 
part of a pure spectrum, to give colour to the light used, 
that we should expect him to detect the difference." 
In response to 'the above, Michelson presented a drawing of 
the image seen in the eye~piece drawn with a magnification 
of approximately 5 times •. The colour of the central portion 
was yellowish and both borders on occasion violet. The 
width of the image was 0.25 m.m. when the slit width was 
0.19 m.m. 
Michelson suggested that if there were to be a differerice 
of velocity between the red rays and the blue rays, then 
the image drawn to the same scale would have presented a 
spectrum covering about 10~. 
Further an experiment was conducted in which one-half of 
the slit was covered with red glass. On observing the two 
halves of the image, both the upper white and the lower red, 
were exactly in line. 
As a postscript to the above series of experiments, Michelson 
(15.8.1883) repeated i:Fo~cault's experiments to check on 
the velocity of the wave theory. His:apparatus was essentially 
the same as that of Foucault with distilled water being 
placed in a tube 10.03 feet long. The distance between 
the mirrors was 17.63 feet with the "radius" being 32.41 feet, 
whilst the speed of rotation was 256 turns per second. 
The results confirmed Foucault's work which showed that the 
velocity of light in water was less than in air and further 
that the ratio between these velocities was equal to the 
refractive index of the water. This for yellow light 
at ordinary temperat~re was given as le333 
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Ratio of V/V1 for 6 independent experiments was 
No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1.33 1.33 1.34 1.33 1.35 1.30 Mean: 1.330 
Michelson produced a second report on experiments concerned (90) 
with the velocity of white light in Carbon Disulphide and 
of the difference of velocities of red and blue light in 
Carbon Dis4lphide. 
The arrangement of the apparatus was essentially the same 
as in the previous e~periments. In this experiment in 
order to produce the required •deflection'' a column of 
liquid ten feet long was required. It further proved 
difficult to obtain a sharp image but this sharpness could 
be improved by limiting the aperture of the tube by a 
rectangular opening to sacrifice light. 
In the following observations: 
r = "radius", or distance from micrometer to revolving mirror 
a = length of air column between mirrors 
b = length of liquid column between mirrors = 3.07 metres 
d = linear displacement of image 
m = number of turns per second 
n = ratio of velocity of light in liquid to that in air, 
which last may be taken at V = 300,000,000 metres. 
M = 1,000,000 
Z = reading of micrometer for undeflected image 
D = reading of micrometer for deflected image 
36 sets of observations were taken 
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The following table gives the data and calculations. The headings of th 
columns have the same signification as already assigned, P. (3): 
I r a m __ M_d_;,_Jo_g_~_!_d_llog m log r log S~~r No No-a l n I 
~-~ ~- 336 3· 61 256 1227 3· o8884 2. 40824 -o-. S-o-1-Sz-~-o-. 9-5-5-66-l·-9-. o-3 -,--.-4-2l_t._;_7- ., 
i 2 6.336 3.61 256 1251 3.<>9;:?6 ···2.40S24 o.So1S2 o.9;4o6 9.20 S-69' 1.85 
I 3 6. 336 3· 69 l 256 1::!56 3· 09899 . 2. 40824 0. Soi82 0. 96581 9· 24 5· 55 I I. SI 
' 4 6. 336 3· 69 I I2S 649 2. Sl224 :!. IOj::!l 0. SolS:! 0. 98oog 9· 55 . 5· S6 i I. 9' 
5 6. 336 3· 691 256 1227 3· o88!i4 2. 4oS24 o. So182 o. 95566 9· 03 ·5· 341 1. 74 
6 6. 336 3· 69 I . 192 ss9 2. 94890 2. 28jj0 0. SotS: 0. 94006 s. ;: 5· OJ !· I. 6.; 
7 6. 336 3· 69 i 128 587 2. ;6864 ::!. 10j2I 0. SotS:! 0. 93649 8. 64 4- 95 l I. 61 
' ! 8 6. 336 3· 69 : 256 I 2.)6 3· 09202 2. 40824 o. Sol 82 o. 95884 9· 09 · S· 40 i 1. ;6 
9 6. 336 3· 691 192 922 2. 96473 2. 28330 c. So182 O. 95649 9· 051 5· 36 : I. 75 
10 6. 336 3. 69 32o 1544 J. 1SS65 2. 50515 o. So1S2 o. 95856 9· og 5· 40 i I. 76 
11 6. 3S 3· 66 I 256 1231 3· ogo26 2. 40824 o. So4S2 o. 954oS I 9· oo . 5· 34 i 1. 74 
I
I II.)~ 6. 38 3· 66 ! 192 923 2. 96j20 2. 2S330 0. So482 o. 953961 8. 99 5· 33 l I. 74 
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The time t occupied by the light in traversing the distance 
between the mirrors is 
Vd 
a + b n d 8 '1r rm - a t :: v 8 1t' rm i.e. n = b 
The weighted mean of the observations was 1.758 which 
was about 7% higher than the theoretical value. Michelson 
found it difficult to account for this considerable difference 
by attributing it to e~rors of experiment for the result 
was fairly independent of the "radius" or of the speed of 
revolution of the mirror. A series of checking experiments 
were then performed without usin~ the column of liquid • 
. The result thus obtained for the velocity of light in air 
had an error of less than 2% 
In a second series of experiment~ the light was passed 
through ·a direct-v~sion prism b~fore reaching the slit. 
By turning the prism either the red or blue end of the 
spectrum could be opserved. The selected colours were: 
I\ red = 0. 000620 " blue = 0.000490 
If dr represents the deflection for red light 
If db represents the deflection for blue light 
then £!A db 
nb - nr 
.S! + !?.!:!.£ 
v v 
= s + .2.u!?. 
v v 
db - dr 
= 2.8 dr 
a + bnr 
- bh;b a + 
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The following observa.tious give the values found for db- aT in hundredths of a 
millimeter and for dr in millimeters: 
·--
-· 
No.1. No.2. No.3· No.4· No.5· No.6. No.7· 
+2-4 3· 9 1.8 2.9 +I. 7 + . 6 +I. 5 + ·4 +I. I 
1.9 o.o 3·4 1.9 2.0 . 2 . 3 ·4 1.5 
. 7 3·4 . 7 2.0 1.6 -2.4 ·9 1.1 2.3 
2.3 3· 2 :z.6 2.0 • I . 3 1.8 . 2 1.9 
4· I -.:z . s 1.7 .6 ·9 2.5 . 5 2.7 
3· I -.8 2.0 . 8 2. 7 . 2 1.5 - .2 2. 5 
3·5 .6 4·0 1.5 ·9 . I -1.9 0.0 
2.9 5·2 . 3 1. I - ·3 +I. 23 1.7 -.I 
- . 5 4·4 4·0 3·2 1.7 dr= I. 55 -7 
1.0 
8.2 
-
. 2 1.7 0.0 I. 8 2.2 I.S i 
-I. I 
- ·5 Mean=+ 2. 02 + 1.45 .6 
. 6 . 2 ; 
-5·3 - ·4 dr= dr=L55 +o.4I I +o.52 1.0 I I. 55 
I 1.8 _::z, I ir=I.OO. dr= I. 25 I. 3 I I .6 I. I I +.,.I 
3·0 4· I dr= I. 25 
. 8 
- ·9 
s.:z 3·2 
4·3 1.8 
-------
Mean=+ 1. 89 
dr= r. 55 I i 
' I I : 
No.8. No.9· No. 10. No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. 
'· 
+ .8 0.0 +I. 3 +1.4 +t.o + .6 +t.S +1.2 1.0 1.0 l 2. I 1.4 3· I ·4 .8 -.6 0.0 1.2 ·4 2. I I 
2. 5 2.0 1.7 1.3 1.2 1.4 ·5 ·3 1.9 - .2 I 
t.S 1.6 . 7 - ·4 . 7 I 4·0 1.7 
I 
1.7 .2 ·9 
2. 2 o.o 2. I I.J 1.0 - ·3 .6 - ·4 1.5 2.5 
1.2 -1.2 2.2 ·4 ·7 o.o I. 8 . 2 1.0 .8 
. I I. I . 7 .6 .2 . 7 '· 3 0.0 1.0 
. 6 1.2 2. 4 1.8 1.0 .6 I. 3 . s 1.5 
. 3 ·-·1. 9 - . 6 -1.8 - .2 .8 1.5 . 3 1.0 
1.2 
·-
.6 3· 2 - . 5 o.o 1.6 . 5 
-.8 ---- - .2 1.4 2. z -.2 +o. 59 I +I. J6 
- .I ·4 2-5 +o.5I dr=O. 81 ! +o.SJ dr= I. 24 
1.4 .s 1.7 dr=o. 82 dr=O. 83 
1.2 1.2 1.7 
---
I 
; 
-· . 3 -·I. 0 + l.b6 
.I 
·9 dr= I. 6o 
-.6 - .6 
-1.1 
+o.s1 
dr=o.6s 
-. .. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MEASURES OF THE VELOCITY OF LIGHT. 
In the following table the results are collected together with the dat..1.. 'l'he 
letters have the same signification as before: 
I db- dr I 
r , db-dr dr ~ "b- tlr 
-- . . ~ ~' ·,·.· ., . 
,. 
I 6.J4 320 . 0189 I. 55 . 0122 0.034 
2 6.34 J20 .0202 I. 55 .0130 0.036 
3 6.34 J20 . 0145 I. 55 .0094 0.026 
4 6.J4 213 . oo.p 1.00 :.0041 0.011 
5 6.34 320 .0123 I. 55 .0079 0.022 
6 6.34 256 . 0052 I. 25 . oo.p o. 011 
7 6.34 256 .0130 I. 25 .0104 0.029 
8 6.34 128 .0051 o.65 .0079 0.022 
9 6.34 335 .0186 1.00 . 0116 0. ~32 
10 3·39 320 .0051 i o.82 .0062 0.017 
II 3·39 320 .0059 ! o.81 .007J 0.020 l 
12 3·39 320 .0083 I o.83 .0100 0.028 13 5· 14 320 .0136 I. 24 .OliO O.OJI 
----
Mean value tlb - "r 
-
0.0245 
Theoretical value (V.ERDET) . 
-
0.025 
If 
we have 
nb vr 
-= 1.014 or-v--= 1.014 
nr b 
It would appear, then, notwithstanding the rather wide divergences in the separate 
observations, that we are entitled to conclude from these experiments that orange-
red light travels from one to two per cent. faster than greenish-blue light in carbon 
disulphide. · · 
M ICt~eLSo~ REF ('?OJ 
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CHAPTER 13 
METHOD Of SIMON NEWCOMB 
c 
Simon Newcomb was- an eminent member of the National Academy 
of Sciences, being President of the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science· and Director of the 
Nautical Almanac Office. 
A distinguJffied astronomer considerably older than Michelson 
he nevertheless had a long association with Michelson · 
which was devoid of any petty jealousies although both men 
worked in the same field of research. 
Newcomb encouraged Michelson and whenever he could he 
supported him financially or helped with e~uipment. 
Newcomb in the years 1880 - 1882 measured the velocity of 
light using a revolving mirror. He decided not to measure 
the linear displacement of the image but rather its angular 
deviation. Furthermore he did not place a lens between 
the two mirrors (as did Foucault and Michelson} but instead 
placeq it between the slit and the revolving mirror. 
The main featGre of the apparatus was that two telescopes (91) 
were ~rranged ~ith their axes at right angles. Light from 
the sun reflected from a heliostat entered the slit S of 
the sending telescope, where after passing along the tube F 
was reflected by a plane mirror at C through the object-glass J. 
The light then fell ontq the revolving mirror M and hence 
along the line Z to the distant fixed mirror. The farther 
end of the receiving telescope had a pair of microscopes, 
p and H, for taking readings of the gradu-ated arc. The 
apparatus was adjusted so that the light reflected from the 
surface of the revolving mirror was prevented from entering 
the· obser.ving telescope. With this arrangement almost 
all the extraneous light was shut out and a very faint 
image of the slit was observed. 
14~ 
·The revolving mirror was of interest. It consisted of a 
square steel prism. The four vertical faces being nickel 
plated and each face in turn acted as a reflector so that 
the brightness of the image was quadrupled. Above and 
below the prism. two ~ets of .fans were at~ached upon which 
the air .blast acted, Either set could be used separately, 
so that the mirror could be driven in either direction, or 
·the two could ·· a..c:+· S:tM ul -t-c.u'\~C?~~~~ in such a 
way that one counteracted and controlled the other. 
The ·observing telescope was first set .in a fixed position 
and .the speed of the rotating mirror adjusted so that the 
returning image rested on the micr~meter wires in the eye-
. piece. The regulation of the speed of rotation was achieved 
by opening and closing valves (T) using an endless cord.X. 
The image could be kept on the cross-wires for two minutes 
whil~t.the chronograph furnished the speed of rotation. 
It was found that the higher the velocity of the mirror 
the more steadily the image could be kept upon the wires, 
and that the steadiness qeteriorated very rapidly when the 
velocity fell below 200 turns per second, thus most of 
the determinations were made with high speeds of rotation. 
The mean result of each day's work is shown~ Newcomb 
~ombined the separate means with the distances travelled 
and produced the following results for the velocity of 
light in air expressed in kilometres per second: 
14.3 
Observatory, 1880-81 Distance = 5l01.90m Time = 0.0000170282sec 
v = 299,615 
Monument, 1881 Distance = 7442.42m Time = 0.0000248344sec 
v = 299,682 
Monument 1882 Distance = 7442.42m Time = o.0000248275sec 
v = 299,766 
He considered that the differences of these results far 
exceeded the probable errors arising from the accidental 
differences between the separate daily means. 
After lengthy discussion over errors and various consultations 
with Michelson, Lord Rayleigh and Cornu, Newcomb considered 
that the results should depend entirely on the measurements 
taken in 1882, thus: 
Immediate result of measurement V = 299,766 km/sec 
Correction for curvature of mirror + 12 
Reduction to vacuo 82 
Concluded velocity in vacuo V = 299860 km/sec 
The results so far are as follows: 
.Michelson, Naval Academy, 1879 
Michelson, Cleveland, 1882 
Newcomb, Washington (selected results? 1882 
Newcomb, Washington (all results) 1882 
Foucault, Paris, 1862 
299910 
299853 
299860 
299810 
298000 
km/s 
km/s 
km/s 
km/s 
km/s 
Cornu, Paris, 1874 298500 Sm/s 
Cornu, Paris, 1878 300400 km/s 
Young and forbes, Scotland, 1880/81 301382 km/s 
14-4 
Newcomb made no special arrangements for detecting 
differences between the velocities of differently coloured 
rays~ However, whilst his experiments were in progress 
he learnt of the work of Young and forbes who had announced 
a detection of a velocity difference of 2 per cent. As 
a result he ~ade a very careful examination of the return 
image~ Had there been a difference in velocity of 1/1000, 
the resulting spectrum would have been 15" in breadth, and 
have had a well marked iridescence on its edges. No such 
observations could be detected~ 
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CHAPTER 14 
MICH,LSOij ANG INIERF!IOMETRY 
At the beginning of Michelson's first paper on aether-drift 
phenomena he stated his hypothesis as follows& 
"The undulatory theory of light assumes the existence of a 
medium called the ether, whose vibrations produce the 
phenomena of heat and light, and which is supposed to fill 
all space. According to freenel,(i) the ether, which is 
enclosed in optical media, partakes of the motion of those 
media, to en e~tent depending on their indices of refraction. 
for air, this motion would be but a smell fraction of that 
of the air itself end will be neglected. 
Assuming then that the e:~her is at rest, the earth moving· 
through it, the time required for light to pass from one 
point to ~nother on the earth's surface, would depend on 
the direction in which it travels." (92) 
He followed this by showing the mathematical feasibility 
of measuring the speed of two pencils of light travelling 
at right angles to eech other and finally proposed that "We 
could find Y the velocity of the earth's motion through the 
ether.u (88) 
Prior to the experiments of 1881, Michelson was given leave 
of absence from active duty end set off to obtain his post-
graduate education in Europe. 
(ii) Michelson was acquainted with the work of J.Clerk Maxwell 
on Aether end relative motion of the aether. Maxwell had 
made explicit the notion that the relative aether wind might 
( i) ~ugustin Jean Fresnel (1766 - 1827) Tutor at the 
Ecolo Polytechnique 
(ii} James Clerk Maxwell (1631 - 1879) Professor of 
Physics at Cambridge 
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possibly be used to determine the absolute velocity through 
space. 
Maxwell assumed that light and electricity travelled with 
the same speed and were both vibrant disturbances in the 
aether. As Maxwell continaed to work on his electro-
magnetic equations it became apparent that the value of (93) 
the speed of light represented an important relationship 
between electricity and magnetism. 
In 1879 Maxwell wrote to D.P. Todd!i) the Director of the 
Nautical Almanac Office. In the letter Maxwell considered 
that it would be impossible to measure "a quantity depending 
on the square of the ratio .of the earth's veloctty to that 
of light". (94} 
He\~ad already observed that the velocity of light in aether• 
accelerated by the earth's motion in orbit, would differ~ 
by an extremely small amount from its speed in an aether 
at rest. Looking at the order of the square of this ratio 
i.e. one part in one hundred million, he considered it 
would be too small to measure. 
~owever, Michelsen thought otherwise. All the experiments 
~ to detec~ aether drift up to that time had attempted to 
measure the ratio of the speed of the earth to that of 
light. Since each of these experiments had failed it was 
accepted that no first order effect could succeed. Michelson 
by this time had an advantage over the ether workers in 
this field in that he had a refined value for the speed of 
light and was able to contemplate a second-order effect : 
the square of the speed of light, c2 , in relation to the 
2 
square of the earth's speed, V • 
(i) David P.Tcdd (1855 - 1939) Professor of Astronomy 
at Smith College. 
(95) 
He began thinking about devising an instrument that could 
count and measure light waves with an accuracy far beyond 
what ha~_\been so far attained. 
Michelson, having obtained leave of absence, enrolled at the 
University of Berlin in 1880. Here, having obtained a 
grant from the Volta foundation he began designing his 
instrument• Using optical flats from Schmidt and Haensch 
he built what he called an interferential refractometer, 
which by the 1890's had become known as an interferometer. 
He was considering projecting a beam of light in the direction 
in which the earth was travelling in its orbit, and one 
at right angles to this. The first beam, he thought, 
would naturally be retarded by the flow of aether passing 
the earth. The second beam, crossing this current at right 
angles, although the distance is the same, should arrive 
ahead of the first by a length of time determined by the 
velocity of the earth. 
Mi~helson was familiar with an instrument designed by 
Jamin(i) used to measure the refractive indices of gases (96) 
by the interference of light waves. Michelson rearranged 
tbe pieces into the shape of a cross and placed the 'beam 
splitter', a half-silvered mirror, in the centre. This 
half-silvered mirrot. allowed some light to penetrate it, 
whilst the rest was reflected to the plane mirrors, which 
in turn, brought the two separate pe~cils of light together 
again at the eyepiece. 
Observations had to be made during the night as traffic 
vibrations caused an immediate shift of the fringes. 
(i) Jules C~lestin Jami~ (1818 - 1886 Director of the 
Physical Laboratory in Paris. Professor of Physics 
at the Sorbonne. 
Helmholtz(!) acting on Michelson 's behalf arranged with 
H.C. Vogel(ii) the director of the Astrophysikalische 
Observatory at Potsdam to have all the apparatus moved 
to the observatory which was a much more secluded and quiet 
place for fringe observations. 
c 
0 
Michelson obtained the conditions for producing interference 
of two pencils of light which had traversed path at right 
angles to each other as followsa (97} 
Light from a lamp (5) was passed through the optical 
flat (A), part going to the mirror (D), and part being 
reflected to the mirror (C). The mirrors C and D were 
plane and silvered on the front surface. From these 
mi r rors the light was reflected to (A), where one was 
reflected and the other refracted, the two coinciding 
along AD. The distance AD • AC with e glass plate (B) 
being placed in the path of the ray AD to compensate for 
the thickness of the glee A, which is traversed by the ray 
AC, the two rays therefore travel aver equal paths and thus 
I 
( i) Hermann von Helmholtz (1821 - 1894} Professor of 
Physics at Heidelberg . 
(ii) Hermann Carl Vogel (1841 - 1907) Director of the 
Potsdam Observatory. 
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are able to cause interference patterns. 
The instrument is represented in plan and in perspective. 
a = source of light (small lantern) 
b/g.= two glass plates (cut from the same piece of glass) 
d/c = silvered glass mirrors 
m = micrometer screw 
e = observing telescope with micrometer eyepiece 
.'/w = counterpoise 
The arms bd; be, were covered by long paper boxes to guard 
against temperature changes. They were supported by pins 
(k, 1,) and by a circular plate (o)• 
The apparatus was adjusted by moving the mirrors C and D 
as close as po~sible to the plate b and then using the 
screw (m) and a compass the distances be and bd were made 
approximately equal. Next, using the lamp as a point 
source of light, b was moved until the two images of the 
point source coincided. With a sodium flame placed at 
(a) interference bands were observed which by moving b 
couid be adjusted for width and sharpness. The lamp was 
· then replaced and (m) turned till the bands reappeared. 
At the time of the experiment, the earth's orbit coincided 
approximately in longitude with the estimated direction of 
the motion of the solar system. The direction of this 
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motion was at an angle of + 26° to the plane of the equator, 
and the tangent of the earth's motion in its orbit made an 
angle of - 23t0 with the plane of the equator; thus the 
resultant would lie within 25° of the equator~ The nearer 
the two components were in magnitude to each other, the 
more nearly would their resultant coincide with the plane 
of the equator. 
' 
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In. this case, were the apparatus to be placed so that the 
arms pointed north and east at noon, then the arm pointing 
east would coincide with the resultant motion, and the other 
wouid be at right angles. Therefore, on rotation through 
0 90 , the fringe displacement should be twice 8/100 or 0.16 
of the distance between fringes. If, on the other hand, 
the proper motion of the sun be small compared to the earth's 
motion, the displacement should be 6/10 of 0 .OB or 0 .,04 B. 
Taking the mean as the most probaie displacement, Michelson 
looked for a displacement of 1/10 the distance between the 
fringes. 
He was worried about temperature changes causing fringe 
displacement (hence the boxes) but a major error was 
displacement due to the bending of the arms during rotation. 
This proved to be so bad that the apparatus had to be 
returned to the makers to improve the ease of rotation. 
Even so a large displacement was observed in one particular 
direction which was due to the support. When the table 
of results was produced, the headings of the columns gave 
the direction to which the telescope pointed with the 
erroneous column being marked with an (~). The numbers 
in the columns being the positions of the centre of the 
dark fringes in twelfths of the distance between the fringes. 
The result of the discussion on the results (shown) was 
that there wa~ no displacement of the interference bands. 
The result of the. hypo~hesis of a stationary ether was 
found to be incorrect and the conclusion that followed was 
that the hypothesis was erroneous. 
·,..._ 
.. ------.. ---- --· --· 
N. N.E. E. S.E. s. s.w. 
_!:_INW- Remarks. 
----------
1llt revolution o·o o·o o·o -s·o -1"0 -1·0 -2·0 -3·0 Series 1, footscrcw 
2d ,, 16•0 16•0 16•0 !J•O IG'O 16·0 15•0 13"0 mark<Jd B, toward 
3d 
" 
17"0 l'l·O 17•0 10'0 n·o 16·0 H:·o 1'1·0 East. 
4th .. 15•0 15·0, 15•0 s·o H·5 14•5 14·5 H·O 
) 
/ 
5th 
" 
13·5 13•5j j3•5 5•0 12'0 13•0 13·0 13•0 
61•5 61•5 61•5 w 58'5 58·5 5G·5j 54,-0 
s. 58·5 w. 66•5 N.E 61·5 S.E. GO·O 
12o·o us·o 120·u llH·O 
118•0 nJ,-o 
Excess, +2•0 +6"0 
1st revolution 1.o·o 11•0 ]2·0 13'0 13·01 o·o I4:0,I5·o Scric3 21 B toward 
2d "· 16'0 1G·O 16 0 l'l·O 17'0 2·0 1'1-0 17·0 SouU1. 
3d 
" 
1'1·5 17'5 1'1-5 1'1·5 1 '1·5 4·0 u;·o 17·5 
4th " 1'1-5 1'1'·5 l'l·O l'l·O 17-o 4·o n·oln·o lifu. 
" 
l'l·O l'l·O l'l·O l'l·O JG·O 3·0 16·0 16·0 
'18·0 'l9·o 79·5 st·5 To·5 z-ls-z·o' 82·5 
S. 80·5 W. 82·0 N.E. '19·0 S.E. 81·5 
158·5 161·6 iso:ol 164·o 
161"6 164·0 
E:rccss, -3·o '-4·0 
-
I st revolution a·o 3·o· 3•0 3·0 2'5 2•5 · 2·!i,IO·O Series 3. B toward 
2d 
" 
18•1) 1'1'6 I'i·5 18'0 18•5 19•0 19·5 26•0 West.' 
3d 
" n·o ·n·o 13•0 12'0 13•0 13•5 13·5 21'0 4th II 1·0 o·o 0·5 0•5 o·r, o·o o·o 14•0 
5th " 4·0 4•0 5·0 6•0 6'0 5•5 6•5 16"0 
--3'1•0 35'5 39'0 38'5 39'5 40•5 'll·o a; 
s. a9·5 W. 41•0 N.E. 35•5 SE. as·r. 
'lG·o so·o ~s-o 'l9·!i 
'iG·5 ~G-O 
Excess, +3·5 +3'5 
lsL revolution 14•0 21·0 15·5 n·o 14•0 14•5 14-5 16'0 Series ·1, B towaru 
:!n " 10·0 20•0 12•0 12'0 13'0 13•0 13•0 13•6 Norlli. 
f; 
~ . 
\ 
\ 
3d 
" 
J.t·O 25•0 15•0 16•0 16'0 16'0 16•0 1'1·0 
4th 
" 
18'0 2'1·0 18•5 18•5 18•5 19·0 20•0 21'0 
Cith " ~ 2·i'0 15•0 15'0 15 0 16•0 16•0 16'{i n·o a; l'iSii '18·6 76-i 'lS·G 79·5 84:0 
s. '16·5 w. '19·5 N.E:. ~3·5 S·E. 'iS·G 
147=6 155•5 152·0 162-5 
L·1'i·5 152•0 
EJ:coss, i#o l+to·s 
( 
Iii the first two series, when the footings of the columns N. 
and S. exceed those of columns E. nnd W., the excess is callecl 
positive. The excess of the footings of N.E., S.W., over 
those of N.W., S.E., are also callecl positive. In the thircl 
and fourth series this is reversed. 
'rho numbers marked "excess'' are the sums of ten observa-
tions. Dividing therefore by 10, to obtain the mean, nnd also 
-· byi2 (since the numbers me twelfths of the distance between 
the fringes), we find for 
N.S. 
Series l.. ------. ___ + O·QI '1 
., 2.,,. .. ..,a••••••--0•025 
" 3 _______ ............. + O·t):iO 
" 4 ....................... +0•01)7 
.Mean 
4J o·os~ 
+O·o£2 
N.E.,S.W. 
+0•050 
-o·o;n 
+0•030 
+O·OS7 
--o:l:i7 
+0'034 
· The displac:emeut is, therefore, 
In fo:{or of til•) columns N.S ..•• _______ • ---- + 0·022 
" " " N.E.,S.,V ............ +O·O:l·! 
· The formct· is too small to be considered us showing a dis-
placement due to the simple charige in direction, ancl the latter 
should have been zero. 
The numbers are simply outstanding errors of experiment. 
It is, in fact, to be seen from the footings of the coluinns, that 
the mi.mbers increase (or decrease) with more or less regularity 
from left to right. 
This gradual change, which should not in the least affect the 
ncriodic variation for which we are searching, would of itself 
pccssitate an outstanding error, simply because the sum of the 
.A·o columns farther to the left must be less (or greater) than 
_-Ghe sum of those farther to the right. . 
- This \'iew is ampl_y confirmed by the fact that where the ex-
cess is positive for the column N.S:, it is also positive for N.E.,. 
S. W., :mel where negative,· negative. If, thm·cfore, we can 
eliminate this gradual change, we may expect a. much ~mallor 
cno1·. '1.1his is most readily accomplished as follows: 
.Adding together all the footings of the fout· series, the third 
--~ud fourth witb negative sign; we obta.in ·- ·· 
' 
N. N.E. E. S.~:. S. S.W. W. N.W • 
. 31·~ st:s 26·o 24·5 23·0 2o·s 1a·o .u·o 
or dividing by 20X12 to obtain the means. in terms of the 
d.ist.·mce between the fringes, 
N. N.E. E. S.E. S. S.W. W. N.W. 
_ _ 0·131 ·- .0·131 .O·IOS 0·102 0·09G O·OSG 0·075 · · 0·04.G 
If x is the number of the column counting from the right 
and y the correspomling footing, then the method of least 
square.'> gives as the equation of the straiglinine which passes 
nearest. the points x, y- · 
?I= 9·25oJ + G4·5 
) If, now, we construct a cu1·vc with ordinates equal to the 
difference o£ the vnlues of y found from tl1c equation, ·and the 
actual value o£ y, it l':ill represeut the clisplaccmcnts obscl'vcd, 
freed from the error in question. 
These ordinates are: 
N. N.E. E. S.F.. s. s.w. w. N.W. 
-·002 -·Oll +•003 -·001 -·oM -·003 -·001 +'018 
N. -·002 E. +•003 N.R -·011 N.w~ +·OlS 
s. -·OO-i w. -·001 s.w. -·OOil S.J•;.- -·001 
Mean= -·003 +'001 Mean= -·OU7 +'003 
+•001 +·Oil3 
:Excess=-·004 Exccss=-·015 
The small displacements -0·00! and -0·015 are simply crro1:s 
of experiment. 
The results obtainccl arc, howevct·, more strikingly shown 
by constructing the actual curve together with the curve that 
s1wuld have been found i£ the theory had Lccu correct. Tl1is 
is showu iu fig. 4. 
4. 0.05L · ~--,- · 
,,,.. ...,... ._..:'/_-----~ 
o.oo ~~__.,~-·.::.,· .:-====-,-~--==:.->.-:-==_, 
I . .,.• ,' .................. ,/', ................ 
0. OS t~-- ......., ___ ...... _ . ...._ __ 
The dotted curve is drawn on the supposition that the dis-
plnt:ement to be. expected is one-tcn~h o[ the distance between 
the fl'ingcs, but if this displacement were only Th, the broken 
line wonla still coincide more nearly wiLh the straight line 
than with the curve. 
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CHAPTER 15 
PERROTIN'S EXPERIMENTS 1902 
In a communication on the 24th November, 1902, Perrotin(i) 
publish~d a new series of ~easurements on the speed of 
light using the toothed wheel method developed by fizeau. 
The stations used for the experiments were the dome of the 
Observatory at Nice and Mount Vinaigre in Est~rel, being 
separated by a distance of 46.km. 
The preliminary results measured over a distance of 12 km (98) 
and which were published in Comptes Rendus (15th November, 
1900, Volume 131, page 731) gave some idea of the difficulties 
with the instrumentation and the atmospheric conditions 
and particularly with refraction effects. 
Perrotin used an objective lens of 76 em. diameter for 
the emission telescope and a 38 cm.·for the diameter of 
the collimator, He was able to submit 1100 measurements 
obtained in very variable atmospheric conditions. 
for the results see table.· 
He deduced that the velocity of light in vacuo was 
299,860 ! 80 km/sec. 
This result differed a little from that which he obtained 
from 1~00 observations using a station at Gauds, i.e. 
299,900 km/sec.-
(i) Joseph Perrotin (1845 - 1903) Director of the 
Bureau of Longitudes~· 
Speed in vacuo Number of 
ORDER km/sec. Observations Weighting 
XVI 300520 30 288 
XVII 299720 35 381 
XVIII 299600 32 392 
XIX 300310 39 534 
XX 300130 76 1156 
XXI 299550 66 1109 
XXII 299880 41 758 
XXIII 299580 75 1519 
XXIV 299860 86 1900 
XXV 300030 141 3385 
XXVI 299690 80 2081 
XXVII 300240 49 1376 
XXVII I 299720 46 1452 
XXIX 300380 36 1170 
XXX 300520 52 1810 
XXXI 299730 76 2828 
XXXII 299500 147 5834 
The final value calculated from all the observations 
made was 299,880 km/sec ! 50 km~ 
\ 
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CHAPTER 16 
MICHELSON: THE EXPERIMENTS OF 1924 
Michelson was invited by Dr. G.E. Hale(i), then Director 
of the Mount Wilson Observatory, to make a series of 
investigations for a more accurate determination of the 
velocity ~f light. 
Hale had attended Michelson's lectures in 1888 on the 
application of th~ interferometer to astronomy. Here 
his imagination had been fired by the possibilities of 
such a device and he held Michelson's ability as an 
experimental scientist in high esteem. 
He became a close friend of Michelson as well as a most 
supportive colleague. 
Hale became Head of the National Research Council and 
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spent several years trying to persuade Michelson to leave 
Chicago University ~nd come to live in Pasadena where the 
new Observatory was being constructed. 
Eventually, in 1920, Michelson agreed ·.and moved to 
Pasadena, dividing his time between the California Institute 
of Technology and the Mount Wilson Observatory. 
Michelson considered that a new determination of the 
velocity should be made hoping to obtain an ( 
. ~"'~ 
accuracy from t~~· to twenty timesAthat obtained in his 
previous work. 
This constant he felt was not only of theoretical 
importance in Physics and in Astronomy, but may have an 
immediate bearing on the work of the Coast Survey in 
furnishing a means of measuring distances which may 
(i) George Ellery Hale (1868 - 1938) Director of the 
Mount Wilson Observatory •. 
furnish a valuable check on the results of trigonometric 
surveys. (99) 
The summers of 1921, 1922 an~ l92l were spe~t in· trying to 
obtain the best conditions for such a series of observations. 
Two stations were selected for distance of separation 
coupled with maximum visibility of the raurn image. The 
stations being Mount Wilson and Mount San Antonio which 
was about 22 miles away. This meant that it took the 
light 0.00023 seconds to complete the return journey. 
During this time an octagonal revolving mirror making 
530 turns per second would rotate through t of a turn, 
thus presenting the succeeding face to the return light at 
the same angle as though it were at rest. 
The speed was then obtained by stroboscopic comparison 
with an electric fork making 132.25 vibrations per second, 
the fork being compared with a free seconds pendulum with 
the latter being compared with an invar gra~ity pendulum. 
When the reflections of the revolving mirror in the mirror 
attached to the fork were stationary the very small angle 
to the zero was measured. 
The direction of rotation could be reversed and a new angle 
a2 measured thus eliminating the measurement of zero. 
It was shown that V 16 n D 1 - {?> = 
where , n = number of rotations per 
second and D = length of the light path. 
The final arrangement of the apparatus at the home station (100) 
is shown. This arrangement allowed the final reflection 
from the octagon to take place at nearly normal incidence 
which eliminated direct reflections as well as diffuse light~ 
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T.·\BLE.I. 
Date 
.. 
p, I S/Pi 
August I.ooOJO I IJ~.r6 4- ••••... 
I August S- ••••••. I.oo6,;;o r.p.r6 August 7 ..•••.•.. I.o0022 I.)~ .. I7 August. s,· ......... I.0062S IJZ'. I6 
Augu>t" 9· ....... I. cOO.).) I I.)~. r6 August 9· ....... I. oo6JJ. 
I 
IJ:.. r6. 
Augu;t ro ........ I.oOOJj I.)J. IO 
Augu>t xo ........ z. oo6Js. IJl.I6 
I. 
"'-Iean; ....•.. 
············j·········· 
I 
V=64KD . 
D=JsJSs. s+.;.o: 8'=35.;.26, 3.c.. 
Final result: 
V, = 299 7 33 km per sec. ia air 
'V = 299820 km per sec .. in ·:·acuo 
I/C 
+o.oj 
-O.OJ 
.0~ 
.OI 
.or. 
.or 
00 
-o.o,; 
.......... 
a;-a./r I K 
+o.ooo2o 1,32.20 
-o.ooo6o IJl.2I 
.00054. 13:::20 
· .. ooo;o· l,)~. 24-
.• 000~0· IJ:!;20' 
.ooo,;o IJ2. 22 
.00020 IJ2.19 
-0.000.)0 IJ2.I5 
............... IJl. 20:.. oo6 
•·Tllis measurement wa>-carried· out by· Lieutena:1t: Donal Pheley;.of the· United .. 
States·Coast.and.Geodetic S::rYey: · 
35385. so=distance·bet7:een C.G.S. marb 
3-:> ft.= foccllen;th of :cirron 
12 ft. (provisional) =distance from C.G.S. marks to focus of inirrors 
4X3o+zX1~=r.g it.=.g m 
------------· 
Correctio:1 3. 2 
4o.Sm 
. •. .. 
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The light source was an arc, which was focussed onto the slit 
(5) •. The light then fell onto the face (a) of the octagon 
where it was reflected to a right angled prism (b) then to· 
another at (c) and hence to the concave mirror (d, ~hich 
had a 30 foot focus and 24 inch aperture. This mirror 
reflected the light as a parallel beam to the distant mirror. 
The light then went to a small concave reflector at its 
focus. An image of the slit was formed at the face of 
this small reflector, which allowed the light to return 
to the concave mirror at (d) where it.passed over the prism 
at (c) to (b1 ) where it was reflected onto a face of (a1 l 
of the octagon forming an image at (51 ) where it was 
observed by a micrometer eyepiece (M). 
The rate of the electric fork ~n terms of the free 
auxiliary pendulum was measured by counting the number of 
seconds required for a complete cycle. If P1 was the, 
period of the auxiliary pendulum and C the number of 
seconds in the cycle then Michelson showed that the 
numb~r of variations of th~ fork per second was 
N = + ! c 
where N1 was the nearest whole number (133) of vibrations 
in one swing of the pendulum. 
The auxiliary pendulum acted as a make and break switch 
in the primary circuit of an induction ~oil, which gave a 
spark in the secondary, the spark being observed in a mirror 
attached to the fork. The Sperry(i) arc was then activated 
(i) Elmer Ambrose Sperry (1860 - 1930) Chairman of the 
Sperry Group of Companies. 
and focussed on the slit. After adjustment the Dturn 
light could be observed in the eyepiece as a brilliant 
starlike image. The air blast regulator was then. opened 
until at about 40cm of mercury pressure, the image re-
appeared .',in the field. The speed w.as then regulated 
until the stroboscopic images (4 images of the polished 
facet) were just stationary. At this point the cross-
hairs of the eyepiece were adjusted to bisect the image. 
The.~bservations were repeated 5 - 10 times, then the 
direction of rotation reversed and a similar set of 
observations taken~ The difference between the means of 
the two sets 1divided by the distance r ( crosshair to the 
face of the mirror) would give the angle a1 - a2 • 
The results are shown in the Table. 
Michelson considered these to be provisional and to be 
correct to within one part in ten thousand. 
The main source of error he considered to be in the 
inability to maintain a sufficiently constant speed of 
the rotating mirror. He considered this due to the lack 
of.' ~constant pressure of the air blast and not to any lack 
of precision in the measurements of the displacement of 
the image. 
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CHAPTER 17 
MICHELSON: THE MOUNT WILSON/MOUNT SAN ANTQNIO EXPERIMENTS 
The prelimina~y experiments of 1924 gave a corrected value 
(for vacuum) of 299,802 km/sec. 
A second series of experiments u~ing the glass octagon 
was started in July 1925. The main difference being 
that the fork (N ; 528) was driven by a vacuum-tube circuit, 
which gave a much more constant rate than the previous 
make/break arrangement. 
The above rate was measured by comparison with a free 
pendulum using an improved stroboscopic method. 
As in the 1924 experiments, the octagonal mirror made 
528 turns per second and rotated through t of a turn 
during the time it took the light to travel from the 
revolving mirror to the distant station and return. 
Thus it presented the succeeding face of the mirror to 
the returning beam at (very nearly) the same angle as 
at rest. 
The speed of the, revolving mirror was increased until 
the stroboscopic image between the fork and the mirror 
was stationary. At this point the small angle a1 was 
measured, being the angle of- displacement by which the image 
. 0 
differed from 90 • The direction of rotation was now 
rever~ed and a new angle a2 was measured. 
If a = a1 + a2 , then the angle throu~h which the mirror 
rotates during the time it took the light to travel the 
distance 2D will be 
'Tr/4 - a/4 1rJi th the velocity given by V .= tfN~ a/ 1r ) 
---- ----~-~-·-· ---- -· --~· ._:_ . ~.... . ,-J. ' • • • •• ~ ·~ I • -' ' 
(101) 
It was calculated that V 16D a = 1 _ V ( N + n) ( l + 1f ) 
where 1/n was the period_ of the (optical) beats between 
the fork and the pendulum 
where 1/y that of the coincidences between the C.G.S. 
pendulum and true seconds 
where N = 528 
16~ 
Since ~and n were small, then Michelson was able to write 
v = 
16 X 35425.15 X 528 
l - 0.00051 
D = 35425.1 
v = 299425 (l • !&. 
ir 
+ .D) 
N 
See Table I for results. 
(1 + .s + .u> 
1r N 
Michelson considered these to be preliminary results 
along with those from the 1924 experiments. The definite 
results coming between June and September 1926. 
By a slight rearrangement of the apparatus at the observing 
station Michelson was able to achieve an increase in 
intensity as well as greater symmetry. 
Using the improved layout and the small glass octagon a · 
series of results was obtained, see Table II 
(The numbers given being the means of three series of 
observations with each series containing six (double) 
observations). 
It was stated that: 
a = a/1f b = n/N and c 
i.e. V = 16DB (1 = a - b = c) 
D = 35,425 and N = 528 
V = 299,270 + V(a + b + c) 
As a resu~t of a large glass octagon bursting during high 
speed ~otation in 1925 a total of four mirrors were 
constructed. Two of these were glass but twice the 
size of the small octagon • The first having twelve 
. facets and the second sixteen facets. The two other 
mirrors were constructed of nickel ·steel with eight and 
twelve facets. The driving power in all measurements 
was by air blast. 
Using the glass twelve faceted mirror and the 1924 layout 
it was shown that V = 299,265 + 3 (a+ b +c) .. 
see Table i·rii_ .• 
Table IV shows the results for the glass sixteen 
faceted mirror where 
v = 
· 32DN 
1 + ls 
'1T' 
D = 35424.5 ·v = 55cm. 
The distance between Mount Wilson and San Antonio Peak 
was measured by William Bevis who at the time was in 
charge of the Geodesy Division of the u.s. Survey. 
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TABLE I 
T£~ S1mms or·O!lSERVATTONS 
a/1r I ~IN I 
---------
VII 
I. ....... : ...... . 
II. .............. . 
III ............. ··· 
o-,ooon 
,00057 
.00044 
.'XJ037 
.00054 
.00047 
·.00031 
.0001? 
.ooo1S 
O.OCoO!J 
.ooors 
.OOOJ!3 
.OOO.f7 
.oco,,s 
.0004,3 
.ooo(•l:l 
.00070 
299,695 
21)Q,6Sr 
2<)Q,6;·y 
299,677 
2<)9,7~:! 
299,li9s 
Z99,i25 
299,636 
299,i'O'l 
21)1),602 
IV. ............... . 
v ............... . 
VL ............ · · · 
VI.f.. .............. . 
VIII .............. .. 
IX ............... . 
X ............... . 0.00021 I
. .OOOi(; 
0.000$8 
Mean velocity in~------,-·----
nir............ .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. 299,689 
Correction ....... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . +67 
Vinvacrlfl:·····l············· ............ 299~ 
0 f,, 
~""" ,h 
------------ ..1.1\ --- _,_ -·--
. . aj ' 
. . . . . B~ (.) *'-c_-. 
.-------------~----.a ·r_ t· . 
. -·-II f - - -
-~) :~~ D 
I I/ 
.s -t-1. h 11t. W'l.s on 
Fro. I.-Arrangement of nppar:1tu~. 
.!:.. 
~ 
:,., 
t;-, .. 
...... 
E 
·t:; 
0 
!<: 
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TABLE II 
II b y Wt. 
I. .................. 0.00059 0.00028 0.000i2 299,74i 2 II ................... .00046. .ooe>.~o 
.OOOjJ 299,747 2 III. ......... : . ....... 
.00045 .OOvJS 
.C:>o7J 299,738 3 IV ................... 
\' ................... 
.0005i .000,35 
.00072 299,762 3 
\"I ................... 
.ooo.u 
.00033 
.00073 299,729 3. 
'\1!. .................. 
-00052 .OO:>J~ 
.000j3 29~), i59 3 
.ooo6r 
.00041 
.00:>73 299,792 VIII.: ................. 
IX ................... 
.00048 .00038 
.000j2 299,744 4-
.00049 .OOOJ6 .OOOjl 299.741 4 X ................... 
.00047 .0004:. .COOj2 299,747 4 XI.. .. : ... 
XII. ....... ::::::::;:: 
.00044 .ooo..;.2 
.00()7"2 299.744 4 0.00042 0.00.::>42 0.00013. 299.741 4 
\\"eighted mea~ ..... 
·········· ········· . 
..... ..... 299,746 Correction ......... ·········· 
. ····· .... 
········· . 
........ .. +67 I" ......... 
\"c!ocity in t•acuo. .. 
······· ... 
. ········· 299,813 ·········· 
·········· 
TABLE III 
TwELVE-FACET GLASS l\:liRRQR 
. ·-
a:. b vs y \\"t. 
-:-o.qoor8 0.00100 0.000/5 471 299.736 I 
.. ·····-·········· 
I! ... . .. . ..... .... .00047 .00040 .00073 480 299,745 3 
'Ill 
....... ····· 
·.ooos8 .00026· .00073 471 299.733 3 
\'. . . .............. .00022 .00061 ,OOOj 2 465 299.730 3 
.... ·-···· .... 
.00012 .00062 .00071 435 299,-700 
\ : ............ .CJOOj .ooo88 .000i3 462 299.727 5 
I'> 
.00020 .00098 .00073 453 299.7111 5 •I• 
.... ······· 
\ I i l. .... ·- ..... .00004 .ooo8s .00073 462 299.727 5 
.00009 .00100 .00073 492 299.757 ·1 .... 
~99. 766 ,. .00021 .o~II4 .00074 50! 2 
' 
............ 
:\! .oooso .00037 .00074 483 299, 74S 2 ..... · ....... 
.I :-~ : ! .............. .OOOjl l .00009 .00073 459 29'),724 5 ).i:l ............. .00052 .00034 .00073 477 299,742 5 . , .. 
.00003. .00073 .00075 453 . 299· 718 5 
·'· \ ........... ··. 
.. 
......... ·.··· 0.00004 0.000j1 0.00075 450 299 •. il5 5 
', 
~, \\·~.,·i~htrti ri1tan .... 
l···:·r~ctiun ........ 
1 
.......... 
1 
.......... ........ : ...... . 
\· ... :udty h: NCI!O .. , ...•.•••• · .••. · ..••.. 
1 
.. ~ .. ·····I······· 
1· Wt. l TABLE IV a YS o.ooo76 438 299: i03; {I, ....... : ..... ·: 0.00159 -o.ooo89 
.00076 
. ······ .. 
In .......... ·... .OOII5 - .00033 
I............... (2Xlu+I,)f3 ......... . 
II............... .00051 .00045 .OCOj'I 
III............... .ooo38 .ooo5i ,OCOjl 
.OOOjl 
,00073 
........... 
{IV,............... .oooo6 .ooo;3 IVu.............. · .00079 .00006 
IV ... : ........... (2XIVu+l\',)iJ ......... . 
V .......... ·. . .. . . O:>o90 - . 00009 .C00/3 
.O::l0/2 
,fXJ':J{2 
········· 
{VI,.............. .OOII1 - .00029 
. \•"ll( .... ''........ .00074 .00013 
VI. ... .' .......... (2XVI,.+ VI,)/3 ......... . 
VII.-............... .ooo:'\5 .ooon .000i2 
VIII............... .ooo9; .ooo13 .000159 
IX............... .0010-4 .oooo-'i .ooo;o 
X. ........ .. .. .. .ooo81 .oooo2 .000;1 
XI. ...... :....... .oooqr .oooo; .ooo;r 
.oo-:>69 
.00069 
.OO·:ljO 
:>.ooo;o 
XII............... .oo112 I .ooon 
XIII............... .0:>1Ii .00021 
XIV. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ooogS . 00009 
. XV............... o.oo1o4 -o.oooo9 
Weighted mean .. 
Correction ..... . 
·Velocity in rac:tC'. 
4i4 
501 
483 
450 
43S 
462 
462 
417 
504 
459 
I 49S 
450 
o~6s 
462 
417 
4ii 
495 
~99. 739f ..... 
299,727 
299.766 2 
299,748 2 
299.715~ 
299. 703f ..... 
299.70~ 5 
~99,727 5 
299, 72il 
~99. 742) ..... 
2Q9,i37 4 
29Q,i69 3 
299,724 2 
2QQ, 763 2 
2i)lj,7I51 4 
2Q!J,73':l 4 
2()9, j171 
~99.142 2 
2~~·.i42 3 
299. ;6::> 1 3 
I 
I 
I 
' r
t 
i 
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T.-\BLE V 
----1----1---1~'--v ~~ r.·.·.: ....... · ..... o.oooti7 o.ooo29 o.ooo;t :;o~ 
1
1 299 1 766 
1 
r · 
n................ . ooor9 .=co .ooo;3 , 4st· 299,721 5 
ill................ .00020 .o::.o6: .. 000/31 41j2 j 299 1 i27 5 
IV................ .00053 .00029 .ceo;~ I 46S ,~ ~99,733 I V................ .00039 .OOOJ.J. .0·:>075 4-H 299,709 j 
VI................ .ooo~9 ,00029 .o00751 ~ ,2-'~-99,' ~,o2.J.9· ~2 VII................ .ooo66 .00009 .ooo;3 ~~ ., 
·VIII................ .ooo6.J, .oooro .00073 441 299,706 ·2 
·IX ............. · .. , :ooo7S .oooo6 .00074 ·H4 299,739 3 
X................ .00102 .ooors .coop 4ii . 299,742 3 
XI................ .OOOj.) .00025 .000/3 453 1299.718 3 
XII................ .o):>j9 .oo-:>rS .ooo;~ 4.+7 299,712 
! XIII ........ : ....... O.O<IOji 0.00:>2.) O.O:>Oj2 4<;S 1•99.763 
1----1-----~~;:~i~n~~-·:: ,_:_:_:_: _: _: :_:_:.,.._· :_:_:_:_: _: _:_: :_:_,_: ·_. :_:_;_:_:_::I: : : : : ::I' ~99 ~6; !' .. _. .... ....... 
Velocityin:tacuo ............................... 1 ....... 1 299,789 1 ....... 
A series of measurements with the steel tw'elve-facet mirror gave 
the results shown in Table VI. 
TABLE VI 
4 b YS v \\'t. 
{I, ...... : .... : ... 0.00063 o.ooor6 0.000/2 453 299, 718} 
ln .......... · ..... .00030 .00046 . 00072 444 299.709 ..... 
!. ............... (2Xlu+I,)/3 ......... ......... 299.712 2 
II. ............... ,00040 .00043 .000/2 465 299.730 4 
III .......... :.: ... .00051 .00032 .000/2 465 299.730 4 
!\' ................ ;00052 .. .000.)0 .00:>/2 462 =99,7~7 5 
,Y .............. ·~. .00052 .OOOJI .000/2 465 299,730 5 
.1 ................ ,00055 .00031 .000j2 474 299,739 5 
! ................ .00001 .ooo;S .00072 453 299.7r8 2 
1 ............ ·.; .. .00054 .coon .000/3 462 299.727 2 
.i.X ......... .• : .... .ooos6 .C003Ij .000j_l6 483 299.748 3 
X ............... ;· .000j2 .00027 .00074 459 299./24 3 
XI. ........ ·.· ..... O.OOOj4 0.00023 0.00074 453 299 ,;13 3 
1------1----1----1--------
Weight~d men.n .. . 299.720 .... . 
Correction ...... . +6; ... .. 
Veloc:tyin mcuo .. 
·····:··:!······.··:. 
Table VII gi\res the results obtained with the steel oCtagon. 
I. ............. .. 
IT ....•. : •........ 
lll ............... ·. 
:'~·::;·· ·:::::::::::::: 
'\'It: • .. , o o,,, o 0 ,,, ,. 
f: .· .· .. ~ ~ : ~ : : : : : : : : 
:r ................ . 
\'! ............... . 
\ !! ............... . 
··:':I . .............. . 
:\. 
······ ········· X. :···-········· 
'.'. ,-!·:':r.::.i mc·:m .. . 
t • .. :r·.·:..·tit.dl. ..... . 
, .... 
''".· .. ·.·!ly liZ ".\lCUO .. 
a 
0.00027 
,000,)2 
.000.)9 
.OOO::;;J 
·.6000s 
TABLE VII· 
0.00057 
.0004') 
.ooo2S 
.00025 
. . oo:>j2 
.00054 .000.)0 
._ooo;6 .00005 
l\Iean of 3 ........ . 
. ooo6' .oooz; 
.oooSr .00005 
(2XVI,.+VI,)/3 .. · ...... . 
.00035 .00049 
.COOj9 .000~4· 
.00055 .00026 
.ooos6 .ooo25 
·o.ooo5S o.ooo25 
.......... · ..... 
l'S 
,. 
l' I \','t. 
0.000/I 465 299.730 3 
.OCOii 456 299,7~1 3 
.00069 468 ~99.733 3 
.ooo6Q 45.3 299, 71S 5 
.OOOiZ· 456 299.712} 
:COOj2 468 299.733 ...... 
.000/:2 459 299.7~4 
......... 299:/23. 3 
.00072 492 299.757l 3 
.000/2 474 299.7395 ..... 
.......... • 299.744 3 
.000/2 468 299.733 3 
.00072 465 299.730 5 
.00072 459 299. i24 5 
.00072 459 299.724 5 
O.OOOj~ 465 299.750 5 
299.795 
'· ~. 
I· 
! 
These results are collected in Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
Mi.-ror Year N n v 
Gla:;s 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I925 528 I so 299 ,8o2 I 
Gla35 8 ....... ·.:...... I925 528 200 299,i56 ·I 
Glass 8 ............ :.. I926 528 · 2r6 299,813 3 
Steel 8............... 1926 528 195 299.i95 5 
Glass·i2............... I916 352 2iO 299,;96 3 
Steel I2............... 1926 ·352. :nS 299,;96 5 
Glass.I6............... 1926 26-l 2;o 299,803 5 
Glass I6... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19~6 26.l 234 2G9, ;SQ 5 
Wejghted mean ........... : ....................... z9·9,796±+ ........ . 
When grouped in series of obseryations with the five mirrors 
the results show a much more striking agreement, as follows: 
Glass 8 .. : ...... ." ... · . ." ......... : 299, i97 
SteelS .................. ." ...... 299,795 . 
Glass I 2 ......•... : . . . . . . . . . . . • . 299, 796 
steel 12 ........................ 299,796 
Glass 16 ...... : . : .... : ... ' .... :. · 299, 796 
.. 
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ART. XXI.-:-Tlze nlutive motioa of tile l!..~m·tlt ahtl ihe Luminif-
-erous ether; by .A.LBER'r A. MICHELSON: 'Mastet·, U. S. Navy. 
. -
THE undulatory theory of light assumes the existence of a 
medi'um called the ether, whose vibrations produce the phe· 
nomena of beat and lig~t, and which is supl)osed to fill nil 
space. According to :Fresnel, the ether, whic 1 is enclosed in 
optical media, partakes of the motion of these media, to nn ex-
tent depending on their indices of refraction. For air, this 
motion would be but a small fraction of ·that of the o.ir itself 
and will be neglected. .· · 
Assuming then that. the. ether is at r~st, the earth moving 
through it, the time required for light to pass ft·om one point 
to another on the earth's surface, would depend on the direc-
tion in which it travels. 
Let V·be the velocity of light. · 
v = the speed of the earth with respect to the ethet·. 
D = the distance between the two points. 
cl = the distance through which the earth moves, while 
light travels from one point to tho other. 
d1 = the distance cari.b moves, wbile light passes in the 
· opposite dirr.ction. . 
Suppose the direction of the line joining the two points to 
coincide with the direction of earth's motion, and let 'l' = time 
required for light to pass from the one point· to the othet·, and 
'1', = time. required for it to pass in the opposite direction. 
Further, _let T. = time required to perform the journey if the 
c~rth were at rest. 
· D+a c? n..:..a a 
Then T=-y- =v; and T,=-y- =v' 
From these relations. we find cl=Dyv and rl,=D,r vt 
-v - v 
D D v . 
wlJcucc T=y _
11 
and T,=V+v; T-rr1=2T.y- nearly, and 
T-T 
r=V---' 2T . 
. If uow 
0
it were possible to measure T-T, since V and 'r. nrc 
!-::1own, we could find v the velocity of the earth's motion 
i.l11·qugb the ether. 
ln a letter, published in '' Nai.ure" shortly after his death, 
Clerk :Maxwell pointed out that T-T1 could l:>c calculated hy 
:.!,·a:;uring the velocity of light by means of tho eclipses of 
• 1.:1pit~r's satellites at per~ods when that planet lay in different 
:-:rl·dw11s from c~rth; but that :iot· this purpose tho ohset·va-
···•11:: o( these cl}ltpscs mnst greatly exceed m accuracy those 
which have thus far Leon obtained. In the same letter it was 
nlso stated that the reason why such meusuremcnts could not 
be made at the earth's surface was that we luwe thus far. no 
method for mcasming the velocity of light which does not 
involve the necessity of returning the light oveL·· its path, 
whereby it would lose nc:nly as much as was gained in going. 
The diflerence depending on_ the square of the ratio of the 
two velocities, according to ;nraxwell, is fa1· too small to 
measure. - · , 
'rhc following is intendecl to show tl1at, with a wave-length 
of yellow light as a standard, the quantity-if it e.s:ists-is 
easily measurable. . · 
Using the same notation as before we have T=vD · and 
-v 
T1=~~v· The whole time occupied tlu::refore in going and 
returning T+T1=.2Dy.~· If, however, the light had trav 
-v 
elcd in a direction at right angles to the earth's motion it 
would be entirely unaffected and the timo of going nnd return· 
ing would be, therefore, 2~=2'P0• The difference between the 
times T+T1 and 2·'ro is 
2DV( v·~v·- ~.)= T; T=2DV v•c:·s v") 
or nearly 2T0~:. In the time. T the light would tmvcl a <list· 
. v2 v2 
ance V-r=2VT•v·=2Dy-:;· 
That is, the actual distance the light tmvels in the first case 
is greater than in the second, by the q unnti ty 2n;:. 
Considering only the velocity of the earth in its ol-bit, the 
v 1 · v• 1 } 
ratio v=Io.ooo approximately, anc1 v·= 100 000 000• If ;o = 
1200 millimeters, or in wave-lengths of yellow light, 2 000 000, 
then in terms of the same unit, 2D~ •. 1 ~0• \ 
If, therefore, an apparatus is so constru~tccl as to permit two 
pencils of light, which have traveled ovel' paths at right angles 
to each other, to interfere, the pencil which has travclccl i!l the 
direction of the_ earth's motion, will in reality travel 1:0~ of a 
wave-length farthEr than it would have clone, were tl1e cai·th-at 
rest. 'l'he other )encil being at right. angles to the motion 
,. . ; 
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CHAPTER 18 
THE WORK OF de BRAY 
~·~~J. Gheury de Bray(i) published a complete Table of 
all the determinations of the velocity of light including 
a short discussion on each determination. De Bray, in a 
second publication said, (102) 
"Reference to the original publications showed that several 
of the observers themselves had misquoted their own results, 
date, length of base, or even actual velocity, owing either 
to stating them from memory or to overlooked printer's 
slips. Successive .writers of text books and compilers 
of Tables had copied these errors over and over again. , 
Spurious determinations had arisen either from the 
rediscussion of the determination of some observer by 
armchair critics or by the averaging (after arbitrary 
weighting) of several determinations obtained by different 
observers, and these spurious values have been sometimes 
inserted in Tables, without discrimination or explanation, 
thereby adding to the confusion." (103) 
The Table in question was updated in 1936 and contains 
all the values which seemedto the physicists themselves to 
be worthy of mention. He found that it was frequently 
impossible to ascertain exactly the date of a series of 
observations and in such cases after carefully examining 
the original publication, he adopted a date, which appeared 
to reprssent the most likely position of the resulting 
value on the chronological scale. 
~ ..... 
De Bray considered that exceptAthe determinations of Fizeau 
and Foucault).which he felt justified in considering as 
(i) Maurice Edmund Joseph Gheury de Bray (1877 - } 
Lecturer at Woolwich Polyte~hnic~ Director of the 
Patent Office. 
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being mere pioneer experiments for ascertaining the 
feasibility of.the measurement of the velocity of light, 
all the values obt~ined up 'to the end of the 19th Century 
by Cornu, Mtcheison and Newcomb ~hewed that the velricity 
of light was ·decreasing. 
i.e. DATE (DECIMAL) VALUE 
1874.8 CORNU (Helmert 299,990 km/sec 
Treatment)* 
1879.5 MICHELSON 299,910 km/sec 
1882.7 NE\rJCOMB 299,860 km/sec 
1882.8 MICHELSON 299,853 km/sec 
These results when plotted·were found to be on a straight 
line, indicating that the decrease followed a linear law 
of va.riation, the equation of which was 
V = 331291.65 ~ 16.6964 T 
where V is the velocity in km/sec and T is the time in 
. (1~) 
years. (The equation was obtained 'by· Cauchey's( 1 )method.') 
He pointed out that the probable errors of observation were 
greater ~han the amplitude of the variation. 
The publication of Perrotin's results of 1900 and 1902 
raised doubts on the above conclusion. However, invest-
ig~tion showed that on looking at the final discussion 
given in the ~nnales de l'Observatoire de Nice (1908) 
Perro tin' Si. · ;orrect value should be taken as 299, 90~ km/sec. 
No further discussion took place on this decrease until 
the publication of Michelson's results of 1925 i.e. 
299,802 km/sec •. Thus the velocity had resumed its decrease: 
* 
(i) 
. I I '* See: Rapports presentee au Congres International de 
Physique de 1900 (volume 2) page 225. 
Augustin Louis Cauc~ey (1789 - 1857) Professor of . 
Mathematics at the Ecole Polytechnique. 
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DATE VELOCITY 
1902.4 PERROT IN 299,901 + 84 
-
1924.6 MICHELSON 299,802 + 30 
-
1926.0 MICHELSON 299,796 + 4 
Now, taking the observations over the longer bases for 
accuracy he concluded that V = 307,480.98 - 3.99T 
and taking observations made in the 20th Century only 
V = 308,376.22 - 4.455 T 
De Bray concluded that the velocity of light was not a 
constant and suggested two alternative possibilities: 
a continuous decrease or a periodic variation. (105) 
Secondary considerations also supported his views: 
a) Two pairs of observations were made at times very 
close·;.to each other: (12) - (13) and (19) - (20) giving 
almost identical results; nevertheless, in each pair 
the earlier observation ·gave a higher velocity. 
b) Perrotin made two determinations (14) and (17). 
Having given the same weight to the two observations the 
later velocity was the smaller. 
c) Observations (3), (8) and (10) were rejected by their 
authors due to their being affected by important systematic 
errors. In all cases the results were smaller than 
those obtained later on so that "the only determinations (102) 
which were against a decrease of velocity were precisely 
those which their authors declared to be doubtful owing 
to systematic errors." 
Should one agree with a decrease, then Perrotin's results 
pose a problem of alternatives: either his value of 
299,901 in 1902.4 was essentially correct and as such the 
velocity of light had increased during a part of or the 
17~ 
whole of 1883.- 1902, or it is not accurate· (it had a 
rather large probable error). 
)e, BFay considered that a simple solution was the most 
probable whether of the periodic or of the,_continuous type 
and as such welco.med a s~ggestion from f .K. Edmund.son (1934) 
that a simple sine curve represented the observations very 
well: 
v = 
2 299,885 + 115 sin 40 (T - 1901) 
This equation gave excellent agreement with the actual 
observations having a period of 40 years. The dev.iations 
were· all under 10 km/sec except Michelson's of 1924.6 
Looking at subsequent optical determinations v~ry briefly 
the following results were obtained. 
a) Karolus and Mittelstaedt (1928) using a Kerr cell 
~btained a mean value of 299,784 ! 20 km/sec (106) 
b) Michelson (deceased), Pease and Pearson at Mount San 
Antonio using a long tube recorded a mean value of 
233 observations giving in (1935) 299,774! 11 km/sec (107) 
c) Huttel in 1940 using a photocell gave a mean of 
135 observations 299 ,·768 ! 10 km/sec 
d) Anderson in 1941 using a photocell gave a mean of 
3000 observations 299,776! 14 km/sec 
/ 
from about 1940, methods other than optical tended to be 
used to determine the velocity of light. Thus it proves 
difficult to continue the wave pattern suggested by de Bray. 
Modern determinations using Kerr Cells or Cavity Resonators 
have shown the velocity to be a constant and therefore 
de Bray's theories cannot be accepted as being valid. 
(108) 
(109) 
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FIRST PEB.IOD : PIONEER EXPEI\ilfENTS 
II~ I 8,633 m. 1 Suresnes-Montmartre . 20 m. Paris Observatory . 315,300 298,000 ± 500 
SECOND Pxii.IOD : Cm:Eny WITH SHORT BASES 
TW 10,310 m. Ecole PoiYtechnlque- _298,5~ ± 300 
· Mont. V al~rien . ·. · 
22,910 Di. 
RM 1986·23 ft. 
" :.~ . . 2550-~~. m. 
TW \f 18,~;d2 ft. 
16,835· 0 ft. 
RM 3721·2 m. 
· 3721·2 m. 
2049-532 ft. 
ParlB Observatory- . 
· MonUht!ry · 
U.S. Nav&l Academy 
Fort Meye?u.s. Naval 
Observatory · · 
} Wetnyss Bay-Hllls behind '-lnnellan 
Fort Meyer-,Washlngton 
.. M;onument 
·Fort Meyer..:...Washlngton' 
Monument 
Cave School of :Applied 
· Scie.nee, Cleveland . 
300,400 ± 300 . 
299,990±200. 
300,140±300 :_ 
299,910¢,50" . 
299~627 
{'·'. 
J .301,382 ·.· . 
299,694 
. 299,810 . ~ . '· . 
299,860±30 
299,853±60 
· THIRD PERIOJ? : WITH VERY LoNG -BASES 
TW 
·11,862·2 m: ·Nice Observatory-J.i. I :299,900±80 . ·.· Gaude .. 300,032 ± 215 
. }i' ~ . 
- 299,880±50'-
Observ'&toi-y~Moni 45,950-7 m. Nice 299,860 ± 80. 
.Vinalgre 
299,901 ±84 
Mt. Wilson Observatory_:_ RM 35,385·53 m. • 299,802 ± 30 
M_t •. St. A.ntonlo 
... . 299,796±4 A~ut 131_km .. Mt Wilson Observatory- Not. yet published .. 
Mt. San Jacinto 
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Qili Ratio of e.m.u./e.s.u. Velocitv km/sec in vacuo 
1857 Weber and Kohlrausch 310,800 
J 868 Maxwell 284,300 
1869 Thomson and King 280,900 
1874 . McKichan 289,700 
1879 Ayrton and Perry 296,100 
1880 Shida 295,600 
1883 J.J. Thomson 296,400 
1884 Klemenic 302,000 
1888 Himstedt 301,000 
1889 W.Thomson 300,500 
1889 Rosa 300,090 
1890 J.J. T,homson and Searle 299,690. 
1891 Pellat 301;010 
1892 Abraham 299,200 
1897 Hurmuzescu 300,190 
1898 Perot and Fabry 299,870 
1899 Lodge and Glazebrook 301,000 
Velocity of electromagnetic radiation in vacuo 
1891 Blondlot 297,600 
1895 Trowbridge and Duane 300,300 
1897 ·Saudners 299,700 
1899 MacLean 299,100 
CAVITY RESONATORS 
1947 Essen and Gordon-Smith 299,792 
1950 Essen 299,792 
1950 Hansen ·and Bol 299,789 
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Chapter 19 
CONCLUSION 
The Greeks displayed creative genius in their studies of 
logic, metaphysics and mathematics; in certain areas 
such as astronomy they were able to exhibit observational 
powers and to indulge in speculation, but in the physical 
sciences they achieved comparatively little success. 
They found it difficult to progress from mere observation 
to include the art of experimentation. Most of the 
early Greeks attempted little or no experimental work in 
order to verify their speculations, although they had 
proved themselves outstanding men in everything tha~turned 
on wit and abstract meditation. According to some writers 
the glorious period of Greek intellectual endeavour came 
to an end round about the time of Aristotle's death in 
322 B.C. However Archimedes, Euclid etc., all flourished 
after this date and certainly were using experimental 
methods. Archimedes used the experimental method in 
solving the 'problem of the crown' and Euclid used concave 
. . . (110) 
mirrors turned towards the sun in order to cause ignition. 
Whilst the Greeks achieved more in physical research than 
the other nations of antiquity, nevertheless they accomp-
lished less in this field than in other directions. 
Francis Bacon said(lll): 
"The proceeding has been to fly at once from the sense 
and particulars up to the most general propositions as 
certain fixed poles for the argument to turn upon, and 
from these to derive the rest by middle terms:~short way, 
no doubt, but precipitate• and one which will never lead 
to nature, though it offers an easy and ready way to 
disputation." 
1]6 
After the death of Aristotle, empirical and experimental. 
methods acquired a modest foothold but they never developed 
mainly due to massive external forces such as the struggle 
of Christianity with the ancient religions. 
As has been said previously, the idea that light was made 
of particles projected into the eye could be traced back 
to the Pythagoreans, whilst Empedocles and Plato considered 
,that something was emitted from the eye as well. Aristotle 
on the other hand thought that light was an action in a 
medium.. All these were mere guesses and as such equally 
worthless, whether right or wrong. 
Although it was important to determine whether light had 
an infinite or finite velocity; no experimental methods 
were attempted and indeed taking into consideration the 
extremely. high value .for the velocity it was .obviously 
quite beyond their experimental capabilities to measure 
its value whether or not they believed it to have a finite 
or infinite velocit~. 
During the middle ages and throughout the Renaissance 
there was much work done on the rediscovered Greek texts 
especially with the writings of Aristotle. Aristotle 
had been inte.rested in the observation of nature, though 
his greatest strength lay in metaphysics and logic rather 
~ than in science. His works can be considered an encyclo-
paedia of the learning of the ancient world, and, save in 
physics and astronomy, he probably made a real improvement 
in all the subjects he touched with perhaps the greatest 
of Aristotle's advances in exact knowledge being those he 
made in biology. His physics were not objective like 
those of Democritus. To Aristotle, the concepts by 
which nature must be interpreted were substance, essence, 
matter, form, quantity, quality - categories developed 
in an attempt to express man's direct sense - perception 
of the world in terms of ideas natural to his mind. 
Throughout the Renaissance there developed a long 
tradition of intelledUal work of commentating on these 
texts which began with the Greek commentators and extended 
by the Islamic philosophers. In 1450 man attempted no 
more than the comprehension of what the ancients had 
discovered, certain that ,this was the most that could be 
known. Whereas by 1630 the works of the ancients were 
available in various vernacular translations with the 
authority of the Greek and Roman past being under attack. 
The attach was so widespread that one could publicly 
defend the thesis that everything Aristotle had taught 
was false. 
The most essential new element to be adopted by Natural 
Philosophers was to use practical experiment in their 
scholastic experimentation. Roger Bacon appealed for 
the development of experimental science and emphasised 
/ '(112) the importance of the scientia experimentalis • The 
use taf,the experimental method gave the im,portant 
advantage of permitting co-operative endeavour and 
allowing various kinds of minds to contribute equally 
to the progress of science .• francis Bacon considered 
that only science could provide the key to the truth and 
only empiricism could provide the key to science. 
"The sciences stand where they did and remain almost in 
the same condition, receiving no noticeable increase, 
but on the .contrary, thriving most under their first 
'71 
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founder, and then declining. Whereas in the mechanical 
arts, which are founded on nature and the light of 
experience, we see the contrary happens, for these are 
continually thriving and growing, as having in them a 
breath of life; at first rude then convenient, afterwards 
(113) adorned, and at all times advancing." 
Turning specifically to the investigations with the 
velocity of light. Galilee made a significant contribution 
in his Discourees on two New Sciences for he did not merely 
present experimental data but also showed a great deal of 
deductive reasoning. His experiments concerned with the 
uncovering of a lantern would never have given any results 
as we now know due to the high velocity of light ~nd small 
time intervals involved. Like the Greeks, the scientific 
technology available at that time simply could not cope 
with an experiment of this nature. He was not able to 
settle the question of the velocity of light from his 
experiments but he did ma~e a suggestion on a totally 
different problem which led other scientists to success. 
Whilst at Padua, holding the Chair of Mathematics, he 
heard rumours coming from Holland and Belgium concerning 
experiments on the construction of a telescope. He at 
once set to and manufactured his own telescope. Eventually 
he was able to construct an instrument which magnified 
an object nearly 1000 times and brought it 30 times nearer~ 114 ) 
On January 7th, 1610 he turned his telescope towards 
Jupiter and observed the satellites and their rotation. 
He remarked that the frequent disappearance of Jupiter's 
satellites behind the planet might be made to serve in 
•• longitudinal determinations. This led Roamer to start 
the crucial experiments on the observed irregularities on 
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the periodicity of the satellites of Jupiter which he 
felt must be explained.on the supposition that the velocity 
of light was finite. He said that it required light 22 
minutes to cross the earth's orbit. Thus for the first 
time we have experimental evidence, not only that the 
velocity of light is finite but that a reasonably accurate 
value could be given to it. (The more correct value is 
•• 
now taken to be 16m 36 sec.) Raemer based his calculations 
on the first satellite only and stated that similar 
calculations from observations on the three other satellites 
would not have led t_o success. This meant that the A<::!c{;Jd,'I,~Q 
' .~ d. hi h &.iQAI\eto 1d not at once accept s t eory. 
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In England Edmond Halley supported the theory of Roemer 
and James B~adley was able to verify it by the 'abeDration 
of light '·• He considered that the progressive transmission 
of light, combined with the advance of the earth in its 
orbit, must cause an annual shifting of the direction in 
which heavenly bodies were seen by an amount depending 
upon the ratio of the velocities. 
We have already looked at the rivalry between the wave 
theory and the corpuscular theory in Chapter five, but 
perhaps further mention of Newton's influence might be 
appropriate. Newton cited the finite nature of the 
velocity of light, without making any really firm state-
ments as to its nature(llS), (116). 
Cantor in Optics after Newton states that 
"Whewell(i) considered that Newton•s influence in the 
eighteenth century accounted for the dominance of the 
(117) 
corpuscular theory" • for during the 1670s NBwton 
was not averse to the wave theory but by 1706, when the 
first Latin edition of the Opticks was published, he was 
"strongly disinclined to believe light to consist in 
(118) 
undulations merely" • However Cantor considers the 
posi tiDnl •Of Newton to be more ambiguous in that "there 
is a lack of evidence to show that his authority caused 
(119) his views to be popular" 
Although the experimental work connected with the 
explanation of interference, diffraction and polarization 
was of the greatest importance in deciding in favour of 
the wave theory of light. Nevertheless, since the two 
(i) William Whewell (1794 - 1866) Master of Trinity 
College, Cambridge. 
rival theories gave different values for the velocity 
in a denser medium following refraction there was 
18l 
obviously keen interest in any experiments on the velocity 
of light which could lend support to the various proponents 
of the two theories. 
Both Wheatstone and Arago made important suggestions as 
to using rotating mirrors to ascertain the veloc~ty of 
light and to find out whether the speed was greater in 
the more refracting medium. Although the idea was 
subsequently used with great success, the mechanical 
difficulties at the time (1830's) mainly concerned with 
stability and constancy of high speed rotation were too 
great for experimental success. It was not found possible 
to rotate a mirror at a constant speed of over one thousand 
revolutions per minute. Some scientists also considered 
that it was impossible for the eye to pick up the 
instantaneous image of the flash reflected from the mirror 
rotating at such a high speed and as such the whole 
project was considered unworkable. Bertrand(i) remarked 
that "an attentive and assiduous observer may according 
to computations of M.Babinet(ii) hope to catch the ray 
. (120} 
once in three·1years". 
The finite value for the velocity came to be accepted 
as an established fact by the early part of the nineteenth 
century. However the scientific world had to wait until 
( i) Joseph Louis Fran~ois,Batrand (1822 - 1900) 
Ptr~fessor at the College de France and the 
Ecole Polytechnique. 
(ii) Jacques Babinet (1794 - 1872) Librarian at the 
Bureau of Longitudes. 
- -- --- - ~----
the middle of the nineteenth century for the first 
terrestrial experiments on the velocity of light. 
Foucault in 1850 found that the velocity of light in 
water to be less than in air. This experiment on the 
relative velocity of. light in air and water was yet 
another decisive experiment in upholding the wave theory 
of light. 
l82. 
The experiments of fizeau were important in that he made 
the earliest determination.of the absolute velocity of 
light which was not based on astronomical observations. 
Although not particularly accurate, his method wasadapted 
and refined by Cornu and by Young and Forbs~. By now 
the velocity of light was assu~ing greater importance 
as electromagnetic theory was being developed by Helmholtz, 
Maxwell and others, in.which the velocity of light 
(electromagnetic waves) figured prominently. 
Young and forbes, considering the problems of producing 
constant speed rotations and difficulties with timing 
mechanisms produced creditable re~ults with the most 
interesting result being that they seemed to show that 
the blue rays travel~ed about l.B percent faster than the 
red. This result has always been challenged, for if 
true, stars should appear coloured just before and after 
an eclipse. Further Michelson (using Foucault's method) 
should ~ave observed a spectral drawing out of the image 
of the slit, giving rise to a coloured image ten millimetres 
in width. However, try as he might he could never 
observe such a coloured image~ Young and Forbes 
experiments also suffered f~om the base being insecure 
due to earth movement •. 
The most accurate determinations prior to electrical 
methods have been those of Newcomb and Michelson. In 
particular Michelson improved the arrangement as used by 
Foucault and was able to displace the re~urn image through 
lJB mm or nearly 200 times that obtained by Foucault. 
The velocity of light engrossed the attention of Michelson 
throughout his scientific career. Funds being made 
available by government circles as it was felt that not 
only was it a scientific (constant) worthy of .an accurate 
determination but also that the experiments were bringing 
prestige to American scientific circles. 
One must consider the methods of Fizeau and Foucault as 
pioneer experiments upon which most of the subsequent 
experimentalists based their researches. The results 
obtained between 1B72 and lBBB by various scientists, 
although a great improvement on the two pioneer experiments, 
nevertheless cont~ined many faults. In the main they 
suffered from the light travelling over a short base line, 
rotational problems, timing errors, and the frailty of the 
human eye as an image detector. There could also have 
been m~re mathematical ~gaur with the treatment of the 
results and the built in errors. 
Michelson in his Mount Wilson experiments was able to use 
an extended base line of 22 miles which was a great 
improvement on previous experiments. The base line was 
accurately measured using a team of Army engi.neers from 
the land survey department. This being a good example 
of a large team effort which became an increasing feature 
of experimental science as one progresses through the 
twentieth century. Furthermore by using an octagonal 
revolving mirror which offered the possibility of 
receiving the return light on a succeeding face he was 
\ <iS4 
able to eliminate the measurement of the angular deflection 
of the returned beam. Michelson was working at the limits 
of technology and took the greatest possible care with 
the reduction of errors. As a result his results compare 
favourably with the later highly accurate electrical 
methods. 
Quite apart from the modern definition of the velocity 
of light in terms of atomic oscillations, the various 
electrical methods which started to be used by various 
workers in the 1930's, 1940's and 1950's. showed remarkable 
consistency in the value for the velocity of light (see 
graph}. Taking the last results by Michelson which were 
obtained by optical methods and the electrical results 
of all researches in 1930's/1940's you can see that a 
constant value for the velocity of light was obtained. 
Thus the speculations of deBray are undoubtedly false. 
Although he carefully checked the results for errors, 
nevertheless the basic methodology used for measuring 
the various parts of the experiments were not accurate; 
certainly when compared to the instrumentation available 
by 1940. As a result, he was not looking at a sinusoidal 
variation of the velocity but a distribution of inaccurate 
values. 
The velocity of light has always been considered an 
important physical constant but it gained increasing 
importance towards the end of the nineteenth centure in 
clearing up ~arious theoretical questions. 
The development of the electromagnetic wave theory by 
Clerk Maxwell and others showed that light was a form of 
electrom~gnetic radiation and that the velocity of other 
electromagnetic radiation and that of light travelling 
in vacuo were identical. 
This meant that sophisticated electrical methods could.be 
used to confirm the velocity of electromagnetic radiation 
end compare the values obtained with the optical methods. 
With the publication of 'the theory of relativity, the 
velocity of light became even more important as it made 
'85 
its value in a vacuum, the highest speed possible in nature. 
Finally. Einstein was able to show the now famous mass/energy 
relationship 
(EK = A m c2 } 
which showed a direct relationship between the kinetic 
energy of a substance and its change in mass; governed by 
the square of the velocity of light. 
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Plunwmerul. 
---------------·---------------~------------Rellection ..•.•....•.•... 
. Ditto at boundary of } 
transparent medium 
Rerraction (light ho-} 
••••• Perl'ect •••••• 
•. .••• lmper(ect. .•.• 
•.•..• Perfect .•••••• 
• ••••• Perfect. 
• •••••. Perrec:t. 
•••••• Perfect. 
Dis~ion ............ . 
mogencous) ••••.•••• 
J ~.r..- S •••••• Imperfect. 
•••••• ma~·~ ... ••• l <?Cauchy.) 
Absorption •••••••••••• •••••• I mpcrfect •••• •••••• lmJ•erfccL 
Coloun of thin lates} {••••••. Perfec~ ·: .. ···} 
(·n -') P (w1th snbs1dmry •••••• Perfect. I genenu ••••••••• theory of fits) ••• 
· . I r ...... Perfect. 
Centrsl spot............ • ••••• None ••••••••• 1J (lm~ect according 
to Mr. Potter.) 
AifJ'.s modification ••• •••••• None ••••••••• •••••• Pe1ft'rt. 
. Th1ck plates............ •• •••• Perfect •• ••• •• •••••• PerfecL 
Coloured fringes of } {···••• lntperfec:t ••• ;} {·...... Perfect 
apertures arid aha- (with subsidiary . (Imperfect accorJang 
do~sinsimplecases theoryofinftcction) to Mr. Darton.) 
--m more complex} • •· cases............ . ..... l'one ··-····· •••••• ~one. 
Stripes .in mi:.ed light ...... None ........ . • ••••• Perfect. 
Shifting by inte~d} 
plate •••...••••..•••.. • ··.-·~· N on.e ••··•·• •• ~i······ Perf,l'f. (Imperfect according to Mr. Potter.) Coloun of gratings... • ••••• None ••••••••• •••••• Perfect. 
Double refraction ••• •• · • • ••• • Perfect........ •• • ••• ·Perfect. 
{ 
I .....r.ect } (······ Perfect. 
•••••• mafto"' •••• ( · h bsid. theory Polarization............ (with subsidiary l WI} 111 •ary .b 
theory of polaritv) ~ transvene ' 1 ra-
Connexion with dou-} • . tiona.) 
ble refraction........ • ••• • • N o:te • • ••• • ••• •• ••• • Perfect. 
Law of tangents •••••• ••• ••• None •••••• ••• •••••• Perfect. 
Interferences of pu-} 
larized light......... • ••••• None •• .-...... •••••• Perfect. 
{
•••••• Imperfect ..... .,I 
Polarized rin,... (with subsidiarv 0 
co • • • • • .... theory or move~ I· · · ·• •• .-errect. 
able polariution)J 
Circular :tnd elliptic ~ · 
-(IOlariz:ttion: 1 •••••• None ••••••••• I ...... imperfect. 
at mtem:d reflection · 
1 
at metallic &urfaccs 1! f(·:·~: D~o0ne ·······)··} •••••• None. l I ,...r • rewater 
Coninl refraction.... ! .. , .. Nnne ····~····· 1 •••••• Perfect. 
Figure 19. Powell's aSsessment of the theories in 1833. Source: Powell, 1833b: 416-
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~t~!ei~cF~~n)il~~~~·,.o Ciiftarit·plac·e~; or ~~.M~her ic t'equirerh · 
. -~~)i~~~ .' · M. :~~~~'· 9f: the ~.A_c,Jemj :or ·r he· Sde'nces hath: ·~evi- .. 
~ ~~:i~:fed a w~y, ta~e~ from _the Obfervauonsof the .. firfi Satelht of 
; :¥{f£1Ppi1tr, by .wbi~hhe demo(ill'rates'' that for' the difiance of a- . 
:~2{~.(3o.o(),l~agti~~ r~~h ~s ·is very n.~~r._the·_~iSO~fs· ~{-the Ora- . 
··::0::·1D~.re~_oF,Jhe E..:ut~, ~~ght ~need~ no~ Q~~ fe~~ndpf tm1e. · . 
:f.l;,:"::.:_Le~(i~:ftg~r.r~)Abe.the Sun; B Jupiur,:C the firfi~;t~llic . 
. l:::~;~;?;r:~~-·tih;i~~~er::~·~~t~~te b~~~~i~~~lft:~~~ ~a~~~~:;; .. 
1 d_l_~ances from JupJttr,. . . · . . . · ·. 1. . ..Now,_,. f~pwfe the_ E~Srth, being ·io L t(h'\·.ards the fecond 
1 . o..u.aJ.ra~&J:re o.f.J.~~?.#r~,; bar~~- r"~" the-,tir~ _saremr at the. thne. 
of us ctnerfion or ifTuing. our of tfl~ .fl~~.ds>\Y i~- J? ;' ~n'd rh.!t · 
about 42;; hou~safrcr, (v1~~ afce~:o.ne _r~vo!ur10n ot cht~ Sarel-
Jil',) ~he E4rth being in K, do fee ~t returned in D; · it is iti~n i-. 
f~fi;·chac if th~ Light require time,to- traverfe the intervai·Lf{7 
rhe Sardlit will, be feen returnep later in D, than it would have 
tXen if ihe :Earch had rema.irieci in L, fo. that'rhe revo:u'tio.n of 
t~i!·S~t~!lh):>e{o.gt~us ot>f~rve(f~y ·the. Eti\id'(iorls~- ,~·ill be rc;.: 
urded by fo t~uch time, as the Light ilia~l have t'a\ken in paffing. 
from L to K, and that,.on the contrary,in die o'ther ~adrature 
FG, where theE•rt.h by approaching goe·s co meet the Light,the 
revolutions of r~e. lmiuertions will appea{i'o. be fllorrn~d by 
fo much, as thofe of ttie.Eiilerfions· hid appeared· co be iengtl1..: 
ned. And btcaufein 42:-hours, whichthisSarellitveryt1tar 
takes ro make one revolution, the difiaoce between the bartb 
and Jupiter in both the Q:!adratures varies at leafi 210 Diao1e· 
rers of the E•rth, it follows, that if for the ac~ounr of every 
•
',!' Diameter of the E.srth there were required a fecond of time, 
theLighrwouldtake3~minutesfor eachof the intervals GF;> 
; RL; which would caufe near half a quarter of an hour be-
' .tween. two revolutions of the firfi Satellit , one obferved in 
! · F<?, and the other in KL, ~·here~s there is o~~ ~bfe~ved any 
· J . : fc:Dfible difference. . 
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_· :Y.~~-~.~~~ J-~,!~o~~if~~~o~,~ep_~·,,,·th~t, ~ig~_t_d~~~~s.n? -~~~·,, ~~l 
· F~r.-. :~lte~ ~~\.~fff~-;~'13~ ~a~-.c:J;t~e .~ht_~g c~~~e.o.~r_,y,;.~e .. ~'} 
·. · foufid;'tbat \;\'bat was D9l.·fenCible _'in. two revol~uons·; ·"became· <~ 
.. :. :.v#y;~~fi~e-~~.b.l~~.n:~~ny~l?eing_.r~k~n_,r.oge~h~r, _and:~b~r., fcir . '3 
.· ·. e~ampfe, forty re~olqt1oDs pbferved"on·the·fjde · F ,' ·mJght'be _._: 
feofibly filorre~, t~a'ofor_ty o~hers t?b_f~.rved.in.any place_~( the ... 
·.. . Z(jdjiCk :v.:h~re:J~piltr:.marbf:. ~let _')Vitb ·; -~~ddrat irfpropor~. ·' : 
' ·. ririo' q(tv~>'~n~y)wofor the·w4ote·~nte_rvalof RE,~which_ is the:· 
double· of rhe.io[ervahhac iS trcmi beace to ·rhe Sun.' 7 ... · ·• · . : 
. . .. The nec~fficy_ o{ this Df\V. Equal ion o()he· rerardment of 
: Lighr~ is efiabl!tb~d_by.all t~e obfer:vacions [ba·c have been made 
; i~ c_he:R:~i1~'"''~-an~_}p tb~ Ob~~i_t~rJ, f~r rhe fpace of ~ight :_ 
· y~ars, :and _lt bat~ b~e.enJarely:c<?nfinned by the Em~!rfion of the·. 
. ..... 
· · firft · Sate11it 'obferved:,~f!P.sril :~he:'91h Of N,.Vmibt'r:·Ja·rr:_at ·· 
s ·a Ciock~ '3.5 i.' 4s'h~'-a"t' Nigbr,' ro min·urcs later than it Wcis ro·be 
. expelled, by deduCing it.from.lhofe th~·c bad been obferved in 
.. the ~onrh of Ailgujl, when rhe E11rth was much nearer til Jt~pi-. 
.. ur : ·whi~h M.Ro»ur had predided to the faid Academy from· 
rhr begioningof St'pttmber.- · . . . · .. · :. ' · 
. , · : But to remove all dotlbt, thit this inequality is· caufed·by · 
. . the recardment. of the Light, he cfe-monfiraces ~ that it ca.nnoc 
come from any excemricir:y, or any other caufe of thofe l hat are 
commonly all edged-co exp~icate the irregularities of the'.i11'oon 
. and che orherPJaoers; rhoug~·tw be well a\\:are·, ·chat the firft 
Sarellif of,Jr,piur_·.was excent~ick, and [hat, betides, his rev0·• 
lutions were. ad\•anctd or rer~rded according as 1i1piter did· 
approach to or recede from the Sun, as alfo that the revoluti-
ons of the primum mobile,were unequal; ·yet faich he,rhefe rhree 
Jan caufes ~f inequality do not:hin_d~:.~he ~rft fro~ being mani~ 
.fe.ft. · .. · · '· ·· ., · · · 
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IV. A £etter from the fk11ere1~d Mr. James· Brad~ __ · 
:, . l_~y Sal1ilian _Profejfor of .Jflr~nomy .a~ Oxfdtd,-
~nd F.fl(;S. to Vr.Edmorid HaUey.~!\fl~o~~-~~­
.Reg. &c. gil!j1~ an 4tcowzt of· a ne111 di.f 
co1Jered. Moiioll oj tbe Fix'd St~rs. · ~ _ 
SIR, 
YO U having been plea fed· to . ~xpr~fs your Sat1s-. faction with what I had an Opportunity fame· 
time ago, of telling you in Converfation, concerning · 
fome Obfervatiom, that were makJng by our late wor-
thy and ingenious Friend, the honourable Samrtel 
.11-folyflettX Efquire, and which have fi1CC been conri-
nued and repeated by 1ny fdf, in order to determine 
the Parallax of the fixt Starr; I lhall now beg lca\'C 
to lay before you a more particular Account of them. 
-Before I proceed to give you the Hiflory of the Ob-
fcrvations themfclves, it may be proper to let you know,: 
that they were at firfi begun in hopes of \·erifying and 
confirming thofe, that Dr. Hook fi)l·mcrly commurJic:li-
cd to the publick, which fremed to be attended \virh 
Circumfbnces that promifeJ greater Exacrne[.:; in them, 
tlun could b~ expected in any other,. thJt I~ ad bc~n · 
made and pubhllied on the fame Account.· And _as hzs · 
A ttcmpt was what principally g1ve Rife to thi.:, · fo his: 
l\lcthod in making the Obferv:nions was in feme 
I\Jea-
1·90 
(]". 
. ( ·61'8 ) .. 
Meafure th.at which Mr.· lY!otyneu~: ·followed:· For 
he made Choice of the fame Star, and his lnftrument 
was confiru~ed upon almofi the fame Principles. : But 
if it had not greatly exceeded the Doctor"s in . Ex-. 
aC\:ncfs, we· mi?;ht yet have remained in great Uncer-. 
tainty as to the P araltax of the fixt Stars; as you will. 
percei~e _upon the Con~parifon _of the two Experimep~ 
· Thts mdeed was chtefly owmg to our curious Mem~ 
ber, Mr. George· Graham, to whom 'the· Lovers· of 
Afhononiy ·are alfo·not a little indebted for feveral o-
ther exaCt and ·well.contrivcd .JnftruJncnts .. The Nc-
ce:Oity of fuch wi_H_ fcarc~ be d_ifputed by .th?fe. that 
have had any Expenence m makmg AHronomtcal Ob .. 
fervations; and the Inconfiftency, which is to. be met 
with among different Authors in their Attempts to de-
. termine fmall Angle~, particularly the annual Par:Il-
bx of thejixt Stars, may be a futlkient Proof of it 
to others. Their Difagrecmcnt indeed in this Article: 
is not now fo much to be wondered ar, Iince J daub: 
not~ but it will. :tppear very probable, that the In ... 
. firuments commonly made ufe .of by them, were 
liable to greater Errors than many times that Pa-
·rallax will amount to. . · . · · . . . 
The Succefs then of this Expcrin1cor: evidently 
depending very much on the Accuratenefs of the In-
_ftrument that was principally ro· be taken. Care of.: 
In what Manner 'this was done, is not my prdcnt 
Purpofc to. -911 you ; but if from the Rcfillr of rhc • 
·Obfervations which l now fend you, it fhall be 
. judged necelfary to communicate to the. Curious the · 
Manner of making them, I ru:1y hereafrer perhaps 
give them a particular Dcfcription, nor only . of 
Mr. Mo!]net1x's Infirumcnr, bm alfo of my -owo, 
· \\'hich 
l ., . •'. I·. 
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. ~~ich:.: h.atJ'l flnce_:beC1:tereaed,.for_ the fame Purpa"fe 
3114 upon th~ like Principles,. though it is fomewhat 
giffer~nt: ·in. its. Confirutlioo,. fot ·a l\cafon you will 
~~r 7~ob:;~~~?' :4~~~~~tu~ ~~s : ~om~ieat~4 .. and. 
fitted for .. obferving abonc the End of November 172.5, · 
and on rhe third Day of Vecem/Jer. following, the 
bright Star. in · the Hca&· of Vraco. ( marked. '>' by 
Bayer·) : w.as. for the nrft Time''obferv.ed; as it· palfed 
near. die .Zenith,. ·and its' Siniation. carefully. taken 
with the lnfir.rimeot .. · The like Obfervations were 
made .. on the fth, 1 tth~ and ·u.th Days of the fame .. 
Month, . and there appearing no material. Dlfferer\ce · 
in the Place of the Star, a farther Rep~tition of them 
at this Seafon feemed needlcf~ ·ic being a' Part of the 
Year, wherein no fcnlible Alteration of Parallax in· 
this Star could foon- be expeaed. It was, chieQy . ·. 
therefore. Curiolity that _rempred me ('being_ then at 
. /(ew, where the Infirumeot \Vas fixed). to prepare 
for obferving the Star on 'Decem/Jar- 17th, when 
having adjufied the Infl:romeot as ufual,. •.J percei\.·ed · · . 
that it palfed a little more Southerly this Day than, · 
1 
when it was obfcrvcd before. Not fufpcltiog any· 
other Caufe of this Appearance, we firfi concluded,.. 
. that: it was owing. to the Uncertainty ·of the Obfcr- · 
vations, ·.and that either this or the foregoing were · 
not fo exaCt as we had before fuppofed ; for which:, 
Rcafon we purpo,fcd to repeat the· Obrervation again~, 
in. order to determine from whence this Difference 
proceeded ; . and upon doing it on c:.Decemhcr 2-oth,. . 
I found that the Star paffed fiill more Southerly than. 
in the former Obfervations. This fenfible Alreration 
the. mOI:e J~prized US, in that· it WaS the contrary: 
way.-
~ 
0"'\ 
(. '640 ) 
.WAY; Jroru·~~vhat- it:.-,vonld>have ·been~ ·ha<f it' '·pro.;. 
cceded .. from:.an··annual :Parallax of the Star:· But· 
b<;in~;-no\.v. pr~tty .:w~ll ·(atisned, · tha·c- it could·not he ·· 
entirely owing to ·the want of Exactnefs i~- the ·qh~-
1cnt"ations V~ud., having· no· Notion of· ·any'· . thing; elfe, · 
.'that: coul_d.:.(:aufe fuch an apparent· Motion· ·as:·thi~:iil 
the Sea~:; :.we began co·think ·rhat.fome··ch~rige·in 
· the Materials,· ~c.--·of·.che Infinimcnt;itfelf,· tnight 
hav.c .-()ccafioned it~ .·Under thcfe· Appreht:ntions-we· 
IeJilained;. (ome. time;~ but· being >af length ~:fully;· COO;_· . 
vinced,· by._ feveial. Trhils,.:of _the·,grcar~ E?'at:hicfs·of · 
the Infir.ument; di.nd :-finding. by the gradual : Increafe· 
of the. Stars :Difrance .fror.n rhe Pole, that there ·mufl: 
be. fome. regular.Caufe :that produced it; \ve·~rook' 
care. to.examine nicely;'.at the Time :cf ea~h· Obfer-· 
vation;· how much it was: a~d-about the Begi_niling. 
of March ·172.6, .the Star was found to be 2o'• 'm·orc 
Southerly than at· the Time of the firfi Obfervation: 
" It ·now indeed .fcemed to have arrived at ·its ucmo!l: 
Limit Southward, hecaufe in feveral Trials rnade"a· 
bout~ chis T.ime, no fenlible Difference was obferved 
. . 
in its Situation. lly the Middle of April it appear- -
ed to-be returning back again cowa·rds the North;· and 
·about the Beginning of Jmte, 'it .paffed at the fame 
· .Difiancc from the Zenith as it had done in 'Decem:. 
· ber, when it was fidl: obfcrved. 
From the quick Alteration of this Star's Declina-
nation about chis Time (it increafing a Second in 
. · three Days ) it was concluded, that it would now 
proceed Nprthw:ud, as it before bad gone Sourhward 
of its prefent Situation ; and it happened as was ·con-
jectured : for the Star continued to move Norrlnvard 
till September following, when it again became fta-
tionary, 
I 
I 
1 I 
. ( .?;+..~ ) 0 
·~io~_a.~y,: b~ing then _nca~,·~~", mo~e·N~~ierly t~lall in_· 
Ju.ne, .a~d _rio ~_c:fs than 39n more Northerly rhan.it 
\Va~· in Mar:ch. r from Septe1pber the. Star _rcrumcd 
tO\vards · the· South, till it. arrived in Vecember to 
the. :rame' Situation. it. was i.n. at that .. ~rim~ i:,vclv·c 
M~nths;:·: ~llo\ving~ for .the· Difference of Declinatio11; . 
on acc~ni:tir :of t~e .Preccffion of' the Equinox. ·-
This· w;1s a fufficient Proof, that the ·lnfirument 
had.not ?'ee.n: the Caufe of t~is apparent_ Mot~on of 
. rhe;.~ra~,: ~tid t«?,_fin_4 pnc:adeq~tate .. t9 fuc~ ai~,Elfc~ 
fecmcd .. a ·Difficulty~ .. A Nutation of the. Earth's 
. Axis .. ,\7as. 'one: of. thc.d1rft"rl)i11gs; rh:at' o(fered irfdf 
upon ·this Occafio~, but it wa~ foon. _ fou~d to he 
infuffi~ic~t. ; _for. tl~out?h i~ might· !1aye ;accou~tcd for 
the c~ange o~ Dc~hnanon_ u~ ,. ':D~a~otz~s yet It woal_d 
not ~r: th~_/a111e: .~imc _agree with· the·.· Phxn01ncna in 
otber.St~rs; particularly in a.fm.a~l ;one almofi. oppotite 
in right Afcculion co )' Vractmu, at abo~t the fame 
·ni!l:ance from. the North Pole of the Equator: For, 
_ i:houg\J thi~ ?tar feemcd to mo.vc th~ fa11_1c; .way, as. a 
. Nutation of rh~ Earth's Axis would have made :it, 
.. yet it changing its Declination but·. about half ·as 
much as )' 'Dracouis in the Jamc time (a~ appeared 
upon comparing the qbfervatious of both m1Jc upon 
·the fame Days, at cliflcrent Seafons of the Y car) rhis 
plainly proved, that the app:ucnt l\·'lotion of the 
Stars was not occafioncd by .a. real Nur.uion, ftucc if 
that had been the Cmfc, the Alrcro1tiou in l.>orh SrMs 
would have been near C'-Jllll. · . · 
The g,rcat Regularity of the Obfcrv.uions kft nn 
room to doubr, · but that there was lcHnc . regular 
Caufc that_ produced this uncxpcCt:cJ ~'lotion, w hid1 
did not depend on the UnccrtJinty or Variety of the 
Q 'l CJ •1 S;:Jion~ 
rf) 
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~S~ar.o~~ ·.~er~~~:~~X e·a~~:·: .' .. 'Q_p-~ii'· corripa:ing t,he Ob~er~. 
vat1ons With. each other, ·it. was ditcovered,- that·in 
both'· :_the·· "fo~e:rrieiitioned ·.Stars, the ~pparent: Dif-
fei:eilce··~of ·Dcclin;adoo· fro·m the J.1flz:,.:ima 1 wa's-" .. aU ·ways·.~~-riY. .p~op~r~oil'fil.~ t~ ·.~he v.erfed', ;_ ~~~-e_,:~r. try~ 
Sun's:·Di£\:ance (ro~ "t.he·Equmo~t~tl ·Potnts~·· ... Th1s 
, was an lliducemerit to' 'think,· that tl1e CaUfe{\vhat~ 
~ef 'it: \v~sj. nad fomc ·;Relation· _to· the Sun's. Si.tua~ 
~:it; ;~~~;rii~~~ey.~·~ t~·6fhe~~~~~~--~&·a~ufi~~! ·· b[ui;{f. 
cicnt to folve. _ _-an the ~Phrenomeoa, and being yery 
defirous :ro fearcb a ·litcJc farther into· this Matter ; 
I. beg~m to think of ereCting: an Infirumcnt for my 
feJf at lf/anfled, that having it always· at Hand, I 
might ~vith. ~~e more Eafe and Certainty, enquire 
imo ·the Laws; of this new Motion. . The Confide-
·~·ation 'like\''ife ·af:bein:g able by another Inftrumenr, 
to confirm the Truth of rhc Obfcrvations hitherto 
·made· with Mr. lr1o/ytJettx's, was no fma!l Induce-
. ·ment 'to me; bur the Chief of all was, the Oppor-
·tunity I lhquld ·thereby ·have of trying, in w hac 
Manner other Stars \vere affected by the fame Caufc, 
whatever .it was. For Mr. lvfo!ylleux's Inflrumenr 
being originally defigncd for obfcrving )' 7Jraconis (in 
order, as I faid before, to tr,y whether it had any 
fenfible Parallax) was fo contrived, as to be capable 
of bot little Alteration in irs DireCtion, not above 
feven or eight Minutes of a Degree : and there being· 
few Stars within half that Di!\ancc from the Zeuirh 
of Kew, bright enough to be well obfcrvcd, he 
could nor, wirh his l11i1rumcnr, throughly examine 
·how this Caqfc affected Srars ditfcrcndy fituarcd with 
refpcct 
I . . t_ ~4t. " . l 
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Gon~rivance anc;l· Dir~~o~.' ~f:~:~~e f~~ l~.':lgen.ious., 
Perfon~ Mr . . Graham,: my lllAruJl1ent; ~~.·: ~~ed··'}l}J:: 
Au,(tif/ 19, 172.7~· ·~s. I. ~ad , no .conye~ien.t. ~lace., 
where I· could make .l}fe .. of fo -l~ng a·! ~elefcope as.. 
. Mr .. Mo!y1uu.x.'s, ·. I :c.ont~nt~d my fclf: wi.th . one o£.. 
but Hrtl¢ mqre t_hat). hal~ ~h~ .. ~.~~gt~. 9f ~~5: (-u,~z. of .. 
a})ou~ Jl.;-: Feer,,.- hi.s .b~~4Jg-•. ~+.t) jpdgi~g.·fto_m .. r~e. . 
E.xperience. w bich ·J )1~~. a1~.e~dy .h~d, ... that. this. ~a.·· . 
dius- would be long enough to a~ jut\:. the Infl:rument · 
to a fufficicnt Degree of: Exad:nefs,. and l have had 
no Reafon lince to change .my Opinion: for from all. 
the Trials I_have yet ma4e, I am:·very-,w~l fatisfied,. 
t.bat when it is carefully- reClified~. its. Situation .may. · 
he fecurely depended upon to half a Second.·: As the 
Place where my Infirumcnt was ro be. hung,. in fame. 
Meafure determined its R:1dius,. fo did. it alfo the . 
.Length of the Arch,. or.Limb, on :which 'the Divilions 
w-ere ma4c to adjufi it: For·the.Arch could not. con· . 
veniently be extended farther, than to reach to about.. 
6~0 on each Side my Zenith. This indeed was filfft. 
ci.enr, firicc it gave me an Op~ortunity of making1 
Choice of feveral_ Stars, .. very different both in Mag~ 
nitude and Sitriation; there \)cing more than two .. 
hundred inferred in rhe Britifh Gatalogue,that may be 
obferved \Vith it. I needed not to .have. extended. the.. 
Limb fo far, but rhar i was willing to takc.in Capella,~ 
the only Star of the firfi Ma~itude that comes fo · · 
near my Zenith.. . ' . . · · . . · 
My Infirumcnt being fixed;. I. inimediatdy began; · 
· to obferve . fucll Stars as I judged moft p_ropcr. ro • 
· · · Qq_q q 2.- give: . 
.,. 
-~ . ~ d44) giv.e 'fricetigt1t ,·iJrO: :rhd~taufe o"f.;tn~·Motion·: :arready: 
mc1~tio~wd. Ther~ was V~riety_ en~ugh of· fmall. 
ones;. ·and not'·lefs _th~·tf twelve, that l·could ·obferve 
rhrougn·~.!all =the·: Scafons of the·· Y~ati; rhey .- beingi 
hi:igl?·t:'"'eho~gh' ro · oe ;f~ei1 m· ·.the· Day~titne, <W~en­
nearctl: the· ;Stiri~'·· I had _n'Or bc.cn' ·l~n·g obfes.ving.; ·.be:. .. 
fore I .perceiVed;·_ tli:it rhc Notion· we had before:cn. 
t~rrlined :of _·rJ1e St~rs· btjog,fui~heft Nohh · and--~outh' -. 
wh~_rl··t:he' Sun :~vas· abo at the ~qui,noxes,. ·-~vas only . 
tN:ie· o'fth<>f<i .. that-\vcre 'near· the tolftitial' Colurt~ ·And-; 
after: l iJt:id! COt~tiil~lC~ my Qbferv~tion~ ·:i fe\V·~m'QS;~J 
I :difcovct¢d_;: \\•hat I then ilpprcherided to bre>_a ··gene-' 
r::tl Law, obfer\·ed by all the ;Stars, viz .. That each· 
of them:b~c:tmefiationary, or: was farth<7~ North or_: 
South,·· \vhen· theY:P,affed ·over,: rriy~ Zenith at _fix of: 
rhc. Cl~ck,··:Cither _in the ,Morni11g or Evening. · ·1 per-· 
ceivcd like\vifc, ·that whate·ver ·Situation the Stars 
were in· with refp~d to the c::trdin~l Points· of rhe · 
Ecliptick,_ the apparent Motion of every one tend- . 
ed the flme Way,_ ''1 hen they paifed · tuy I11firnmcnt 
about-. rhe'famc Hour· of the Day or Nighr ;_ f~r they 
all m·ovcd South\vanl, while they pa!fed in the Day, · 
and Northward in the Night ; fo that CJch was far-
·thefi· North, when it came about Six of the Clock in 
the Evening, and farthdl South1 when it came a~ 
. bout Si'x in the Mornit1g .. · · ·. · . · · 
· ·Though 1 have Lince difcovercd, that the jlfflxitJJt: · 
in n1oft of th<;lc Stars do not hlppcn cx::tdly when 
rhcy· come to my Infirumcnt ai: thole Hours, yet not 
being able at that rime ro prove rhc contrary, and. 
fuppoling that they did,, I _cndeavpurcd to find out·: 
what .. Prop6rtion the 'greareH ·.Aircratiqris :of Dccli-
natioil in different Stars bore to each other; it being 
very 
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· vcry·-evidcilt;· t~a~:-rhey}did!iiot · alt change.· their. De-~ .. 
clination ··equally. :~i-.1- ~v.c.·.before· taken notice, that 
it ·appeared · from·;:M,r.~.:ltfu/.Yfleau.x's. Obfervations~ 
that, 1 . Vracom'S: alrered~ its'; Declination. ·:about · twice 
as:mucb ·. as::t:he: for~~ mentioned fri1aU Star_i almoft op.:.:· 
poftte:to it:; but examining:dic matrei.nune. pa.rdcu~ 
. hrrly, I _found t\lat the greateft Alteration of Declina.;. 
tiou in.thcfe Stars,. was·~.the Sinc·:·of the Lati'i:ude 
of. .. each·::refped:ively."-,_~is:imttdc·.me.'fufpetl that'. 
there· 'might: .. ,be:· rh.e:··li.ke·' ·,Proportion· oowee~ .·the· 
Mtixivu~: oLothcr ·Stars.:n·but firidirig,~:that the .Ob-. 
fervation~ C?f fome of thcin ··would- not perfed:ly :~or- .. 
r.cfpond with fuch an Hypothefis, and not knowing~ 
w.he.ther· the fmall Difference I inct . with~ might· not 
· be. owing : ro.·. tl1c Uncertainty· ;ind Erro"'· of the Ob· 
fer.vatious,;; 1· deferr.ed, the ·farther Examination·. into: 
rhe.·Truth of this ·Hypothclis, till .l D1ould be fur:. 
niflied with a Series· of·:obfervatiotlS': made in all. 
Parts of the , Year ; which. might 'enable. me, 
not·. orily ··to. detcrmfue· what Errors the Obferva~ 
tious. :are liable to~ or how -far -they may,fafely be 
depended upon; but'alfo to judge, whether there bad . 
been any fcnfiblc Change in the Parts of the I nfiru-
ment idclf. 
,· u:pon. thcfe Confideratlons, I laid. afide all Thoughts 
at tlr.:tt Time abou.t the Caufe pf the fore-mc11tioncd 
PhXnomen:i, hoping that I i11ould the eaficr diH:over 
it; when I was betrcr provided with proper l\'lcans co 
determine ·more· prccifcly' what they \Vcre. · · 
· \Vhcn the Year was com pleated, .. I bcga~1 to exa-
mine ~md compare mY:Obi.ervations, and having pre~-
. ry ,v.ell~ fatisficd. my· fclf as :to t~ei general ~?ws o_f the: 
'Ph.e1iomena, : l then. endeavoured to fino our rhc 
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c~ufe: of. rhem.: ·.: r. was ~ruready:, ~convinced,. :.that . ~he 
apparent Motion of .the:Stars;• was. pot ·:owing to· a. 
. ·. Nutation :of the .Earth,s ... AXis .. :.The; next .Thing· ~that 
ofiercd itfelf,. was an Alteration. ili:·, the' Directi~n . of 
t·hc Plumb-line, with v:hich the lnftrument was con-
fianrly reCtified ; but this upon Trial prqved infuffi-. 
cieor~ . Then I confidered what Refraction mjght do. 
but here alfo nothing fatisfattory occurred~ ::At .lafl:· 
f conjechired,-.that all the Ph4'no'!Jt11a ·h~.tberto men-: 
rioned, .·.proceeded ·.fr<?m the· progreffive ·l\1otion of•. 
Light .and·· rhe. ·Earth's . arinual Motion in· its ·. Orbir-.-
. For I perceived, that, if Light was propagated in: 
. Time, the apparent Place of a fixt Object would nor· 
be ·the·. fame . when the Eye is at Rcfi, as \v hen it is 
moving hi any other Direction, than that of the Line. 
paffing through the Eye. and Object;' and that, when 
the Eye is moving in different Dii'eQions; tho appa. 
·rent Place of the Objea would be different; · 
c · J. confidered this Matter .in .the foi:.. 
lowing ... l\tanncr., lrimagioed. CAr to: 
be a. Ray of Light;. falling perpcndi-
. cularly upon the Line B D ; then if 
the Eye is at re!l: at A, the Objea 
niu!l: appear in the Dired:ion A C, 
;whether Light be propagated ill Time 
or in an Inftant. But if the Eye is 
moving from B towards A, and Light· 
is propagated in Time, with a V e1o--
city that is to the V clC?city ·of the 
Eye, as C A to 0 A; then Light mov-
ing from. C ro A, whilfi the Eye-: 
moves. from B to A,. that. Particle. of. 
it). 
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ir; by: whiGh the Olijechwill•-:be difcerned;·. when -the 
Eye.·in: fts·Motioil .. comes'··ro·,A,: is: at: C ·when the 
· Eyeis.:at B::~ Joinin~fthe Points 8, C, I :ruppofcd 'the 
J"!'ine~.C.B; to 'be a:Tube;(inclined to ~th~:Line:UD in 
rhe;~Angle·~n·n~C ).;Qf! fuch ·a:·Diametcr;;as .. to·:·adn1it 
of': hut .~ne i P.arti.clc :. of i.1gln ;' .. then ·. it . was .. ~afy 
to ~onceive;'tl~a~··· ~he :.~artide .of ·Light. at: c· (bj~ 
which: the Object mufr·. be· feen·when· the 'Eye; as ic 
m<>ves :;a.long,: a~rives~ at A).- ,\rould pafs thro~gh the 
Tube· -B C, ·if it is indincd to· 8' Din the ·Angle DB~ 
and accompanies the·Eye in its Motion from B toA; 
and rhat it.could not come to the Ey~, placed behind 
fuch a Tube, if it' had any other Inclination to. t,he . 
Line . B D. If in(lcad . of fuppofing· C B fo fmall a 
Tube, .'Vc imagine it .ro be the Axis of a larger; then 
· for the (arne· Reaton~ the Particle of Light at C,could 
~ot pafs through rhat Axis, ~nlefs it is.incli~1cd to B o,. 
m the .Angle C B D. In ltke manner, tf the Eye 
moved. the contrary way, from D ·cowards A, with 
the·fame Velocity ; then thc.Tubc mu'!l: be .inclined 
in the:Angle BDC. Although therefore. the: true or 
real ·Place of ·~m Object is perpcnc,Hcular ·to the Line 
in which the Eye is moving, yet the vifible Pl:lcc. 
will not be fo, fince that, no doubt,' mnfl: be in the 
Direction· of the Tube ; but the Difference between 
the true a11d apparent Pb.ce will be (c4'tcrjs paribru) 
greater or .Jefs~ .according to the Jiflcrcitt Proportion 
· between rhe V doc icy of Light and rhnr of the .Eye: 
So that if we could luppoic thJt Light was propagat-
ed in an Infiant, then there would be no Difference be-
tween the real and vifible Place of an Objc&, :ilrho' . 
the Eve were· in rvlotion, for in that cafe, A C be-
ing iii'finite with Refpetl: to A B, i:he Angle A C B (the 
. · Dif- · ~ 
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fcr.cnce· be~wccn the true: ~nd vHible Place) . vanHhes; · 
But if Light be propagated· in Tiine (wbi~h I prefun1e· 
will readily be ~llowcd by moLl of the Philofophers 
of zthis_ Age) then it is ev,idcnt from the for~oing 
Corifi.der.ations, that there will be al~vays :i\ DHfecence 
between. the real and vifiblc Place .of ail Object, un~ 
lefs the Eye:. is moving either directly towards or from 
the ·Object. · And in all Cafes, the Sine of the Dit: 
terence. between the real and vifible Place of. the Ob-
jt£t, wHl be·.co< the Sine of the vifible Incljuatiori .of 
\he Qhjctl: to .the Line in which the Eye is :moving, 
as .. rhe Vdocicy. of the Eye co cbe Velocity of 
. Light~: . . . . · . 
.. Jf Light moved but 1 ooo times faCl:cr .than the Eye~ 
and ap Object (fuppofed.co be at an in~uice Difiance) 
was·. really placed perpendicularly over the Plain ja 
which the Eye is moving, it follows from what hath· 
beeo already faid, that the app::trcnt Pb.ce of fueh an 
Objea will be always inclined to that Plain, in an 
At1gle of. 89° 56'·i-; 10. that it will confiautly appear 
. 3' ~from its true Place, and fecm fo much ·Jets inclin~ 
ed to the Plain, that way towards which the Eye tends. 
_ That i's, if A C is to All (or AD) as tooo to one, 
.the Angle ABC will be 89° 56' 1-, and A C B . 31 ~' and 
BCD ~ 1. A C B = ]'. So that according to this Sup-
pofirion. the vilible or apparent Place of the Objcl'l 
will be altered 7', if the Direction of the. Eye's Mo-
tion is at one ·time contrary to what it is at ano-
ther. · · 
· Jf the· Earth revolve round the Sun annually, and 
the V clocity of Light were ro the .V clociry of the 
Earth's Motion in ics Orbit (which I will at prcfcnt 
fuppofe to be a Circle) ·as xooo to one; then tis caly 
to. 
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-~ ·to conceive~ that a Star really placed ·in·the:very:-Poie -
· ~ the· Ecliptick~ would, ·to au· Eye carried along with 
·. t~e Earth,. feet~ to ~hange i~~ Place continually,: and 
· (neglecting. the. ~n~ll Difference on ,; rl1e Acc<>unt: of 
' 
th_~: ~arch~s _·diurnal. Rev~lution .on its ·Axis)' .':"ould · 
feem to dercribe a C.ucle round that .Pole, ·every:Way · 
difiant. therefrom 31 ~· So that its Longitude would 
. . be .va~icd: t l1.ro:ugh all the_ Poin~s of Fhe E,cli_p~ick e.very 
I Year.; but .ItS. Latitude would. always rematn ·the.f~me. · . Jt~ ~!:ght Afc_e.ufion would :al.fo chao.ge~ !ln~ .irs)~edi- , patton, accordmg to. the; .dtffcrent. -~~tua~lOn .. oLthe · ~ Suh iil refpe~ _to the equinoct~al Poilit~ ; and·:its:ap-
~ p·arcilt Difiance from the Nortl~ Pote·of ~~-Equator 
I ~4~~~~:,:.::: :~,~:.::tu:r?t~: ::·~;.~~~-{~~n~ 
·1 the Pole of the Ecliptick (or which in EffeCt a~ounts . 
~ to the fame, .the Proportion bctw~en the V clocity of 
-~ Light and rhe Earth's Motion in icsOrbit) b~iog known; 
i it will not be difficult to find what would be the Dif-
} ferc.nce upon this Account, between ·the true _and ap-
a parent Place of any other Star at any time ; . and on 
1 the contrary, the Difference between the true and appa· 
)J rcnr_ .. P.lacc bei~1g given ; . the Proportio1! be.t\v7cn the 
:{ . V cloctry .-of -L1ghr and the Earths l\1onon m tts · Or-
:~ bit may -be found. . · . . .. . · 
. 1 As I only obfcrvcd rhc apyarcnt Difference of De-l cliri~ltion of the Smrs, I thai not· now take any far-
~ thcr Notice in ·what manner fuch a Caufe as 1 have 
l .here. fuppofcd would occafion an Alrer~tion in their apparent Pb<;:es in other Rcfpeds ; but,fuppofing th~ . Earrh ro move equally in a Circle, it may be gather-~ . cd from what hath been already faid, that a Star whic~ 
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' i~ ncitlle~ i~:~h'c Pole -~~r-·P_Iaht'Of ~he ~cliptiC~~'.'"'ii_t: 
. fccm to elcnbe about 1ts true Place a F1gure; 1nfe'~(i~ 
bly diffe Cf:Jt fr~m an Ellipf~ whofc Tranfverfe /\~d$­
is at· R{ght-anstc·to the Circle of Longitude pliffi~ng~ . 
through the Stars true Place, and equal to· the Di'a~~+ 
ter of the licde Circle defci'ibed by a ·star (~s ·was- · 
before fttppofcd). in the Pole of the Ecliptick_; ··an4· 
w hoJc Conjugate Axis is to its Tranfverfe Axis,· as· the--_ 
Sine of ·rhe·Stai's Latitude to the Radiiis.· And al'!' 
lowii-ig tha~ a Star by its .app:~~ent .Morion: d~~ ex~ 
ncrly dcfcrtbe fuch an Elltp1e, tt waH be found; that ir A be the Angle of Pofl'tion (or the Angle at. i:he· 
Srar made ·by two great Circles drawn from it, thro,.. 
the Poles of the Ecliptick and Equator) and: B· be 
another Angle, whofe Tangent is ro the Tangent of 
· ~ as R.adius to the Sine of the Latitude of the· Star ;. 
then B will be equal ro the Diffcrcnce of Longitude· 
between the Sun and the Star, when the true ·and ap--
parent Declination of the Star are rhe f.'lme. And if 
the Sun's Longitude in the Ecliptick ·be reckoned 
from. that Point, wherein· it is when this happens;.-
then the DifFerence between the true and apparent 
Declination of the Star (on Account of the Caufe J;· .· 
·am now confldering) will be always, as the Sine of 
· the Sun's Longitude from thence. It willlikewife be. 
· found, that .the. grcatdl. Dittcrcncc of Declination 
:rh3t can be be~we~n the true and app:lrcnt Place of 
the Star, will be to the Scmi-Tr::mfvcrfc Axis of the· 
l}:Ilipfe (or to the Semi· diameter of the lirde Circle de-
fcr;_bed by a Star in the Pole of the Ecliptick) as the· Sine·-.or A to the Sine of fl. 
If _i~~ Star hath North Latitude,. the Time, \vhen-
its true a~.d apparent Declination arc the fame,. is be-
fore· 
·, 
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·for~-: ~~e: ~uri_ ~~m~s. :in. C~~!la~~~ . w ~th or.Oppofl~ion­
to tt,- ·1f 1ts LongitUde.·b~"-'lt(the·· firft·or·_laft Quadrant 
(VI~~. in th~:·arc_end.!~g :S~~i:.ci~cle) oft~e EdiptiCk ·;'and 
·. a~~ft~e~ ... if in_rh·~'defcen~ing_:semi-c~tci~:-.;··and·:~t wil~ 
·appe~r·_neareft ~~ the North Pole ~f- th~. ~qua tor~" at. the· 
':f.}~e-~o(·~ha~· ~a~i~~m ( ~r- ~hen t~e· .~e~tefi: Qiffer." 
ence b~tw~en~. t~e ttue and.~pparcnt ;Pcclmatm,nh:ippens) 
'vhich pr~~e'4es; · the:· Sun's-· ··Conjti~B:iorr·:. with . the. 
'Star.~! .. ·: · .. ~~: .... ·,~ ,;,~.· .,,, :. ' ....... :i _;'·• + · • ..._,·:_:-~.;. ~~~···"". · ...... :· .. . ~· .• =; .. .'-
~-:TI~ef~ .~,.f.~~ipiil~~~. ~e~f( ru~Cie~~:.-_-r~: :~~-, .. :·.-~~&'rent 
P~~fe,_;,.~,·~a}.l ··}lot_-;d~~a~_n;.- '?1.11 -.w~r~,Jbe!:. ~~t~l of 2riy_in~~r~r::~~h--~ny fu~t:Jl.e<~~pl~ca~t_onf~f.':t;ere~; •· It 
·t~ay-_~e.tt~ enough .. to.·enlarge·~<?,~t!~upon'thts Head, 
when.-.~ .gt,V,~ a D~fcr1pt1o~ of:·th~ .:;l~~_ru~ep~s· ~c. if 
that; be_ .Jl1_dgc4:neceffary t~- be doQe;•_·-and~w.hen tfhall 
.firid,. wha't I· now advan~e, 'to be '.allo\Ved of (~s I_:flat.: 
ter: niy ·'felf_ it will) as fomething more· :rhan a bare ·H y. · 
pothefis~ .. I have purpofel y omitte(}; fame_ matters of no 
g~eat_Momenr, and_ con~dered the E.arth as t1lovirig in a 
Ctrcle., and .not ·an Elhpfe; to avoid too · perplexed a 
Calcullu, ·which after all the Trouble· of it would ·not 
f~n~bly _·differ from. that whi~h I ·make.ufe· of, Cf['~c'ial~. 
ly m thofe Conf~quences which, I fhall·.at prcfent draw 
from the foresoing:Hypothefis. · ' . : .. _., .. · · .. 'f ·: 
·; ·'fhfs -b~ijlg p're~ife_d,. l fhall' now·. p~~ceed · 't() ·deter-
min(ffrhtrdhe·Obfervations; what the' real Proportion is 
·between the Velocity of Light and the Velocity of the 
EJrth's annu;ll l\1otion in its Orbit; upon SuppoHtion . 
that the Phte110mma before mentioned .do depend upon ·. 
the Caufes I have .here affigned. But I inuft firfi: let 
you, know, that in aU the Q_bfervations hereafter men-
tioned, l ·have made an Allowance for the Ch<Ulgc of 
the Star's Declination· on Account of the Preccfiion of. 
R r r r 2 the 
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th.e Equinox, upon Suppoution. that . the .. l\lteratiom 
from this.Ca.ufe is .. proportional to ·the·Time, ~md.re.gu-~ 
Jar tl~ro·ugh all the Parts of the Year~: I ·have.deduced-. 
the real annual Alteration of Declination Qf ·each .sr·a·r' 
from the· .Obfervations theinfelves ; and. I the. ratlie[. 
· choofe .to de~end upon them in.· tllis .Article,.bec~u.fc. alh 
whi~h I have yet made~ C<?ncur to prove; thai the Stars. 
nearthe Equinoclial Colure,··change their Declination at .. 
~his. time 111 ! or i" in .a Year more. t~n they wol;lld··do. 
t(tbe Precdhon·was only:;o'',- as 1s now·gcner<Ulyfup-
pofed.. I have likewife met with .fonie firiaU Varieties· 
in the Declination.· of other Stars. ·in. diffeient ·.Yeais,.. 
·which do-not feern to proceed from·'the fat11e·C.iufe, par-
ticularly in_ thofe. that are. near tlie folftitial Colurc, 
.. which on· the .contrary h.a.ve altered t~1eir. Declination. 
lefs th:J.n. they ought, if the Prcceffion: was ro"; . But. 
whet~er. thefe fm:ill Alterations· proceed fro.m a· regular. 
· Caufe. or are occafioned by any Change in the l\llate-. · 
rials ~c., of my Infirumenr, I am not yet able fully 
to determine. However, I thought it might· not be a .... 
mifs.jufito mention. to you how I have 'endeavoured ro-: 
allow K1r them, though the Rcfult would have be.en . 
nearly the fame,. if I had not conudcrcd them at all.·. 
What' that is, I will !hew,. firfi from the Obfervations 
of')' .. Vraconi.r, which was found to be 3 9'' more South. 
erly in the Beginning of 1Ylarch~. than.in September. 
From. what hath been premifed,. it will .~ppeat that 
the greatefl: Alteration of the apparent Declination .. of 
. ')' CJJraconi.r., on Account of the fuccefiivc Propagatioa. 
. of Light, would be to the Diameter of the little Circle. 
w:1ich a Sr.ar: (a~ was bcfure remarked) .would fccm to 
defcribc · about the Po~c. of the Ecliptick, as 39"· to 
4011~ 4·.: Th~ half of thlSlS the Angle A c s:(<JS repre-
- · femcd; 
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fen ted i_q the: P,ig~)Th:is ·th~re(Qre· being _1.9'1, 2,-A C. v.tiU. 
be to A B, . .that: is;; the Velo<;ity. of Light to the V elo.;~ · 
city of ·rh~ ~ye ·,(w4ich· i.n this·Clfe may. b~.fuppofed: 
th~. fame a~ the .Y clocity.· 9f tlw Earth'~ annual Motion 
in. hs Orhi.rt flS·:I.o~xo :ro-Qnc,.{rmll whence i.t :y.roitld 
follow_,: .t~u.r·. ,.Light.:-~t~oves,. or- is prop_agatecl' as. fa1· ._as· 
f 1- . s 1 ... E l . O/ II . rom hle: nn tot 1e·. art1 m o. n. ~ :. · .. - · · · · 
J~ is: ~y~_ilk.n~w~,that Ivlr~ Romer,' wl1o firft ·attempted. 
to account for an apparent Inequality in the Times of the .. 
E~lipfes: ·of .:Jupit~r;'~. Sat~ll~tes,_ by :the:- H ypot~1efis of. 
. tll.e:,p~oggfl~ye: ~~otl<~n of Light~ fqppo(e_¢ th~~ Jt fpcnt. 
a9put·. ~~~::l\1.in.ut.es· of _TiiTJe ir:i i~~ l~?ft.ag~ £:rom~ th~ .. Sun. 
. to us :. but it ha_tlr.~~ce bee~ -conc~uded -by· others from 
the like Eclipfes, that it ,is· p~opagated _as far·in .about-: 
7.Minutes~·:.:· The . .Vdocity c;>f ·.Light ~hqefore:deduc~d­
from t~e forego~ng H ypQthefis," is a~ _it we.re a Mean r 
betwixt· what. had at different times been ·determined 
from the. Eclipfc's.of Jup#er!s Sateflitcs. · . · _. · . · ... 
. Thcfe different Methods of finding the Velocity .of.· 
Light tl~us agreeing. iq.thc ~~efulr, we rpay .reafon.ably· 
con~lude, not _only .tl_1at thefe Pb£JJOrJiella· are owing, 
to_ ·the Caufes to w~1ich ·th~y have been. alcribcd ; ~ut _. 
alfc), that Light is propagated (in .the famc.~.\-Jcdium) ... 
with th~ f~t1Je. Velocity after it hath been rcftcfred as 
before:. for ·thi~- will be. the Confeq~ence, if we .allow. 
that th_c;. ~ig~u,·of the Sun is propagated with the fame:-
Velqcitn~ .before ·it is refieCl:cd, -as the Light of the jixt; 
Stars •.. Arid 1 imagine this will. fcarce. be. qt~eflioned, . 
if. it can be made appear .that the V docity oft he Light · 
of aU the fixt Star .r is equal, and that their Light moves · 
or is, propagated through equal Spaces in equal Time~, , 
~t-al_l Difbnccs from them: both wJJich,poims (.is I ap-· 
prchend) :m·eJufficiemly proved fron1: the apparent Altc..,. 
· · · · · .ration , 
. I 
0"-
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radon of the -~clination;~f:Srars o( .dift"c'teht · Lu-fire ; 
for that is not fenflbfy. different in_- fuch Stars as feem 
near together, though· they: appear· Of very ·diff~rent 
.. MagnitudeS'r:·. And: whatev~r their Situations are (if I 
.proceed ~~c~r<lin·g to the foregoing Hypotheli~)· I find 
·the fame· VeloCity of Light· from· my 9bfervations of 
fmall Stars of the fiftli or ·fixth~ ·as· froni thofe ·of the · 
fe<:Ond an(~liir~ ·MagnitUde, ·which iri all Probability · 
i;lre·:p~aced\at, yery different Difian~es from· us.· The. 
finall'"Star;f6t:E!:xainpJe,,before fpok~n of,'· that is 'a] trion:: 
oppofite ·t!o:· j _-2!Jr~conii ·(being the 3 5'th Ca~clopard. · 
Heveti;: ih·Mt. 'Fltmt/leed's Catalo.~ue) was· Ifj'. 1nore 
Northerly·about- the Beginnit1g of March than in· Sep- · 
tem!Jer: Whence I conclude, according to my Hypo-
the{~~,. -that the· Pia meter of. the little Circle· defcd bed 
by.-a~Star iil the :Pole of the Eclipdck would be 40'', 2~ · 
· The! laft Star of the great Bear's-tail of the 2d 
Magnitude (marked n by Bayer) was 3611 more South-
erly about· the Middle of Janua1:y than in JtJ!y. 
Hence the ·Maximr1m, or greateft Alteration of Dedi-
. nation of a Star in the Pole of the Ecliptick would be 
40'', •h exactly the _f..1me as \vas before found from the 
Obfervations of ) c:Draco1zi.r. 
TheStarofthe )th magnitude in the Head ofPerftus - · 
n1arked "'·by Bayer, was 25'' more Northerly about 
the. End or 'December than on the 19th of July fol-
lowing. Hence the J1,1axinwm would be 41 11• ·This 
Star is not bright enough to be feen as it pafies over my 
· Zc11ith about the End of Jtme, when it fhould be nc-
cording to the-Hypothclis tiuthcft South. But bccaufe 
I can more·certainly depend upon rhe greatelt Alterati-
on.of Decliriation=of thofe Stars, which I have frequent. 
Jy>6bfervedabout'the'Titnes when they become fiatio-
·, : .. : . . · ~ nary, 
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n~1~y~ \vir.h refpe_a: to:.thl!·.Motion· l am:now::confi&·r·--
ing; I wrll fet down a few .more· .Infi:ances of fuch1 
from which you:may~e ~ble::_t~. judge_ ~o~ne:i~._it ni.ay 
be. poffible. from thefc; .Obferv.1 t10ns;: to , determme Wlth . 
what V elociry: Light- i~:propagared.:~ L :d ··;·:· _:;n: :; .,_,:;./.._ 
" Perfti Baytro .\vas ~:3 11 more .Nor~hcrly-at. the 
beginning of Jameizry than in .Ju!J. Hence .the >Milxi~ 
wmm wouJd be 40"~-:1 •. a. ·C4Jiioped!.·Was :·~'!.7 ~more. 
Northerly about the End of· '.Decem6e,.. thandn ;!June. 
Hence the Maximum wc>uld .be 4011, .8.: ·.jd 'DrllCIJfliz. 
was 3 9'' more N ortlrerly in the beginning of Sept em .. 
ber than in March; hence the Maximum would be · 
40'', 2.. · Capella -was about .I611 more, Sourhe~ly­
in ./Jugufl than in Fehruat:y; hence . the Milxitsttm· · 
would_ be about 4011 ~ But this Star being. farther from 
my Zenith_.than thofel have before madeufe of, I can--
riot fo well depend upon my Obfervations of it, as :of 
the others'; becaufe I meet with .fomc fmall Alterations . 
of its Declination that Jo not feem to proceed fron=i the . 
C3ufe_I a~n -~o\~- confidering. . · 
J have compared the Obferv:-.rions ·or. fcvcral other 
Stu~, and they all confJ?i':'~ to prove that the .Af.aximtmt·,:. 
is about 4d' or 41''· I will therefore fuppofe that it 
is 4011 {~ or (·:~·n-ich amounts to the fame) that Light . 
rnove.Q, or is propaP-:ared as far as from the Sun to .us in·· 
6;- 1 3"· The near o Agreement which 'I met with -among 
my Obfervations induces m~ to rhink, ~llt :the .il1axi~ 
'll/.1111~ (as I have here fixed H) cannot ~hff€r fo much as-
a Second fra·m the Truth~. and therefore it jg ·probable·· 
that the Time which Light fpends in paHing.fronl the · 
Sun to m, rna y be determined. by thefe Obft'rvations · 
within 5" or xo"; which is ;fuch a degree of exatl:ncfs as- . 
we cannever hope to attain from the .Eclipfes of Jtt•' 
titer's Satdlitcs.. ··· -· ·· · '· . . · · ··Having;· 
.· f· 
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. :Having thus fou·nd the Maximtmi; o~·what the great~ 
· ~ft Alteration of· Declination .would be .in :a·· Star ;pla-
ced in. the. Eole of the: :Ediptiok, I·!will· now· deduce 
. from jt" .. (according_ to . the. foregoing Hypothcfis)--:the 
Alteration of Declination in one: or two Star~, at{ut:h 
tiines as'they were atl:ually obferved; 1n :Or~cr-·:to_fee 
how. the H ypothefis _'wil_l: correfpond .w.it~ the :p h4no..:. 
me11a t~r<?ugh all th~ ~arts .of the·Year. · · · .-_ _. ·. 
. · ... ·lf . would be ·too ted10us ~to· fet down the: whole Se~ 
tics·o.(iny-Obfe·rvat~ons; I will thereforc:rnake Choice 
. only ~of. fuch as ;ue moft proper for my prefent Pur~ 
· pofe, .and will begin with thofe of"). 'Dracoitis. · . 
. This Star appeared farthefl: North -about Sep~ember 
7th, · 1 72.7, as· ·it ought to·. have done: a<;:cordi.ng to my 
Hypothefis. :The following Table ·tl1ews how much 
more Southerly the Star was found to be by Obfervati· 
on in feveral Parts of the Ye:1r, and likewife how much 
more Southerly it ought to be according to the Hy-
. pothefi~. · 
;I ... ;! ,-i ...., 0 tj n G- ;t· "'"' Ot;j~ ;.t~ 
g:,~t;jn~o g:,~t;j n ~ 0 
... ;:: ::.; :X: =· ~ ~ :=: -· :X:--· 
.., ;I ........ .J ~~;;'\ -.: ~- ~ < e,l (D'I .. ~ r., 
~ r1 ""'1 ""'t) ::::.-, .... ~ ... ""'~"' 
- -· n 0 o n =·o·n. 
0 __ ,.. 
c;· c => :;.. => :::> 0 ::> :::> s-g~ ::s ~ n ,.., n ? ~ 
.. • crB ::"le-n 
,., .... 
... ~g.~ .. <~ o-o ""· 0'" 0 "-< ~ 'f'•'--1 ~ 
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II 
OE!ober z.oth - - :Hm·cb - :;-g-4~- 4~ . 2.4- 37 ' . 
No't·embcr - 17 1 I -; 12. dpril ~ - 6 36 )6'f 
December 
- 6 17l- t87 i\ltl,Y - - 6 z.8 f l9; 
-
.. 
- i.8 2f z.6 June - - f 18 2.0 
1728 - - - ~ f 17 17 
January 
- 24 34 H July - - 3 11 II} 
February - I 0 ,s 37 ,1uguft - 2 4 \~ I Marcb - .. 7 39 39 September- 6 0 
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_Hence it ippe~rs •. that ·. ~e i-I y~thdis correfponds 
Wlth the Ob(ervatlons. of thlS Star through all Parts of 
th~ Year; for the fmall Differe.nces between tbem feem 
to, · ~rif~ . fr~m. ~e·. _: U~ce~taioty .. of .tl:te. _Obfe~vadonc:, 
~vh1eh 1s occafio~d (as •l1magu~e) .ch~eft~py the tre .. 
mulous o~ u!ldulati~g Motion of the Air, a_nd~ of tb,tf 
Vapours m lt ;· wh1ch 'caufes 'the Stars· fomettmes to 
dance 'to andfro, fo mm:b.:tbat·:~t:i~diffi.cuktojudge 
~hen they are.exadly on the.-M~~~~_-of.¢.e :\Vir~_. that 
IS fixed in the common Focus of the Gl~lfe~ 9f. t~~ 
Telefcope. . · . ' . ·· ·· . . :. _· · 
I muft confefs to you; that the Agreement of the · . 
Obfervations \~ith each other, as well as with 'rl\e-Hy-
potheli~, is· much greater than I expeaed to find, bc4 
fore I had rorn.p:J.red them·; and it: may pofiibly be 
thought to be too great, by tho.fe who have been ufed to 
Aftronomical Obfervations, and know how difficult .it 
is to make fuch as are in all re(pefu exact. But if it 
wo~ld be. any Satisfactio_n .to fuch .Perf~ \till I have 
an Opportumty: of aefcnbmg: my ·Jnftr\l'ment anti the 
manner of ufmg it) J coulcraffute tha~ tl_ia~ in. abQvc 
70 Obfervations .which I inade ¢ this Star in a Year, 
there is but one (.and that is noted as very dubious on 
account of Clouds) which difters from the f0regoing 
Hypothefis. more than~~~, and this does nor differ 311• · 
This· therefore .being the Faa, I cannot but think it 
very probable, that the Pht£1Jomena proceed from· the 
Caufe I have afi1gned, fince the foregoing ,Obfervations 
make it fufficiendy evident, that the EffeCt of the real 
Caufe, what.ever it .is, varies in this Star, in the fame 
Proportion that 1t ought according to the Hypothefis .. 
. But leaft i' CZJraconis may be thought not fo -proper 
to fuew the Proportion, in which the apparent Alte~a- · 
· Sf f f · uon 
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tiori ·i ~r D~ci"ination·~·}s·:•;ftkreafed·~·. or~·diminilh~e<f;! as 
thofe Stars' which;_li.e"'ri~arftlic; ~qu-in~ai::J,.::eo1·~~e·i ·:I 
win_: give:_~yoii· alfO:_the CtSlfi{\arif<?t?;bhween:!~hef-~-}'po.! 
~hefis:~na::&e :.Ql?fetyatioii~:; of:»:'Vrfce"_ll:f~r!}\~~~~:'le 
wJ1i¢ni.\V~hbflrtneil ~q~tlr:ab'tm nne ~I7th:D~yj of '!J"anu".! 
arj 1 72.8~£: agreeable to 'the_ Hypothe~s> -':f.hefoHowi~g , 
T~blc lhe\Ys· h9.w much more ?Northedy:it ~was. fo))ml . 
·by: Ob(ervation~ in·· fey~r~l- Parts·.of_'the, Year; ·~nd,~·aHo ·· 
wh~fthe _piffereh_ce)heuld~~ave be'cn·Rct~rd-i~•w;dt~ 
H . . . tl . r. ' . .· . ' .. ' . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . ,., •. - . 4 - • ypo lCllS~-·-·' ~ 1 '·. 1 ·• .,· ••.. · • ' ... :.· •J _:lJ •. ! .-: .• ~" .·: 
,-;.;-:;' ·.::-~.! ;·~· 
•. ~ ."l. ! { 1 • • •• 
. ) . ~ : ~ 
""" n - ."-< n :r """ n ::- .....-: n · ~ ·· ·· ;;>O:iJ::I:O·..; ii.'O~:I;.0"'1 ; ~ ~ n ~ ~ n ~:. ~ a: n ~4 £.: -~ , . 
:::.·;:1 t;j ~ ;:1 tl . :::. ;:1 •• ;:1 t:l . 
· ·, • O'·fj - .:::"'.U t •. · ~ • ::r",~ ,-· ·•. 
,., · ... •·'· ;:~:::.~n-:::.E:; _, · .. g::.~<>a.::.. 
, ·.on;::">on . ·.onl::;-oon·, 
1 r'' ' ' • ~ .:J ..... !"" ::J ~ 1 -. ' • o , ::J ""\ ;A ~ -. 1 ~ 
.. , ,. ··.erg trg , J. ·o-·g .. o .. g J 
.. ~ .... , .. ~·. ··o~ ~ ~ ·o~ .--:; ~ ·: 
. ·C"o ::ro -C"C ::;-c 
, - n·.:;.. : ·• , ... .,.., n,~ ,· 
.. , .• . . ... . .· 1 II . . II .. ' 8 d I l '. I"· ... 
. 172'1.·. . . (. . .. 171.. . ·.-- .. 
. ... ,Scpten~bc.l;~.:._.r~ 1.9,~ · z.8~ . .Api-il_,~ ,-; ~~ i_~J .. lS 
·. · ;.·-- ~- · .. ·- z. 4 z.:+r z.:;.y· .llfay · ,.;.· :.: J.l'+i' 23~ 
· omk'er ;:.-- ~ 1_6 19~ i9~! 'Jutre, -' ·-: r 3'z. .•:: :P -f· 
· 'INrh:cmber - 1 1 I I ·i. ro-~ - - - i{ 3f ·· 34-!? · 
\December - Io.j 4 3 7u~1 - ·- 17 36 36 
f
l72.8 . . 
february .... 17 .z.. L ~1ug~fl · :- : 2. ,·3f- .·. Jr 
ll.fm·ch - -. 2. J I I{- 1 o ~ . September; - z.o :2.6!, \ 26 
.J·. 
. I. find ppon Examination, that th<:; :Hypothefis ~a­
grees al_togetl~cr as exaClly _wi~h the Qbfcr_~~-ri<?ns. of 
this. Star,·:as th~ former; (or it~ about ;p; :tb;:t(:Wt;~c­
madc of· i~_in a Year, :1-do -not-meet.with.:a:-Dif-
fercnc.~ of. fo much as 2.'', cx'ccpt ·i~--oi\e~'.\v~~~~1~ is, 
; · . ; · · . . : . :: · · mark' d 
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ma:~~~~d.'::,l~."\d_qubt(ul.: Q~; -!\c;:~ou.u't_ ~(the :Undu13tion_-
of. ~~e · Ajr, ·.&c. And ;this · doe_s not· differ .3". from, 
the Hypo,tl)e~s.- ·:. · . : :' · : ·:· , · : · .. ' . .. -. 
:. ·:p~e.:Agree_me~~ J~e~wcen. the Hypoth_elis .. and. the. 
Obfc:ryat!~ns of: this. S~ar; is_: the i:uore. to· ~e · reguard-: 
e9, fincc:; it proves that -~he Alteration. of. Declination,: 
on· account :of the·l~roceflion o( the _Eq~in0x, is '(as:. l 1 bcforefuppof~d):rcgula_r thro' all·P~rrs of the_ Yc3r.;: 
(o f~u !a~ lcaft;· .. a~ _not. to ~·ic_calipn:- a Pifl~'Tcucc great, 
e~w~gh_ to :bc:Aif~ovcrcq-wirh rhis -lnflnlmcJ1r._: Ir Jikc-: 
wife proyes the .other par~ of my· former· Suppolitiou,: 
'4_iz. that .. the :anpu~l Alt~rarion of Dcclipa~ion Jn ·. 
Srars near the Equinoctial Cohn:('~ is at this Time 
greater: _rhar;t ~ • Prcccffion of ;o'' w_ould occ~fi9n : for 
rhj~ Sr~r -w_as: 2.o"_·more .. ~ot~tlJerly;;in_ S,epteft~ber r 72-8,. 
than)n:September 172.7, ·that-is,- about:l." more th~n · 
·it would. have been', if- the Prccenion ·was but ;o" . 
.Bur I may: hcrcafier, perhaps, be berrcrab!c_ to dcrcr-. 
mine . this Point; ·from my Obfervations of rhofe 
St~rs ~hat lie nc~r _the Equinocti~l Colure, at about 
rhe fame Difiancc from ·.the North Pole of the £. 
(JU:ltor, ai1d. nearly. <>ppofitc in right AfCcnfion. 
I think it. need lets to give you the Comparifon 
between the Hypothcfis and the ObfcJ'\'~Hions of any 
more Stars ; _1ince the Asrccmcnt in the foregoing is a 
ldnd of Dcmonfiration (\_vhethcr it be allowed thJt. 
I have, difcovcrcd the rc:\1 Caulc of the ~Pb.-eii01tU'IM 
or not;) -that the !-Iypothcfis gi\'C·s ar ·leafl the true 
Law of the v~uilrion of Declinarion in different Stars, 
with Rdpccr to rhcir different Siruations and Af-
pcCls with the ·suil~ And if this is the Cafe,. it mul1: 
be granted,. that .the Paralbx of rhe fixe ~tars is much 
fmallcr~ · than hath been hitherto ii1ppofcd by thole, 
, . · S f f f 2. · · \\' ho 
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who ha.+c-pretended to deduce ic froi.u their Obfcrv~ni· · 
oos-.·-. I believe;' tha~ I may ''enrnre to fay, that:in 
either of the two Stars lafi: mentioned, ir ·does not 
~:imountto:2.~~ .. ---lamof Opinion, that ificwerc.t'', I_ 
fhould :have:perceivcd ir, in the great number of Ob- · 
fervations that I madc,efpecially of i' Vraconis; which· 
agreeing with the Hypothclis (without allowing any 
thing ·for Parallax) nearly as well when the Sun 
was in Conjunction with, as in Oppofition to, this 
Star, it feems very probable that the Parallax of it 
is not fo great as· one lingle Second; and.confeqncnt-
. Jy that it- is above 4ooooo times farther from us than 
the Sun.· ,, · 
There appearing therefore after all, no fenfible 
Parallax in the fixt Stars, the Auti-Copernicaiu have 
·ftill room on that Account, to objcd: againfi: the Mo- · 
tion o(tbc Earth; and they may have (if they pleafe) 
a much greater ObjeGtion again!\: the Hypothefis,. 
by which I have endeavoured to folvc the fore-men-
tioned Phtenomelta ; by denyilig the progreffive 1\1o-
tion of Lighr, as well as that of the Earth. 
But as I do not apprehend, that either ofthefe Po-
fl:ulates will be denied me by the Generality of the 
Ailronomers and Philofophers of the prefent Age; 
fo I £hall not doubt of obtaining their Aifent to the 
Conlequences, which I have deduced from them; if 
they are fuch as have the Approbation of fo great 
a Judge of them as yourfelf. I am, 
Sir, Totsr ·mofl Obedimt 
Humble S erva11t 
}.BRADLEY; 
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POSTSCRIPT. 
'AS to the Obfervations of Dr. Hook, I mull: owp to 
. you, that before Mr. Molyneux's Infi:rumentwas 
erected, I had no [mall Opinion of their CorreClnef.S ; 
the Length of his Tclefcope and the Cue he pretends 
to have taken in making them exacr,-·having beenftrong 
Inducements with me to think them fo. And fince I 
have been convinced both from Mr. Jl{o{yneux's Obfer-
vations and .my ?wn, t~lat ~~~-- ~~r's are really very . 
far from bemg Clther exaa or agreeable to the Ph,e,Jo-
mena 1; I an1' greatly at a Lofs; ho_w:-·to: accotint ·fot·ir: 
I cannot well_conceive that an lnftrument of. the Length. 
of 36 Feet, confl:rutl:ed in the Manner he defcribe$ his,' 
could have been liable -to ·an Error_. of.ne~r. ·3d' (which.' 
was c1oubtlefs the Cafe) if reCl:ified wit_h fo uiuch Care 
as he reprefcnts. · . · 
The Obfervations of 1Vlr. Flamjle~d of the differ-
ent Difl:ances of the Pole Star from the Pole at differ-
ent Ti.mes of the Year, which were through MHlake 
looked upon by fame as a Proof of the annual Paral-
lax of ir, feem to h:1ve been made with much greater 
Care than thofe of Dr. Hook. For though they do not . 
all exaCTly correfpond with each other, yet from the 
whole lVlr. Flamjleed concluded that the Star was 3 5'' 
+../' or 45" nearer th~ Pole in ?Jecembn· th.an in .kl.1y 
or July: and accordmg to my Hypothcfis 1t ought to 
appear 40'1 nearer in 'December than in Jmu.· . The 
A 'Trcemcnt therefore of the Obferv;1tions with the H v..; 
p~~hclis is greater than could reafonabl y be expcCtcll,. 
confidcrin?; the RadiuJ of the Infirument, and the J:Vl::m-
ncr in which it was conflructcd. · 
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. A ~~~~~~~~·~~:l~ltz~.~~:titj~,~~~~~~i~~~~&~l~.:!. 
Jar Title; fl!Jf'~~ d~_Q/;fen;at~o~s fai_t~~--en,piJ'frfllf~i fiB~~lJ.!\1-.~f!T; 
par[eflion'!~~:'~_ljAf!rq~ort_1,ie :&, Ja·qeog~ap~je,' -:Apec._di~~ri t.f:~it~; 
f Aftr:onomfpte~.: ::In;J\Y.·~!cfl;'t]lpfe: S~?Z:Va~s--~"vc ~~t. a very-(:om.: 
__ ! mend~bJ~:;E~-~rtJPJ~ Jn: ~(c~r;t_~~ning . by yn~ou~~ed Qbferva.~i.on~ 
'
_the. tru~ G,ecgr;.ap~iqz{_S~te pf: ~I: .the: P~l(]~Ipal P~rt.s ~f .F~tz'!'e, ._ . 
w~r.ch·.~t ~\r~e; ~~ 9e,}J;~q~~~~~.er_ ~~t!<?~~-.\\'?~ld }fTI~~a__t~; ;BY 
i thrs Survey . they hav~ dernonfrrated the Encroach men.~; t.Ji~!r 
I, .Geographe~s,1 .p._nd: p,a_r;tl.~~farJy Sqnfo,.,,.)lfl~ ·IV~-~~:pn_ :_t~_e:~tt'l to _ 
.. enlarg~ #\eir, :./(~ngt4"!_, a~d: h_axe re~~eo~.h~~ m~r~u:{ c#l~!r: JJ.(U,r- • 
II pations on .the U'e}l, :§_~utk,! a_q~ :North, ._t~n_:a~l:-J]1~ir;~gpjf!.s 
1 
on the: Eajl .~nto.unt to. ~\Y.l~~ to I~.. . .. ;,_ · . :_. ·.-: , , nq !•n··. ·: . :, 
' The l\1ethod _thcyJ1aV:e. u_~_d. ~ tC?::9e,tepT-t•~e. t_h~;Lo'!?:;ttu/~5.. of 
j .th~ir ,p(~ce.S, is ~y ~l~e:9~fCfYjl~~on ~f:~[Jc __ Ef!jp;,~<ft.CidlP.J!IK:/1 ! ~Sat.e llite of: Jupiter, )~~~~cl~: ~cy ,j1o,d .aigw_~ iqfi.q~~aQ.~~s, .jl~Q 
: _with;good_ Tele~_opes ditccrp_a~Iq aimofi, tO: tiJ.f!·Y,.e~y {)ppoJi~~on I .of .. Jupiter to the Sun: .~pd, it may be_ faid, -~hat ~h~s .!\c~o.unt; of 
i the Longitu[les; ~bf5;rv~d, ·has; p~t ~it. p~(t ~9u~t :tJnt tbi~:i!l,-tllG · 
: yery, o'cit' 'ray,. Cf.?UJ~J por.,t_a~l~·-~cl~(CC?P~~- fuflicc_- }9r:JPO.;,W~t 
. 1 ,A[lp cou_ld ¢.ef~. $a.t!l~!!.CS -~F.;.9.P~ery:cd _a; .se~,a. SJ.up;:4_t~N1l\J.Sh.t 
i .be, ~qaple~-. t~,lJ.,CJ.c).~h~ .. M~r~P~~n:.Ql~ .. "Yas, t.n; by-)1~!p. 9_f~-; ~n~[~a­
i .b~es MC?nGeu~ Cp ffip~J.'J .. a~; g1V~~:;u~ }n ·-. tJ11S Yolu~~, ·:'O~qv~r~og 
/.wi.rh y~ry _gr~~~.~~_Clp~f~J!JeJ~i~ r/j:~liJfts, .: Pf;yqq~ \Y~t:.W~;CJlll 
, .. yet bop~ ~q. 9.9sbY ~ t.ll~ .J.lf4'p?J~:·~ho-,(,1Pc;.f.c.:~fll J~: ~fli>J9: ,ll$ Jhe~Jy 
·. ~~a-~s ·rra~1qbl<; _ f~r: tqe _§~~m.4.'!· ·. :~li9W~~e:r:,~{QI:~ St~ylp(Sd~:Jo 
, tnake ;~fe, .C?( :th~ ~ ~.rt1pf:fi.nqmg ,~he_:-4-r;gitud~,::~N#,ill:Pttlequi· 
fir~ ~t~~ .~h~ .G9~J1:. p( ::tPG .'V.hc?le .O~~a~_ -;be _fid}:)l~.i~ ~aQ:.rnJp.ll~, 
I. for)Y:qi~I;t ~v~~~~ !WS. {'1e,tl~?cJ._py : ~~~ :$.~~~~~~tes· ... i~JJ}fl~J~$'.PPfir~.: = And 1t may be hoped tnat euher the true.Q<::.9.'t!J.C~JI~k Ib~ory 
1 of ·the Moon may be difcovc:red, by the time the Charrs are j -~ · 0 o · com· 
I 
I ,. 
\ 
.q-
0 
C"\[ 
i, . . · '-- · l. 3 0 J . . . . \~.~~~·:.·.A fec~nd .Inequali~'· is tha~~hidh .. depends on ·the dill~!lce o_f ·.the 
co.lll P ca~c~ '. or c~fe ·. ~.h.a~. fomcJnv~n~mn <?f. .ihorter Telefcopes · ·s fi J ·r which 1.1e.fays Monrieur Ro11ur did moll mgemoufly 
. . . . . . . . . nn rom up1 tr1 . · (T .. , . manageah!e ~n Sl;1p-board, ;m~y ··fu~c~ to· f!l.e~ ~he, .~c(ipfis · 0£ . exP.l.a'"tu'~ ·fq~H nwt~fi~ioh~~n:of liigbt~to,'w~clliyet.Ca/Jinli·. 
t.he Satelhtes at·.Sca, at leaft thofe of:the. ~ht~d .. ~a~~!/~~~; .. ~hich ·by his manner\.o~,~a/cfl/~.feems~~~.~·<o,~ff~p.t~\.tPQ~I\·!f be hard co 
tall at .a good ddl~nce f~om the Body ot ·J11puer, · bemg · i1ear . i!l]agine 1'1ow the·~arths Pofiuoh. rn refp~Cf bt 1•~zter lhoukl ,any 
three tunes as fJr from hun as the firfi. . . · w·ly aired: the Motton o.f the S4te0t~er. Th_ts. ~nequahty he mak~ to 
The laO: but Iriofl: conlidcrable Trearife' of this Collect' a .· . amount ro ~wo·Degrees·m·th~ SateO:ud~~otlon:;or·;I41:·Jd';--of-Tsmej: 
. · r. . . . .. · . 
1 
n giVes h · 1 ·fi (i the Eclipfes· co· hapnt>n {o much foo,ner when ·1u· the afore1a1d Tabks for compmmg the Motions of J.u~lter's sa ~ ercm le upp<?,e5s. .h· ... h .. , :h. ~:-. ·eo· • ·•.n.:· ,, ··h· b' · · · · · .. ; · ,. · · · · ·, · · · · · · . . . · . . • iter 0 fes the unJ t an! w ;p e _ts .. m .. _f.lJttn.~on._ID! ' 101 •. , tel/lies, but mor~ dp-.c1ally Ulo{e, tor fj•eedy findmg t e.Echpfc:s F.fh ... d .. ~P?b .. ·;·t·.- 0· f,;rh·15·.Jnenuality· he makes wholly ·:·to depend: ohl : f I c fi · · · · fi nrl . M {j. e lllrt u son .., . . , . , 1 0 t,l,C ·u~ o.~ tnne~mo. ~ rv lerem . on IC~r Ca.f!n,i· ~a.s c:m. the Angleiat the Sun~}~tween.: t~~;E~rth ap..J.:.JUJt.iterj' wit~oat any l 
plo) c.:d. ~IS Sk~ll to make ~ali~ and ob~1ous to all CapacltJes the regard to ·1be ExcentnQii}' ·of.:1_upzter'i :( wha:~: fomedmes: "a.Seml-
Calculauon ot them, \vlnch IS orherw1fe operofc to the Skilful diameter of .the Earth'.s Orb~ tarther· .~·9m ~th~· ~nn ·~hm. ar. otl1er 
and not to be. un~e.rraken·by the lefs !mowing,, who·. yet per: rimes) .whic~. wo.uld QCCafion.a m~ch; gr7~tcr· dttfercnce '.t~an .. che 
haps would be wdhng .to find the.Longitude of the Places they Inequa~.aty of Jup:•rer. and .t~~J~ar~h.J.M.ott~~.!.·: ~th of. whtch: are : 
live in. · ·: ·· · · .. ' 1 ; • • · • · . i , . . , : : i; accounted for m .thefe Tableswnh gr~a.t ?ktt,t~~~:A~drclS.: ~ut what : 
· T'h rc· T bl ··1- c · ·· . · . . . . · . .. · · . is moll ftrangeJ .he affi~ms tha.t-the. f~~, ln~qu.~Hty,of ~1.\!9 De~r.ees , 
. e: a es 1av: 10r Prmc1p1es, That .the m!lermoft S~teUJ/t' in the Motion,· is like~.ife :.fo~nd; in :th€: ot~~r S~ttUitet;:. requu:mg . 
revolvea to t~e Sun m. xd.-I 8h· 2.8'. 3611• fo p~ecifely, !hat m 10o . a much grea~er· time,-·as ·above _tw~~ours. 10 5he. fourth Slltelltte·:. Years·.t~e d1fferenc: ts not ~nfible; That m the time of the which if it appeare~by~bferV.atron~·wottldov~rthro~Mo.nfieur,Ro-
Rcvolutaon of Juprter to hts ·Apheliun, which he fuppo!ts in mer's Hypothefis entarely. Yet I doubt not herem
1
to.m.ake.lt ~:~on- .. 
. 43 p.d. 14h. 5i'. 48", thisSaieUiu mai{eS fXad:Jy 2~148 Months ' firatively plain' th.u ~he Hypoth~li~ of~t~e.:I>rogre~v:e 11,ouoo OJ ·. or~ Revolutions c·o the Sun : and dividing. the Orbite of J«fliter ; Lighr is found in a~\. ch~ .. <>t~er.Sbat~~Jtt~ o(h.· uptter, so,.¥ .nee~(. a.Ary ~an l .. 
• 8 · · · 1 · • · .. - r that ic is the fame sn all; rhere. emg .n~ .. n~., ne~r: 1.o;g~~at ;a~ nnua .. !~to 1.~4 .P.arrs, ~e bas m a large 1 able of .. J.E9u:mon iliewn . ·Joe ualit :~s Monfieur Caffini fuppof-!s in'.thesr .M~uo·ns~ b.Y' hts Table, 
"h.at IS the mcquah~y. of t~e ~'fotJOn. of Juprter m each Rc~o- ag~9 .. arid his Prteetpta Cskuli. ~.he Method howev~r uf~~ .co COIJ1· . lut1on ~edu~ed. r,o. Ttme, af1ummg Thrrdl!,rhe greate!l: .tEquatiO!l ·~uce chis is very. Cunous; for l~avmg: fou~d· th~r .w~tlfi- t1le Sun re; 
of J~plter ~ · JO. whenc~ the hourly Mot1on ot theSateUite from .volves to 'JupiterJ there P.Jfs ;98d. ~~h .. q. wherern: are made 2~)., 'J.up~t~r ?emg ~o. 2 6~ ~~. It, follow.s~ that the great eft. iriequaliry ~evoluti~ns of the ~atelJ,te co .'Jttpzter# '.he ~umb~r o~ Revol.uuoQs , 
( J11pzter ·paffing, the ~Jgns· of Cancu ::Ind. Caprictir,, )' amounrs h~c«? Juplter_was.laft ~n O~potittQ.O t~ the -~Pf.l,~s.~htthe ~,al~s. ~11"··f~·: 
to 39'; 8''·. of trnie I ro be 'added in Ca~tcer fUbfiraaed in' Carp'ri· . in which ·the ~r:qualtcy ,Qf .. rhe Earth s.M\ltTIO'nb ..llS al.Q\~e~JE.q· or 1~1. t.l ... t• . 
· Larfl/ ·A · ' 1 • · · · · · ' · . · . . . , · · Months,. and· that. of Jupt~e?.s.Orb by ~ .a ,e ot :tue;. u.~'or:t:o 
corn. . . :J, s ro t lt: ~pocba or bf'gi.muns ~f !hts Senes of Re· . '-Num. II. ·amou~ting in aU to ; ~ Revo1uttons of che·S~te{ilte·;to Jup•:cr. 
voluuons,·l.lt: ha~ determ10cd th: Aphelt~n ot .JHpzur about x .i D~· : This in the Tabl~ following 1 h.&ve rhought.fit~to ~eave ~oll_t, fhewmg. ; .. 
gree forwarder than ·Aflrtmomra Car.olrna, a.nd .·a~ove·2.. Degrees ·:how to find i~ by help- ,of. the. ~orm~·IEq~uon oJ:'.l'lstJ:r~l .• -: }:"h.e. · ~ore than !he .Rudolphl~t_ · Tahles, vzz. prec1(tly m 9o. .of. Li~ra, . Nilmbers,,are m effed:. t~e lame wuh Monfiey~ CaJJim s,~ ~n~y reduc~~ 
· m, the· beg1~m~g. ot · tb1s Cept\l!y, whtch! perhaps ~e· finds tHe . to our Sule and Mend1ap,_an~ .lh~ f.o,rm.ot, ~he.m.}_br.~~.gc;~~ e~d~;:m 
·proper Mouoci ot Jupitei" about th.c Sun ar this tune :to require; ,- hoped amended. . . . :. See Pl\1lof. Tranf.iCl! :,N°· q6:~;.: :.: , r ~ ;., . : ~nd the 11umber of Revolutions fincc Jupiter was lafi in P~rihelio, I· . · .· ,._. · : ; ; ·' : .. · r.: : .~· .': '· ~· t:· :~ ,. 
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; <· To.a~j.:gJven Tear, lJ.tontb, and Day; to·._fntf:th~ next 
: :·;;·.: -'EdJpje Of the-jirfi Sa~ellite of Jupiter. · ; 
.. ~::.·_·:-~ .. -... -~:.:: ... '~~.·._ .. :·. ·._. : ....... :!. .. <:· ,. ·.·.· ... ~ : .. 
·. ·· · ['Jil:the-Table ot Epocha:_'(pag .. 24q •. )·.find. rheYear 
:of.~ .Lotd, and· fee' down. the. Day,~ Hours; · Minutes, 
~~~~cl :'Seconds,: ~it:h, the Num~· J.· ·and Num~ JL thereto 
1 ~i~'nexr. ;; ·a~cl (in pa~. ~ 2.4 i: .and :the .f~l~owiQg) fcck the · 
l\1onth,: arid· day ot·"tlle.Mont~l, ... Wlth,:theHours .and 
Minutes,~ and Num. I.)ind, IC_,affixt~· arid add them to-
g~thet: :' and 'the . refpectiv,e Sums·: 1h~U fl1~W the mean 
. ti1;11e of: the middJe of the Eclip(~. fought. with Num. J. 
am.lJ'~nrn.U. requifed .. But it muft ~e obferved,. that in 
.1a.nuary' and Fe!Jruary)n the Leap-Yea~ one Day is to be 
added to the Day ttius found. · · · · 
. . 1 u.· .If. Nurri. t ~e. found lefs than I 1.2.4 with Num. I; 
<'r if grea.t~r than oz.448,Subf'trafring 1.448 therefrom, with 
td~rdiclue, eater.· the Table, pag. 2.45.and you wil1 ha.Mc 
:the fir{fi£quation. ·,to be added to the mean Time before 
. . :(opnd~~,~ But if N;ttm.l_. be: leiS ~han :z.;4.48', but_greater 
;~n _11.~4; Subfirad: 1t from ~448, .·and entnng the 
· . :fam~-.T~ble with the rema1oder,":J.t.ou ·1haJl have· the firil: 
· ~q~ati~n-~oJ~fo/;.f!~alieJ _fr~~·-·the'.mea}l IJ~~~-·!qen 
;D1.v1de th~ ~n~t~ Of .the _faid_:fidl: iEqu~tqn,JJy;_IJ, I or: rathh ?~, tana .. the!: rl!fo~e 1ha'l be. · _the .&quation:_ of 
: Nurri~ I~; ( anfwerihg to the, Eccentrick Mo~ior1 of Jupi· 
: rer) :·to~ be atidtd thereto' when ;the nd'L/Equation Sup~ 
. ftT~- :and e &I)N/fa jJJJj/.ratJeJ. Whell that· adds •. 
;;r,}:\~~~~.~-'- IIJ. If 
~of I -. • • ., -', ~ 0 -~~/ .. II~. If ~tim~ ll.}~l,us ~qwitOO c~~cd ~~J 14,\Sl.~-~fir,aec:· 
· 2.2.·f ,4· ~herer~?ID ~- :J~~ ~~- th~,~~~~~q~q-,p~ ;~urn- -~~~·-.: p~ lefs·'tb~n I q;wnb the fald remamder or Nqmber.;.or.it 
' great¢r 'than I' I 3 ',' wi·r~.: ~h'e 'com P!~:~leht't\1~re~f ~o.,i ~},'4·: 
· ~eek:in~Tab~~-pag. 1.~6._- thefecoryd A:q~~tiqn;_,>V.~.ich.~c~ .. 
mg added .t9 the :Ttme before found; gt ves the .. true Ttme 
of the middle of the ~clipfe. ; . ,. : ·. c . . · -· ... · · .. 
IV. With Num~·t· in·Ta·6. 'pag: ,.47;-fcelc ·the half 
Continuance of the Total Edipfci which is to be added 
for the.Bmerfion \vheri the. xquaied Num~ll. )s"ld$ ·rhari 
IIJ,. or if mo'rc t~an 21.);4~ it_ be Icfs, than JJS: But 
if 'it exceed I I 3 or 3 3 8, then )s .~heA'em~~~ra, to be 
fubfirall:ed ·for the l~n;'!'erfion. · ' .. ." . · · ·_ ·. · '' ,·-·-~... . 
. ·· V. ·Lafily; with'· the· Su.il'~. tr.~e Place. take 'o4t'the 
·~ .tEquation of Natliral D'ays·~-( ir;t Tah~· _';itg. 1.4~.') J\'~ich 
added or fubfiraCl:ed accor4ing ~o ~h~ T~tJ~'-. gives the 
time of. tl.1c /mmerjio'1 or Eme,rfioil foughr. . . · · .. 
. :. Now how fe\¥.· ~~ures (erve for 'this. COmputation, · ij will bcfr appear by ~n Exam.ple or-.two •. :· ·· ~ .. :: ' ... :. 
j A1!11o i 677· Sepuln/;er 1 i 11•. 81'.-9'· 4o:'· rlt Gree~wkk, 
~ Mr. Flamf/eed: obferved the firfi: SateUtte to begm to 
'I.! Emer~e; -that ,Is gu. 9'. 2o_". at.Londo11., 
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~~::Ag~ifi~ ' .. 7A;,ni:· ~6·81/ i.N:~ilm~e;·:)orh; l6·fl:~.:4s~'·.·4~.;,_ 
under the· Meridian' of. I!Aiufiut;:. t~e .. Imme!ftDn .of::.this 
Saullite was obferved by·B:Halley~ .. · ·. ·. · -. · ... :. ·:·· 
. 1.. · ........ t ·:,:. • ' . .' ': . ·•. ' • . : . /.; : 
, . ,r . " •~:. · ~·. · .. ·· Num. I. .Num:U. · .. 
68 . ~. C'h.l,211 2Afl . 8 8 .·' .. L . 
.... . . 1 3·· .... o -.~ ,.. · "T · .. ·: 1 ·:u ;,o '-· .. 
Noimnb._3?_:_!_2_5r.~4~.: .... 189··. · .. · I88,z. ::_;_ ,:! 
;;;_ .:1-ftn;Jm.b-: <3~ !·7. _2.6 ::4~: :.: .lQOT .. . 401;8 . · ... ~ 
JEquar. 1.,. + . .' r9. )'2, ... , , , . 1,8-. 
· )~qua~. z~ + . · ·. 6 ,. • o ~J).~?(I.~8~ ~i ·_..:·N~tmb.'. ;o 17 .. P··: ~4o ..... 
· ·~ ·semimora - 1 ., 6 .· f6 .: ··· .· · .. 
Temp.a!quat. ·~o I6 46 4. · ...... ··:· -~-~- : . ro~8. 
JEquat. T .. + 6 · ·; • <!> 10 :f · 190, 2o'. 
4oo,o_ 
225,4 
_174,6 
Nvilemb. · ~G 16 p 1~.Temp. appar. ·. 
br. ' 8. . .. n.. . . _:: 0 1er .... -····16 4 · 4o"1."'· '·.· 
:-. · · ··':Error ·.......: · 3. 
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. . A Third Example :fhall be the Eme,.fio, obfcrved at 
Paris by Monfieur Caj/ini Anno 1693. Jamuzry r.1:h. xoh· 
40'. 2.811..: that is, at London at xoh. 30': 4.8". · 
\., .' ~ i • '• I l ' ·, • ' ~ ' ~ : 1 ; ' ~· 
. . . ._ . . . Nurri. I. Num. II ... 
169;. Od. )"' II' 48" 434 23,9 
.i~1~.11;i 14.;3:'·48 48 8 8,2 
JEquat. 1. ·+: · _ _;6 8 .. 442 3·2;,-
lEqu;lt. 2. + · _ 2 q ' . ; J2 - • 
Simi'flor• · +. · t . · 4 ~7. n)36l;,2..;_ -28,9-
·Temp.~qcat. 14·.Jo:·.4; ..5'4 ·- .... ··' ·: 
··'. .. J.Ii<iill~t~-· ...:._' · ·. J 3 I 5 . <!>)n: =' .fP. 40'. 
i;:. J~~~tlll,ii .. 14 Jo _;o 39. T-emp.app;. .~: · · 
. · · ·. ---Obfer. . 1o · ;o 48 ·.' · 1 · · .. · ~·'··· · • .: ....... . 
. . . , .. E . .+ , . . . ~.. . ~ .. ; , . , . ; 
... ·' · · r.ror- ·': ·o -9 · .: · • · ' ·· .. , .... 
: .. :,:. ',: .. -~.~- :~ ;·; :,; 'c •.. 'I,· . -:- , ,, ; ;;, ;_~· 
:.:~ After'this ma~ne·r I have· c~rlipared -the.fe Tables wfth 
·many good ar~· certain Olifrivations·,· .and fcarce' ever 
find them err above three hr four Minutes- of .Time-;. 
· w.hicb proceeds, as may \\'el1 be·conjeC!urcd, ·from fome 
'"'(I';[ -. . r. II 
.,· '"·- ... · . • · · •rna 
• 
....... ·' I 3 ':>,.;t1'~. . . : .... ~; . ~ . 
'· ~~::: f mall. Ec;cen tricfty; ,i(dt~~¥,~tiori, tand Jrom~tt~iQ~al Fir 
f .. g~re .. _of:.'·Jiipi(ei's'.J3ody, \Vl)~fe.q~ick~ diurnal: RQtilticin.ha$ 
::· by: irs: Vis Cent.rif~ga:(lilatedA~~s' Eq~ainottiaJ,"~.and\inade 
his M(fi~i~ns· ~p~h_!f:,DiP,ti,ca~i foi~s. to be difccr~able·by 
the Telefcope.: ·.M.r; f\Te'l)!.on. has thew_n, th~t hts Polar 
· · Diame~tt:i~ tO th~'t·of_tiis Equin9d:~al·a~-~o ~o~A:i :·~;arly~,. 
But w~.· m:'lY .lwp~ futur~ Qpfek\. a~1ops)may .llie.w l1·9w to 
divide· thofe. ·corri'po~'nd~;~:-~#.u(~s-')'Qf, ·Eri9.r, 'an'cF.corre.ct 
them; wpich Err~rs·:arc ·ex<;eed~~gJmaU-i'n. compirifon 
. of the lbort time· that::the· Sat'eUii'e'i'.;have· hel!n difco~ 
. vcred,··a(')d. ~rgue the .Skiil and Diligenc~ of~::t:~e· d!=fcr .. : 
vedly .Fam·o~s ·Author ·of tliefe :]'IJ/;Ies~ , .. : : ·.<; :~~-, .. :::~--...... , i 
I had alqiofi: forgot Jhe ... Cooi\r~aion .9~:lli~'1 'r.al?J'e '~ 
pag. 2. 4 7 .' fhe\J/ip~ ~\le· hal(. :c;o~t~nu~nc9 ofl:hefe. Eclipfci.: . 
. In this the Si!mtdtnmcter o~. the ihacow of ,Jupittr ,is 
made· by Ca.ffini jQfl .i a·peg~e~s," and~-t~a(of the Saitl~ 
lire· 3'?' ;' and·theS.aie~ite~ ,Afcendi~g·Nodc,, bei~g-~Lip~· 
pofcd m: 15o.. o(AiJuartw, at the. end'. of thts CC~ttury, 
(that' is, 5 ~o. 'l.Q'. before. the.Pe~ihel!o~ of 1~pit~r )' it 
... will thence' follow, that Num.J.: ~ein·g·:.8t6 or _i.io2.,. 
Jupiter palTes t~e fo.!odes ¢f die SateUites Orb,' _and ·c~n-. 
lcqucntly thefe·Echples are. ~e.ntral, ;·a~_q <?f the _great eft 
· Duration. But .Num~.J.. b~mg· 1.15 or 1481 ,' the Sa-
teUite paff'es thejhadow with 'the gre~nell: Obliquity~: 
'Vh. i 0 • ·55' from ·the Center, wpence th~ Se~im~ra:.be~\ 
comes of all the ilio~teft~' _.This Table •is OQt h()we've1< 
(o; nic~ly :~o;~iputed;< ~?t_,jhat _'J(~n~y:. 'a~~ i~~~r.f.9r!e:-:. a;,~n, mi t.h.r: §e~qq~s~_.!f~~ :~m~~I·;:P:ar,~: 9~ ~ ~~9~,t!,we~e:_ 
. ·::f~!~~~~f~~~~;~:;~,f~~~;~~r~~i~~:. 
. · e_quahues, . ~r~ .. li~e .. g\ v~n ~0· 1~nQ~~~r:'i _fQ,rm, reqt,unn.g, 
P · toe .affi~ari~e-~f~t\lfr~bre~'of.'1~fti1~r~s·.:~ro~rtrp,q~~cfo~~·-. 
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:'~Whence: rhe:TaJ)t~·C>r·ihe .. ·fi~ll-~·arian· of' the Firfl. 
. Satelliu,· pirg. 24), . or ~brifieur ·cii.fP~i's ·larger Table, 
may by ·an e:die ReduCt ron: ferv~. ~h~ ·other three; the 
.lfquiuion;of the· Sec_onrJ. 6fing:2- rfi.~.:~"~ twice the Minutes 
\vith· half fo·ma.ny .$econds· as.· :rhere are· Minutes in the 
.tEqu·ation ·o(th~ ~;;./hahd the·gr~a~eW~uation there-
of. 1 hi I 8': 3 s"~: The .tF.qu:ition· of' th~ Thir_d is 4 ~ times 
greater· tflarf that of_. the Pit ]I, and~ when grearefl: a-
mounteth, to. :z.h.. 38'.- i5(. .And the iEquation of the 
·Fo11rth being, ~-.'tl ti~es:.rh~t o( the· FirP, is had !:>y Sub. 
ftrat\ingJ''arld r: from· ·t-~n: tinus. the /£quarion of the· 
Pirfl, ·, whenee: .the greateil: becomes ·;61L -r.o' •. 2.8''. So 
t'hat'Num. J. ·andlNum. II. as he:re c()ll¢ctedJor the Firft, 
may indifferently ferye all the· ~en.,- . . . 
· As to 'the Second ~quation of the·" other.· SatelliteS, 
Morineur Caji11i has; ·by his _Prtecepta· Calcr4/i (as is be~ 
. foh~ mer:ttioned} .(uppofed _the. Minutes .. thereof to· be itrcre'a~ed in the fatne p~oporti~ri; as inlle~d of 14'. rq''. 
.in .the Firfl,' to be 2.8'. ·2.7''. in th~Secoiul; 57'. 2.i.''. in 
the Third; and i10 lefs than 2."··14'. 7''. ·in· the Fourth; 
whereas if 'this· fecQnd Inequality did. pi'~ceed from the 
fticceffiv_e propag~_tion of,Light~ thi('JEqu.atioo ought to · 
be· the~ fameJn. a,u· o(,t_h~·m, wlii<;l) ~~n(l~~r.~ajJini fays was·walJ_~ing 'ttrbe Jbewh, · tq "perfe~·-¥9P_fieur Romer's 
:nemorlfirario·n; wherefore he has'te,Jea~ it #'illfourid.;' 
ed, Bu~· _ther_e. ~s g~~ caufe ~q-.bel~~v~ )~~~-:·~~- ~~t~ve · 
thereto, ··is ~~~~t'~: h3~~tho.ug~~ ~nof pr~ll¢r.~~"p~fcpve.r ... 
.Arid 'the· foHowiagCbfe.:v~tio,IJ~·~~4PLJu_fftc~~-h~IY.: (upf?!Y'- · the~Derea. ... ~~~!'QJ>la~#J 1,~'),r(:~p,e-;D.i~i· g;,;~~f?.(#1at_: · H ·drhelit.':'··HJ f....,.;., •·• •. _~ .... ,J.··'·:· ~":·q, ·· ·: ·.'·'-- · ... · J~•• r6'7ft.'·'tlit.t;.,_:"Siii. Nli,. 6 .. ~6·.' 3 7". Jpp. b~t 
5b.;9'·-37"· tEfJ. time, Monfieur Ca.l/iniat Paru ob(er:a 
ved the Emerjio1J of.· the Tl.rird Satellite from Jupiter's 
,. · ·. · - .:. fuadow.· 
I; ·\. . 2. l" (' •. ~· ,,•. · .. J ,.., ; 
~~,~ ·'{hadow. And·aga:q,_Nf~~~-,~4 .:f~Jo~ng,. ()b.1-q'. ;;'r.-. 
' app.- Time; bu~. 6 :1' 5~;;5 5.~: •. ~!·."·: b~: cbkr:ycP..-.th~-.lil~r; . 
· . EmerfifiFI: ~f .~he -fa~e ~aulli.t(.·.·.:·\r.h~ ·o_P.(erved ,I_Qtcr~al 
of Tirrtc bet'weenc tht:fe:~_erfionf;;$~.~·J4~d.oh·6'_. IB:1 , 
· which is. 8'. l. :z.". mo~e _than. 6. mea.n Revolu~ions 9f ~this 
Satelli1e; of _which 4'· 2.7".a~ifes from thcdifference of 
the firfi .tEq~ations arid -~~ _greater continuance of the 
latter Eclipie ;. f() _that the :o~her 4 Minutes is all that is 
left to anfwc~ for the.d~f.fe.ren~e of the fccond . .{Equ~tions; 
and Num.ll. .in that tirn,e.\~ncrea(lng ·from 4~ ·.tP.7l.,givcs 
4'. 3 6". for the .difTeren·c.e of the_. fecopd l$qua.tion,s :of the 
Fir]I.Satelli(e. So that h~r.e the iecond·.IEquati~n of the 
Third is found rather lcfs than that of. the f"irfl' but· the 
difference is, fo fmall; .th~~ it may t:athc;r ·be at~ributed to 
the uncertainty ;of . Obfcrvation. I :WJlere~,according to. 
Monfteur Cajlini'~.Mctitod o,f G~lqua~ing, infi:~ad_ p.f .four 
Minutes it ought to be z 8'. 3 8". and the Interval of thefe 
two Emcrfions 43d.oh.2.1 '· exceeding t.he Tiro¢. qbfer;Ved by· a whole .quarter ·of an hour ; . which. tha~ Curious 
Obferver .could 110t be.decei'(~d. in. : · .... ; .. ~: ,. 1: ;': (. :· 
· The like :appears_' y._et more ... ~vip~mly ·in ·thc.:.Fcrqt!J 
Sate/Jite. By' the_ Obfervatio_g 9f Mr_. f/amfteed_ at Greei;_-
wicb, Anno 1.682.. :·sept.:z.4°'. i 7h;45·'·: T~ app.i but 17h. 
3 1.' ~ T~~q .. the ,Fo_Nrt4 Sate~lite was feen ·newly come 
out of r.l~e Jhadow, . fo. tba.t ap~m~; -~ 7\1• JO~ .. J:,..~~ ·!he 
firft begm~1~g of. E~rjiou_\'!a.s_ coDJca~red; nn~J.. after 
·five Rev6lut1o.as, 'P~:t . . Decem!~.~ 7d:".11 ~~.1.~~ .: · o_r I,th·~x-8'. 
T. &q.· he .as~.lfl P.9ferv,cd th~_-ArftJ~t>Pea~,n~~·.Qfthe._$a­
-~u/!ite ~gmnmg ~o~EJ;Il~rge, :tllat lS, ;~,ftcx •!lPJnt<:r.val of 
8_Jd. I 7h.-48'1( ~-~ereas. thi$ ,s4,~l#t~, r11~.k~~ :five mean 
.'Revolutions ~n :g 3d: ~8~~-'1.5. } 1~~ ;l-ls:r~~~e l1av~.3 7~ ~to. b.e . 
:accounted Jor bY.1 ,~h~ .feYr~~al,.nequaUt_i~s! -,OCt.f:ls, .. ~~'--ts 
. ;dt.ie.'_.to. t~~~~r,fl::~qu~~iqn~·,:wh.ic\1 is rr.~9P~~;tp::I9':by · 
). · the·great~r cont1~~n~~pf~l~ l~tt~~~~hpfe,1uptMfl.;then . 
_approachmg ~q . .h)s defcc.n?t~g Nq4e_:, S9. that .~hc!r.e re- . 
·· mains only ~8'\:~Jor. thq A~_tle,r;~c;~,of .tlw .se~Qnd f£9ua-
. ·· · ......_q i t1ons, 
~: 
~~. 
--~~ .. 
·, 
·.· '( ·r ~ -) · . 
. . : . ,. . . . . . . . . .. . 5 . . . . 
tioas.~hi_tfi:= ihe Eart.h ~pproacqed J11jiter_ by ~ore tha.n 
the -Ra/ilil of·its own·Or!J ;'and the difference of the fe-
'cohd-A!qliationsOf ·the~iirffSaielliie being according to· 
t4jjini 8';:.J'.<i';· the faiddifferenec in the Fou~th ought co 
be-~Ib. io'Hnfiead of r 8 ~; whence the Interval of chefe 
·two Emer(ion~ ~ciul~ be accord in~. to his Precepts, but 
83d' r6"'--·46_'-,' mfiead ·of -:SJd. 17 48'. obferved .. And 
whereas 1 8'-'~·may fe_em ·too gr~a~ a difference; it mu!l: 
be noted, fir.fr, tha~'Mon!ieur·Romer bad fiated the whole 
· fccond/Equa'tio.n i2.'.o9", ( 'VitlePhil. Tra11[. Num. z 36.) 
which Morifie.urCaffinillas diminifhed to 14'· I 0 11 ; fo that 
irifiead of 8' k~onfieur Rom~r. aHows above x 3'; and a.~ 
condly,that:in the fir1l ofthefe Obfenratioas, being about 
half ao.hc::ur'before S~n-rife,the brightnefs of the Morning 
. might we!J hinder th~ feeing of thts · finaUefi .and floweit 
SateOite, till: (udi'time .as a good put thereof was e-
d· .... ' . . . . . . .. .• . . . merge .· · · - · . · · . 
But I. nave exceeded the Bounds of mv intended Dif-
courfe, and fhall only Advertife, Thac rhcfe Tabks are 
not Print~d with the ufual Care of the .fmp~lmerie Royale 
a Paris,_ .T~at the Tt!lmlti.Revolutionum primi S11tellitis 
Jovis in_ Amris IOO,pag._i3 &fer~ is faplty in thefe Years, 
i6i j9, )·); 98 &·99; as i~· alfo the Epocba for the Year 
I 700, pag: 99· where pro Num. r.; 1 8; i lege I 8 7 3, and . 
pro !fum. If. Ioo4, lege i xo;4: ·Am:!, that the Number of 
Revolutions of theSecond.Satellite in xooYears,pag.6o, 
-6,~:; oftheThird,pa~: 76//7; and of thero~rth,pag.9o,. 
9 I,:- are by a grofs mdl~ke oL ~he Calculator, aU_ faJfe 
aod. erroneo\ls;:~and .. intift be amended by wbofoever 
would ufe them. whk~· yet ought not in __ the .lean to 
be attributed to the Excellent Author, but rather to the 
· Negligfb~c:'of tho~:.~ ~n1pldyed _ bfbiriL _:; T~~ Reader 
·hereofr iS ideli.red: r_oainend · thefe follmving Errata~ wh!ch 
:were difcovered'·wheri it~ was roo 1iue. . . . 
.. ·:·: · E.RRA "fA~.: .:P~g.' ~ j'S.}i,. 2.4~ ·pro 5a.Jo'. feg. jo. · 
· · 3 I'. 40''· ·fbi.:~· 5. prd 8~ 2.6! ~. leg. go. 2 8'}. · · · • 
. . '! .. Ill • .A' 
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